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264.87 Quotations of ‘Alimqul, Amir-i Lashkar\fn{by ‘Alimqul (c.1833-1865)} Batken Province, Kyrgyzstan (M)
2\fn{The numbers in brackets indicate the pages in the book on which the accompanying quotations may be found. In a handful of cases,
men and women born very early in their respective countries did not set down on paper autobiographical material in the sense that human
beings of the 21st century customarily understand that word—that is, in books of their own contrivance (introduced by authors other than
themselves, but otherwise in words of their own origin) organized as a type of literature separate from any other and designed from the
point of view that they and they alone are the best witness to the philosophical justification for (together with the actual content and
sequence of events), of their own lives. Whether in the event this was actually the case is not the issue: that they would be in the best
position to know is. W notes that “one of the first great autobiographies of the Renaissance is that of the sculptor and goldsmith Benvenuto
Cellini (1500–1571), written between 1556 and 1558, and entitled by him simply Vita (Italian: Life). He declares at the start: ‘No matter
what sort he is, everyone who has to his credit what are or really seem great achievements, if he cares for truth and goodness, ought to write
the story of his own life in his own hand; but no one should venture on such a splendid undertaking before he is over forty.’ These criteria
for autobiography generally persisted until recent times, and most serious autobiographies of the next three hundred years conformed to
them.” However, it is probable that none of this entered the mind of ‘Alimqul, occupied as he was with (in his view) preserving the
freedom of his people, the Kyrgyz, to preserve and develop the traditions and behaviors peculiar to themselves in the way they wished
without the help (however well-meaning) of the ambassadors of civilizations foreign to their own—and in particular the coercive power of
such civilizations, either overtly or covertly applied. To the Kyrgyz, this meant the power of Russian imperial arms; and that so many
thousands of them thought it expedient to sacrifice their lives in such a cause—even against odds proven to be hopelessly against a
successful outcome on their behalf—is surely a tribute their their valor, their heroism, their ardency: their patriotism. This ‘Alimqul, then,
emerges as no itinerant bandit, bent upon his mere self-agrandizement, but as a fighter for individual and collective freedom in the best
sense—as a noble warrior, as one to be emulated by any young man devoting himself to the destruction of those who would oppress his
tribe and their cultural heritage. The best that can be considered as autobiographical material from such a man or woman will probably
always consist of such isolated quotations as are preserved by accounts of his life other than his or her own—particularly when, the further
back in time such people are born, the lesser and lesser the likelihood that such accounts were even committed to writing; or, if they were,
that the single manuscript in which they would have appeared could have surivived the numerous major and minor conflicts that have
infested the nobility of the human race since the beginnings of our recorded history some 5,200 years ago:H }

Today there is no time to shave one’s head. (47)
*
The council is meeting. Let all the chiefs and emirs gather. (47)
*
Go, call these two hundred yigits\fn{Mounted warriors} and bring them at once. (49)
*
Now give this money to the army.\fn{“Forty or fifty thousand tangas in cash.” The tanga was a Kokand silver coin weighing
4.44 grams} And whatever is necessary in addition to it I’ll prepare and arrange with all my heart and soul! (50)
*
The army needs cannons and zamburaks.\fn{Small cannons, falconets; literally “small wasps” } If we had cannons we
would have settled accounts with Khudayar Khan long ago. This being the case, we need artillery. (51-52)
*
As the oxcarts have been broken, assign each yigit to one of the cannons and convey them to the village of
Khanas. (52-53)
*
We came to Asaka with the view of finishing with Marghilan during this winter as well. Now you go and tell
the mingbashi-akan\fn{A form of intimate address: “My elder brother mingbashi” (commander)} that if he agrees let him send
you to meet Ming Bay Dadkah, and if the latter also approves of it let him come and join us so that we, together,
may proceed to Marghilan. (54)
*
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Let us switch our positions today; that is, I attack Mulla Sultan at Tashlaq and you move to Ma’az Djabal
against Mirza Ahmad. (56)
*
We are now negotiating with the padishah\fn{One of the superlative royal titles of the Sultan of the Ottoman Empire } and
need him very much, while he is not required by you in Tashkent. Once we have entered and set [our affairs in
order] in Kokand we can dispatch him to you. (59)
*
The money received from the kharadj,\fn{A tax levied on cultivated lands, = one fifth the value of the harvest } tanabana\fn{The tax on gardens = one fortieth to one tenth of the harvest } and zakat of Ferghana, winter quarters for the army,
grain allowances, the leasing of the winter quarters, the registration and control of tax-collectors and tax-farmers,
and the tabulation of arms and ammunition are all under your authority.
Be well-informed about them. Do not be careless! (60)
*
It is very good and sound advice. Since it was you who hit upon this idea, think about the man who could go
and give a report. (61)
*
Why do you prefer only these four among the innumerable creatures of Allah? (61)
*
The mission of this ambassador is essential. Firstly, make your way to Kashghar, by any means possible
[secure] the [safe] passage of ambassador Ahmad Khodja Ishan and return. Only then can we with peace of mind
send an ambassador to the emperor. (62)
*
We are very glad and satisfied with your actions. But you were on too long of a journey. The opportunity\fn
{To send an ambassador} has passed. Turkistan has been lost. (63)
*
Those standing there are Russian forces. Have a look!. You also take for people the white packs tied together,
there are only a little over two hundred. But the surprising [thing] is that such an army as ours cannot overpower
two hundred Russians. (64)
*
Go quickly to Chimkent and dispatch Djamadar Na’ib to us at once with the Kokand artillery and sarbazes.\fn
{Musketeers} Let Khayr Muhammad Yavar guard the encampment with the Tashkent artillery and sarbazes. Gather
all the dispersed and scattered warriors, however many there may be, and deliver [them] to Ming Bay Parvanachi.
Let him block the Turki Bash road from the side of Mankat because the Russians from Avilya Ata are coming to
the aid.
If they come and join together it will not be good. Therefore let Ming Bay Parvanachi not give them an
opportunity to pass through and to unite. (64)
*
In the event that the town of Turkistan’s side of the Arys passes over to the Russians, the tribe Besh-Tamghalik
will slip out of [our] hands. (66)
*
Go by the direct way ‘through’ Mankat and quickly enter Avilya Ata before the Russians that came from there
can re-enter Avilya Ata again. (67)
*
Go to Tashkent to that unreasonable Mirza Ahmad and inquire about [what happened].
Let him henceforth not perpetrate such imprudent and foolish actions.
Even if the Russian army approached Tashkent, were defeated, abandoned their artillery, canopies and tents
and fled, let him not go out of the fortified walls to seize the [spoils]. It will be sufficient if he holds onto the
fortress. (68)
*
You are a töra and the khan of Kashghar. But the rule over the country, taking and giving, punishment and
execution, dismissal and appointment, and affairs like these will be entirely in the hands of Badavlat, and you are
never to [counteract] him. Content yourself with the titles of khan and töra and abandon yourself to delights and
pleasures. (70)
*
You’ll take the tents, pack animals and treasury out of Iqan, and keep an eye [on them]. (71)
*
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You yourself are worthy and suitable for this task. …
Set aside all affairs on the conclusion of peace, go out of Tashkent with Shadi Bek Dadkhah, Khayr
Muhammad Yavar and Berdi Murad Ishik-aghasi, the hakim of Chardara, and greet [me] in Khudjand. …
I’ve come to meet you! (72,73)
*
The peace proposal is very pleasant and good. There is not one better than it.
But there is one circumstance which prevents me from accepting it. This peace agreement is of course a benefit
for Allah’s creatures, and would mean tranquility for the yurt, and the flowering of the religion and faith. But the
people of Turkistan and Ferghana are extremely ignorant, stupid and warlike, with rude temperament, and are unable to tell harm from benefit.
If we conclude peace, they will all, due to their ignorance, say:
“Two accursed men, the so-called Amir-i lashkar and Shighavul,\fn{Senior Master of Ceremonies} taking care only
of their own rest and pleasures, left so many Muslims in the hands of the Russians and concluded peace. Had they
shown ardor and zeal, we all could have set out on a holy war and captured from Orenburg on the one side to Sim
Fulad and Shami on the other side.”
While we are alive, they will abuse and curse us, and after our death our children and grandchildren.
If a battle takes place, nobody, except me, will die. I alone shall die, but the people will be saved. What need
will there be then to try to defame me.
Don’t tell me now about a conclusion of peace lest a black melancholy rises in me and I am filled with anger!
(73-74)
*
Keep in the front of the forces, and on crossing Sarymsaqly Pass accommodate the army in a good place. (74)
*
Advance a little further from this place. (74)
*
Look at it.
You and Rqadjab Bek, the son of Rustam Bek Dadkhah, go to Tashkent, determine the mood of the subjects
and report to me in written form for us to act accordingly.
What is the distance between this place and Kewravechi? If so, let’s stop in Keravchi. You’ll go to Tashkent
yourself.
Compose a message to the hakim and noble men of Tashke\nt, and after the evening prayer give our horses
fodder and get ready. You’ll go tonight. (75)\fn{Not long after this, ‘Alimqul was killed by a stray Russian bullet:H}
300.26 The epic poem Kojojash 1. Introduction 2. Zulayka, The Daughter Of Karakojo 3. Kojojash Marries
Zulayka 4. Kojojash’s Dream 5. Zulayka Interprets The Dream As A Bad Omen 6. Sur Eçki Sees Kojojash In Her
Dream 7. Kojojash Swears An Oath To Sur Eçki 8. Kojojash Revealed His Secret To Zulayka 9. Kojojash’s
Pursuit Of Sur Eçki 10. Zulayka Sets Out To Search For Kojojash 11. Kojojash Gets Stranded On The Cliff 12.
Kojojash’s Death 13. Moldojash Learns About His Father 14. Moldojash Marries The Daughter Of Eçki 15.
Moldodash Returns To His People\fn{recited by Alïmkul Üsönbayev (1894-1963)} Kara-Archa Village, Manus District,
Talas Province, Kyrgyzstan (M) 115
1
Among the Kyrgyz tribes,
There were a people called Kïtay,\fn{Kïtay is one of the major tribes of Kyrgyz.}
The place they inhabited,
Karakol in the upper Talas,\fn{Talas is located in the northwestern part of Kyrgyzstan. It is also believed to be the birthplace of the
legendary Kyrgyz hero Manas}
Was a valley wide and vast.
There were twenty families
Who moved and lived with Kojojash
Saying that his father’s name was Karïpbay,
And that his son had become a hunter.
Kojojash became a hunter,
He was his father’s only son.
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The gun’s allure was so great,
He would not come home for months,
The rocks and cliffs were his “bed.”
Kojojash, the son of Karïpbay, ,\fn{Hereafter often called by the poet “Karïp”:H}
When he passed the age of sixteen,
After spending six months in the mountains,
He never got tired of walking.
“My bed is the cliffs,” he said,
“Being a hunter at an early age,
Is written on my forehead,” he said,
“I’m my mother’s only son,” he said,
“I’m the only one from her womb,” he said,
He enjoyed hunting in his youth,
He’d rarely come to his ayïl,\fn{Village}
“God gave me this skill,” he said.
His clothes were made out of deer’s skin,
If there were hundred deer,
He would kill them all not sparing one,
Upon shooting the deer,
He would send the news to his ayïl,
The twenty Kïtay families enjoyed
The benefit of his hunting.
“He is the only master-hunter,” they said,
“He carries a barang with six carvings on his shoulder,
[God] gave him that skill,” they said.
Kojojash lived in the wilderness,
His relatives gave their blessings
Saying: “May you have a long life!”
To the man whom they had raised.
He would come home sometimes,
For he had his parents there.
There was no match to his hunting skills,
This only son of Karïp,
When it came to the gun
His skill excelled everyone else’s.
Not a day he stayed in his camp,
The mountains were his place.
Eating deer meat every day,
His people were content.
“Kojojash of the Kïtay [tribe],
Is a camel-sole hunter,
Who had seen the world,” they said.
His winged-hoofed and copper-wristed
Horse suited the hunter very well.
He walked fast and easily
On cliffs where no man could walk.
2
One-day news arrived
To the ayïl of Kojajash.
But Kojojash didn’t get
The message which had arrived.
A letter came to his ayïl,
Someone had delivered it.
The hunter was somewhere in the wilds then,
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He had no companion with him.
His people read the letter,
They had heard of him before,
Of the man named Karakojo,
But they hadn’t seen his city.
They heard what the letter said:
“He’ll throw a feast, gather people
And test the strong men,” it said.
“Even though she is a woman,
This Kojo’s daughter, Zulayka,
The head of the forty maidens,
Wants to choose a man for herself.
She wants to gather all the people,
She wants to see and test
Who will suit her heart best.”
In his letter, Karakojo
Had stated many things:
“Zulayka is my child,” he said,
“I’ll inform my people,” he said,
“My daughter will marry a man
Whom her heart likes,” he said.
“If I sell my daughter to others
By asking cattle for kalïng\fn{Kalïng is a bridal price paid by the groom. Here the poet sends a political message about kalïng. He
was aware of the political environment of his time. Soviets outlawed the tradition of paying the kalïng and therefore, the poet had to vilify
this custom, which continues to exist until today. Traditionally, in Central Asian Turkic oral epics, the bride’s father asks for a lot of kalïng
which is usually paid in cattle among the nomadic Kyrgyz and Kazakhs }
It will be haram\fn{Haram (from Arabic) not clean; sin} in hell,” he said.
Someone might please her, he hoped,
For his daughter’s sake, he sent the news
To all the cities that existed.
So what kind of a man wouldn’t go
To this girl’s city after that?
What kind of a lucky man
Will this beautiful girl meet?
When hearing the news from the girl
Karïpbay became excited.
Karïpbay said the following:
“My only ‘crow-like’\fn{The expression “kargaday” (crow-like) is used in the Kyrgyz text. In most contexts, it means “little” in
some cases, it gives the meaning of “alone, only.”} Kojojash,
Where are you now?” He said.
“If my son would be home,
He would go with the people.
His life is spent in the mountains,
Not coming to the ayïl.”
Karïpbay thought about his son,
He looked for him but didn’t find him.
Kojojash, who was in the wilderness,
Wouldn’t listen and come home.
Everyone, the aksakals,\fn{Aksakal is a respectful traditional term used in Central Asia for a white-bearded elderly. }
The young and the old,
All of his people set off to
The city of Karakojo.
Zulayka of sheer wisdom,
If she dislikes someone
She won’t listen to the crowd.
Everyone who heard the news
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All gathered, no one was left.
It was crowded and noisy
In the city of Karakojo.
Covering her face with parda,\fn{Parda is a kind of a head covering similar to a paranji or hijab which Uzbek and Tajik women
wore. The original meaning of the word is “curtain.”}
Holding that famous red apple\fn{Holding an apple is a common theme in many folktales of the world. However, it is less common
in Central Asian epic songs.}
His daughter named Zulayka
Observed those who came.
“May my daughter see from high up,” he said,
And put her on the top of the tower.
Everybody felt nervous
While passing in front of her
They hoped to marry her.
All the people who came,
Were tested, not one was left.
Shining like a new moon,
Zulayka, daughter of Kojo,
Held her gold-like body elegantly.
She couldn’t find her partner
Among the people before her.
Not even one man who came
Pleased the heart of the girl.
Among the crowd at her wedding,
She didn’t find her own partner.
“May you dry up with your daughter!” People cursed,
Those who came to the feast,
Disappointed, returned home,
“Among the gathered people
She didn’t like even one man,
She is a cursed girl,” they said.
Those who came went away,
Putting the blame on the girl.
Mankind didn’t please her,
Everybody was upset for
No one was left who didn’t come,
People were almost gone now.
“His daughter is cursed,” they said,
The crowd thus left in chaos,
Being angry with Karakojo.
When the people were almost gone,
Zulayka asked the following:
“Is there anyone who didn’t come
To the gathering at this place?”
Then someone from the Kïtay [tribe]
Told about Kojojash:
“Yes, there is one left among us,” he said,
“He is the only son of Karïp.
He doesn’t come home for many months,
On cliffs and mountains he lives.”
Zulayka said the following:
“May that hunter come,” she said,
“I want to test him, too,” she said,
“If he doesn’t suit my pure heart,
I’ll pass away from this world,” she said.
The girl couldn’t choose anyone,
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People were, too, troubled by that.
Even though she was a woman
Her words were heard by many.
Due to his hunting duties,
Kojojash also couldn’t come.
But whoever would marry the girl,
Would surely win his honor.
“She won’t waive the bride price,” they said,
“Even though she is intelligent,
She is very spoiled,” they said.
But in situations like this
No one dares to criticize.
In the evening they all gathered,
The relatives of Kojojash.
That very day came Kojojash,
And said greetings to his people.
People greeted him back and
Told him about the girl:
“Oh, hero, hunter! You didn’t go,” they said,
“Saying that your tribe is poor,” they said,
“The kalïng free bride, the free girl
Sent us the news and we went.
You, the hunter, didn’t know about it.
Now, you also should go and see
What Zulayka is up to.
Since she asked who was left out,
We told her about you.
Go no later than tomorrow,
If you like her, bring her home.
Take off your charïk\fn{Çarïk, shoes that are made from leather with thick soles.}
And your beldik\fn{Beldik is a belt which holds the leather case for knives and other manly tools. } from your waist.
All of us went to her wedding
Not even one stayed behind.”
Hearing his relatives’ words,
The hunter thought for a while.
After hearing about the girl,
He also had to think hard.
In the morning Kojojash
Got up early from his bed
And washed his face and hands.
He decided to go there
And prepared himself now:
“I’ll show my true self [to her]
I’ll go to her in these clothes,
Let her find out who I am.
Zulayka indeed likes someone
Who is dressed in nice clothes.
Inside my ragged clothes,
If she likes myself she’ll marry me.
Being in a lot of debts,
The poor destitute people,
Have suffered enough!”\fn{The singer inserted a political message through these lines. He is making a point that the poor people
now should enjoy their freedom “bestowed” by the Soviets and that they should no longer suffer under the rich. }
Saying thus, Kojojash
Tied his çarïk onto his feet.
“These clothes of yours are no good!”
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Those who saw him all yelled.
The winged-hoofed and copper-wristed\fn{This is the fixed epithet for his horse.}
Is the horse the hunter rode,
He didn’t listen to their words.
As a proud and dignified hunter,
He set off to see Zulayka . . .
Far from her ayïl
She had two white örgöös erected.\fn{Örgöö is a yurt with white felt coverings. Mostly khans and tribal leaders lived in a white
örgöö.}
“Bring to these yurts, she said.
Those who come looking for me.”
“I wonder when he’ll come,” she thought,
Zulayka had in her mind
The son of Karïp, the hunter.
There was a slave girl named Shabïr,
Letting her black hair loose,
Carrying two buckets of water,
She had been working outside.
With a gun on his shoulder
A man approached the yurt.
Shabïr put her buckets down and ran
When she saw the man:
“You always wished that he came
The only light\fn{Son} of Karïp,
Oh, the head of the forty girls
Zulayka, listen to my words.
Hurry up and see him yourself,
He came to the erected yurt,
Your love you longed to see.
Come on, hurry up, go, and see,
He’s the man for whom you longed
Zulayka, your groom has arrived now.”
In front of everyone,
Listen to Shabïr’s words!
Her words embarrassed Zulayka.
Then Zulayka said the following:
“You, Shabïr, are speaking nonsense!
Words said with patience are valued,
What makes you say my groom came?!
Or, had my dear father in the past
Received a kalïng from that man?
Oh, poor Shabïr, you just talk
Without thinking about what you say.
As if I had a pledged groom,
Where do you want to take me?
Resume with your buckets, my slave!
I don’t believe in your words.
As if you gave the kalïng,
How do you know my secrets?
You praise him even before he comes,
Is he really like what you said?
You’ll destroy yourself for nothing.
When had he given the bride price?
What makes you say my groom came?
Or, have I a pledged marriage?
I’ll have your tongue cut off, Shabïr!
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Speaking much nonsense as words,
Don’t you dare to make me mad!
As if my pledged groom arrived,
Don’t hold me so low, Shabïr
Don’t humiliate my soul.
Oh, silly slave with messy hair,
Learn your lesson from now on,
Do you really know who I am?!
I’m not one of the forty girls
To utter nonsense easily,
I’m not in any way like you,
The slave, who serves [people].
If you like the hunter, marry him,
Your words aren’t worthy to listen.
Don’t tie me to the hunter!
You hurried off leaving your water behind
And came without being ashamed.
Don’t rush my slave, wait a moment,
We’ll find out the truth when we see [him]
As if he gave herds of cattle,
As if he gave two humped camels,
As if he gave gold and silver,
As if my vowed groom has come,
Oh, foolish Shabïr, the slave,
Don’t mock me before the people!
My father has sent the news
To so many different peoples,
“‘My daughter will marry without kalïng,’” he said,
“‘The man whom her heart loves
And her character matches.’”
This hunter isn’t the only one,
I turned away all the people
Who came to the wedding.
To speak lightly just like that
I’m not such an easy-going person,
To tie me to anyone who comes.
These words of yours are no good.
Even if you cover him in gold.
That hunter, negligent to his own father,
Is not equal to me.
To mediate for a groom
You aren’t the one to marry me [off]
I’ll marry the man if I like,
Without taking a half a coin.
I’m Kojo’s only daughter,
Shabïr, the slave,
Your behavior isn’t right.
You seem to mock me by saying
That the hunter has arrived.
Why are you so into gossip?
You don’t act like a slave,
Like a jealous rival to me
Where did you learn this wickedness?”
Then Shabïr, the slave speaks out:
“Although you’re a young woman,
You can lead the forty maidens.
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You got so angry and nervous,
You think my words are so wrong?
Even if you turn into a white swan
And fly up high to the sky,
We are still women in nature.
You aren’t better than a man
Among the many who came [to your town]
You couldn’t find a partner?
You aren’t better than a male,
These words of yours are no good.
You longed for the hunter from Kïtay
I know you had him in your mind.
‘He’s the groom who gave the bride price’:
When have I told you that?
Since he came hearing the news,
Please have a look at him like the others.
If you don’t like him, let it be,
Or, are these words of mine bad?
He’s also someone’s only one son,
From the outside of the yurt,
Zulayka,
Go slowly and have a look at him.
If you like him, marry him,
I can’t be a mediator.
You didn’t like any men among all humankind,
If you think that he won’t marry you,
Perhaps, he’s the Prophet’s son.
You’re the master, I’m the slave,
To be able to go up to him,
Shabïr doesn’t have enough courage.
Don’t hate me, Zulayka,
Like a barely walking soul,
I was created in this world,
You aren’t the one, who made me poor,
My fate is such in this world.
Don’t strike against your slave
With all your strength, Zulayka!
I said you should go and see him,
Don’t be ashamed of my words!”
Those who watched them gossiped thus:
“Maybe she’ll hit her slave,” they said,
“Why is she\fn{Shabïr} troubling herself,
By siding with the hunter?” They said,
“The girl for the hunter isn’t her,
He isn’t marrying Shabïr,” they said.
“She shouldn’t say bad words, get scolded,
Shabïr should know her own place.
Without her scarf on her unkempt head,
What does this poor one know?” They said.
“Or, is she the hunter’s sister?
By trying to tell the news [to her]
Poor Shabïr got scolded,” they said.
“Did she make herself proud?
For the hunter’s sake,
She was humiliated by Zulay.”
In the two örgöös that were erected,
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She had promised to see him,
In order to see the hunter, Zulayka
Slowly got up from her place:
“Shabïr slave praises her poor one,
What can I say to this cursed slave?
One who collects wood and makes fire,
Now became a mediator,
I’ll have a look at him in the white örgöö,
The hunter who came from a far.
If he doesn’t suit my heart,
I’ll get back at Shabïr and grant her her punishment.”
3
“I will see him then,” she said,
She put on a hat made of mink fur,
Which gave her an elegant look.
By submitting themselves,
The forty servant maidens try to please one girl.
Zulayka set out glamorously,
Her beautiful face was shining.
The news was spread around the city:
“A hunter from Kïtay came,” they said,
“The only apple of Karïp’s eye.”
Zulayka got ready and set out
To have a look at the man.
The restless Shabïr, the slave,
The mediator between the two,
Couldn’t just stay behind.
The forty maidens followed her
Laughing, speaking pleasant words,
“Karïp’s son has arrived,” they said,
People heard the news about him.
Leading the forty maidens,
In order to see the hunter
Zulayka and the girls came giggling.
Her forty maidens behind her
Walked with such a dignity,
Each of their six black braids
Falling on their white backs.
Forty maidens of the same age
All gathered not one was left.
Shabïr, the slave is restless
Trying to convince Zulayka
To marry the hunter who came.
Like a beautiful spring flower,
Like a sacred night of a false world,
The hunter was sitting in the yurt,
Without any thoughts in his mind.
Zulayka, the beautiful, came in then
The hunter from the Kïtay [tribe],
Saw the maiden Zulayka then . . .
She saw him, but her heart disliked,
Kojojash didn’t suit her heart.
She noticed the hunter’s clothes,
Which made her dissatisfied.
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Then Zulayka spoke these words
Asking Shabïr to come to her:
“My slave, you have no patience,
You were restless about the hunter’s arrival,
Is your hunter my equal partner?
As if my groom has arrived,
You made such a fuss in the city
Hurry, see the hunter, you said,
Why trouble your soul that much?
Is Zulayka’s marriage to a man
That important for you?
Not knowing your own strength,
You got worried for the hunter’s sake.
From now on you should know, my slave,
Your own strength and capability.
His clan is Kïtay, now I know,
He is the only child of his father, now I know.
His homeland where he inhabits
Is high and slippery cliffs, now I know.
My ‘spouse’ lacks wisdom, indeed,
For he doesn’t take care of his father.
The hunter’s life sharp as copper
Is too short for me to live with him.
Although Kojojash is the only son,
He seems to be a nice man.
But to like and marry him,
He doesn’t have a long life.
Just because he came from afar
I won’t pity and marry him.
I won’t spend a short life with him,
Turning my white head to black,\fn{This expression signifies a woman becoming a widow. Traditionally, when her husband’s
passes away, the widow wears a large black scarf as a sign of mourning which lasts up to a year. }
Leaving marks on my moonlike face,
He has no siblings from one father,
I don’t want to suffer his pain.”
“He is the only child of his father,” they said
She heard from various sources.
How does Zulayka know the [truth]?
Kojojash wasn’t in his village
“He might come if he hears,” she thought,
By resisting Shabïr’s words
Zulayka held herself firm.
She stood hiding her true feelings,
While she was standing like that
Shabïr spoke these words to her:
“Are you a mole on a white/gray çangïl\fn{Çangïl is a blurred, muddy, or foggy color.} sheep?
I regret that I don’t have wealth,
But I am as intelligent as you.
This hunter came especially
From a distant Kïtay land,
How can you judge him Zulayka?
To say that his life is too short,
You aren’t the God who created
This hunter who has arrived.
Are you the mole on the gray sheep?
This only child was cherished [by his parents]
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Don’t make his life more miserable,
You aren’t God, Zulayka, who created him.
I’m Shabïr slave by name only, but
My intellect isn’t less than yours.
How do you know, Zulayka
That the hunter’s life is short?
Don’t start speaking wicked words,
About this only child.
If you are, indeed, a prophet,
Tell me on what day I’ll die?
You are a spoiled woman
Who dislikes many people.
If you find fault in Shabïr,
You can punish her yourself.
Don’t humiliate someone’s only child
By saying that his life is short.
Tell honestly and answer me
If you are a great prophet, Zulayka
On which day you’ll die yourself?
How do you know that he’ll die,
When he [especially] came to see you?
You hurt his feelings very much,
What do you mean, Zulayka?
You don’t respect me for I’m a slave,
You don’t know who your husband is.
If my words prove to be true,
You won’t marry, Zulayka,
Other man other than this hunter.
“‘You became a mediator, Shabïr,’” you said
“‘You speak whatever comes to your mind.’”
Is Kojojash that bad, indeed?
Why can’t you fall in love with him?
You drag him like a cadaver,
The hunter of great dignity.
Although you’re a female,
You’re still the bek\fn{Bek is a Turkic work for a “leader.” It is usually used for men.} of the forty maidens.
If what I said isn’t a lie
I dreamt of such a dream.
Marry the hunter, your partner
You’re a daughter-in-law to Karïpbay.
If you don’t believe in my words,
You’ll know from the ‘book of fate.’\fn{In the Kyrgyz text the singer uses the word “history book.” However, it is not clear which
book he is referring to. It is possible that the singer must have heard about or seen some fortune tellers who used “Qur’an” or some other
sacred book.}

“‘I will see, then marry,’” you said
And you gathered many people.
The dream that I dreamt is such,
If my words don’t match the truth
You can have my head cut off,
This destitute one serving you.
Don’t spend your life for nothing,
Don’t lose the hunter, your partner,
Who will live and who will die,
Only God gives life to us.”
Zulayka was then surprised
At the words of Shabïr, the slave,
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As if she had predicted this,
She told everything to her face.
For the hunter’s sake she fought,
This cursed Shabïr, the evil one.
“She really attached herself,” she thought
“To the guy from the Kïtay [tribe].”
They went and saw the hunter
Then all the women got dispersed.
After coming home, Zulayka
Opened her book and checked.
It said she’ll marry the hunter
Even without Shabïr slave’s words,
She was going to marry
This very man like Kojojash.
“I decided to marry him,” she said
Including her own father,
She sent the news to the city.
Her father also sent the news
To the people who came before,
“Zulayka’ll marry,” he said
“The hunter, son of Karïp.”
Zulayka sent the word around:
“My dear father should get ready,
To give me to Kojojash,” she said.
“He’s the chosen groom,” they said,
And they brought Kojojash
To the newly erected yurt.
*
Zulayka liked Kojojash at her first look, but she was embarrassed by Shabïr’s becoming a go-between. That is
why she pretended that she wouldn’t marry Kojojash. Desperate Zulayka acted cleverly and pretended to check
her “Book of Fate” and announced that she decided to marry Kojojash.\fn{ These prose sentences suddenly intervene in the
poetry at various times in the epic. I have set them off by asterisks, but it is nowhere indicated that they are not part of the text; perhaps
they were spoken by the poet, who sang the rest:H}

*
“Good fortune fell upon
The beautiful girl Zulayka,” they said
“She liked the hunter Kojojash,” they said.
“She found her partner
To spend her life together,” they said.
If Zulayka hadn’t informed,
Her father wouldn’t know.
The maiden, Zulayka spoke thus:
“Bring him here,” she said,
And sent her forty companions.
In order to bring the groom,
The girls set off with poise.
When she first saw the hunter,
Zulayka fell in love with him.
To bring the groom to her place,
Among the forty young women,
All the noble ones were chosen.
Single and married women mixed:
“Let’s bring the groom,” they said
And they came before the groom.
The hunter had no nice clothes to show,
His çarïks were wrapped on his feet,
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His beldik was tied around his waist,
His leather belt and bag contained
Everything: powder and bullets.
“How did Zulayka like him?” they wondered,
For, he looked shabby to them.
“Without being embarrassed
How can we take him like this?
Clothe him from head to toe,” they said
Two women and two girls,
Came back to Zulayka,
“People will ridicule,” they said,
Zulayka then said these words:
“More than blue leather boots,
I value the çarïk on his feet.
I won’t degrade the kökjal\fn{Kökjal is a traditional epithet for a hero, which literally means “one with gray a mane” i.e., “brave,
strong.”}
Before the people outside.
If I wanted a nicely dressed man,
There were many with nice clothes,
Don’t be surprised to see his shoes,
I discerned the hunter’s strength.
One doesn’t turn bad and good
By putting on fine clothes,
Bring him here,” she said.
“The çarïks on his feet are
Better than leather boots,” she said.
“I won’t exchange, sister-in-laws,
The only head of the hunter
For a city with six gates,”\fn{“The city with six gates” refers to the city of Kashkar in Eastern Turkestan. } she said.
“Finally, I’ll join my heart
With the brave man of mankind,” she said.
“I liked him and I’ll live with him
In my favorite place,” she said.
“May my father gather his people,
Offer them a great feast,
Hosting them in his city.
I have chosen his son,
May he\fn{My father} send an envoy,
To my father-in-law’s people,” she said.
“She married a man with çarïk,” they said,
“She liked a man with no coat,” they said,
Gossiping about Zulayka,
There were boastful men.
Everybody despised him,
Married women, single girls,
“Zulay married the poor one,” they said,
The enemies talked behind her back.
May he be poor or be rich,
He pleased the heart of this girl,
One marries the one written on one’s forehead.
The forty girl companions
Brought him to Zulayka’s place.
May the others not like him,
But Zulayka liked the hunter.
Snobbish manaps\fn{Manap is a man who exercised his power over the poor people. During the Soviet period, manaps and the rich
were portrayed as being feudalists and exploiters. }
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and mïrzas\fn{Mïrza means “a brave man” or “Mister.” When Kyrgyz address someone officially they use “Mïrza” for “Mr.” It also
gives the meaning of “generous.”} said:
“She chose a poor man to marry”
The rumor spread among people.
To introduce the groom to people,
They brought him out from the yurt,
Helped him up onto horseback by the elbow.
Women accompanying him said:
“How could he please her heart?”
They laughed standing in pairs.
Zulayka’s husband,
Except his çarïks on his feet,
He isn’t less than anyone.
“My daughter married the one she liked,” he said,
Her father was happy and content.
Knowing that he was a kind man,
“He is a charming groom,” he said,
Glowing more than ever now,
She set out to meet her man,
The very girl named Zulayka.
By approaching him gently,
“My one and only love,” she said,
And her heart became joyful.
This news of her own choice,
She announced to her people.
Approaching him, Zulayka,
Welcomed him with great respect
They invited him to come in
Into her own yurt where she stayed,
Those who saw him were amazed
By the clothes of Kojojash,
They dressed him in various clothes,
And that surprised many people.
With happiness he invited
His kuda\fn{Kuda is a term address used by the in-laws when referring to each other. Only the fathers of a bride and groom are called
kuda.} Karïp,
And his kudagïy\fn{Kudagïy is also a traditional term of address for the mothers of a bride and groom. } Biykech.
He hosted the one-week long wedding,
People came from various places,
His father Karïp was pleased:
“My only child raised with love,
Oh, dear Kojo,” he said,
“Was destined being your daughter’s partner.”
Their heart filled with happiness and joy,
Karakojo and Karïpbay
Shared the joy of their children.
By offering the feast and hosting guests,
Zulayka with a moon-like face,
Very much fell in love with
The master hunter, the only child.
Extending the feast for a week,
She made the feast’s entertainment great,
For the strong and powerful men
She organized the ulak\fn{Ulak (goat) is a traditional nomadic game played on horseback. Each horseman plays for himself by trying
to take away the goat carcass from each other, which is filled with coarse wet salt. The game is still popular in Central Asia. Each year on
the Independence Day celebration, which is August 30th, Askar Akayev, President of Kyrgyzstan, organizes a national ulak tournament.
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Ulak is also played at memorial feasts and at other major celebrations like weddings and sünnöt toys (circumcision ceremony) in the
countryside.} in town.

For the shooters to shoot it down,
She tied the thread on [a small bag].
She made the wedding splendid,
She found and liked the noble [man].
Despite being a woman,
Zulayka showed the greatness of her mind.
He showed his daughter’s dowry
By putting up a decorated yurt
And throwing her clothes over a rope.\fn{These lines refer to a nomadic Kyrgyz custom. Traditionally, as the main part of the
girl’s dowry, the nomadic Kyrgyz gave a new yurt with full inside and outside decorations. Before she leaves her home, when her groom
and his parents and relatives come to take her, the girl’s parents throw a “kelin toy” i.e., a bridal feast to which all her relatives and
neighbors are invited. At the farewell feast, the bride’s fully decorated yurt is erected and her new colorful clothes and scarves are thrown
over a long rope inside her yurt in order to be seen and admired by the people, mostly women. }
They tied a jambï\fn{Jambï is another ancient game played by nomadic Kyrgyz. A small of bag filled with gold was hung on a high
pole (about 3-4 meters long) and men tested their hunting skills by shooting it down while riding fast their horse. Whoever, shot the bag
down received the gold in it.} on a thread,

People shot at it every day
“Whoever hits will get,” they said,
Lured by its gold coins,
They shot nonstop day and night.
Many hunters from her people,
Not being able to hit the jambï,
The gathered people became bored.
“The hunter who hits it,” they said,
“Will get gold as big as a horse head,
For he is blessed by God,” they said.
Each man carrying a gun,
All wished to shoot it down.
Without sleeping day and night,
They were restless and excited.
They couldn’t shoot it and gave up,
The small bag of gold coins,
To receive the jambï of gold,
The living men struggled much.
The fact the groom was a hunter,
Became known to the people.
Baldïz\fn{Baldïz is a traditional term used for the younger sister of a bride. The bride’s younger sister will be a baldïz to her husband.}
and sister-in-laws,
All of them came and gathered.
“The jambï, which was big as a horse’s head,
People got tired for they couldn’t shoot it down,” they said.
“The feast, which was to last a few days,
Is lasting for a week,” they said,
At last, Kojo announced thus:
“Is there any brave man,” he said,
To shoot the kïyïk down?
If there is no one among the people,
We heard that he is hunter,
May his baldïz and sister-in-laws
Bring him and ask him to shoot.
The friend of my only daughter,
I see him equal with Zulayka,
The hunter Kojojash,” he said.
Twelve women, ten girls,
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All together twenty-two,
Discussed and went to bring him.
They were sitting together,
Kojojash and Zulayka,
“These are your father-in-law’s words,” they said,
And they began speaking justly:
“They say our brother-in-law is a hunter,
May the groom shoot it down for us,” they said,
“Other men got tired unable to shoot it down,
It’s not shameful for one who knows how.”
Then Zulayka spoke these words:
“You are known as a hunter,” she said,
“Your skill is greater than others,
Among the brave men like yourself,” she said,
“The one who liked you and sensed your skill,
Is me, my chosen love,” she said,
“There’re those who had witnessed and who hadn’t,
If you shoot the kïyïk down,
People will be content,” she said,
“Many are walking around,
Thinking that they are your equals.
Don’t conceal your skills,
May the people see,” she said.
“If you shoot the kïyïk down,
The girl’s father, your father-in-law,
Will trust in your skill,” she said.
“People call many a hunter,
Those who compete in their skills
You should win over them,” she said.
“You’re my happiness,” she said,
“Written on my forehead.”
How can the hunter hesitate,
For he’s used to shooting a lot:
“May he gather all his people,
Your father, Kojo should order,
I’ll shoot at it from this place,
All the people at the feast,
Should gather and watch me.
If all these people who are here,
Couldn’t shoot it down
Perhaps the gold is meant
For the God himself to keep.”
Someone came to Kojo and said:
“Your son-in-law agreed to shoot”
He ran off informing him of it.
“How can he shoot,” they wondered,
“The kïyïk which others couldn’t shoot,”
The huge and discordant crowd
Gathered and watched eagerly.
Karakojo and Karïpbay,
Prayed to God holding their collars.
“May he shoot the kïyïk down,” they said.
“And prove his real hunting skill.”
In Kïzïl-Kïya and Kara-Tash,
Among the Kïtay tribe,
Kojojash is a great hunter.
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He had Ak barang with six carvings
He didn’t stay a day in the camp,
The gun like Ak barang
Mankind could never find.
He had its black back etched
And had coated with red gold,
Although a gun with a flint,
It fired faster than the bardenke,\fn{Bardenke is another type of gun.}
Its barrel was never free of smoke.
When they heard the groom was a hunter,
Who didn’t draw his gun back once he aimed it,
All the people were surprised,
“The groom will shoot the kïyik,” they said,
The crowd stood encircling him
And watched with curiosity.
Kojojash got ready to shoot
By loading the Ak barang,
He also started to act.
He, the hunter Kojojash,
Never let anyone touch his barang.
Many married and single women,
With his bride Zulayka next to him,
Brought the groom outside
Cheerfully like a newly appeared moon.
There were many kelins\fn{Kelin is a term for young married women. It is also used for a new bride. Kyrgyz make a distinction
between a girl and woman. One is not called a woman unless she is married. } and girls,
They brought him to the center,
"The groom is, indeed, a hunter,” they said,
Excitement pouring from their heart,
They ran competing with each other.
From a distance where others shot,
Kojojash decided to shoot,
“I hope he shoots the kïyïk down”
The wish was in Zulayka’s heart,
The teeming crowd stood watching,
In order to shoot the kïyïk,
The hunter took his Ak barang.
He loaded powder not measuring,
Pushed the powder with a ramrod,
Pressed it hard with a single ramrod,
Let the long ramrod go through it,
And lit the fire on its ear.
Fire with a single push, he said,
Kup talkalap aldï emi,
The fish-like ear and fire-stone
He hit with a great force.
He lit fire on its trigger
And into the double tongue cock,
He pressed it very hard.
He got down on his one knee,
And held it firm to his face.
Then he aimed the gun at the kïyïk,
Alive souls with staring eyes,
Stood watching with eagerness.
He lit fire from the flint,
His skill was indeed so great,
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The hunter Kojojash fired.
The kïyïk thinner than a strand,
He shot it down to the ground.
He made the girl’s father, Kojo
Happy in this way.
“He’s, indeed, a master hunter,
The bullet cut through the string
Of the kïyïk thinner than a strand.
The jambï as big as the horse’s head
He shot down to the ground [like a kalpak\fn{Kalpak is a traditional hat worn my men. It is made from white felt. }].
How can Zulayka not like
The man with such a skill?”
He was happy for his daughter,
He pronounced his blessings to her,
Karakojo understood her now.
Those who saw it became contented,
Expressing their gratitude,
To the man like Kojojash.
Two times more than before,
The spirit of Zulayka
Became high and happy.
“The groom has shot the kïyïk down,” they said,
His jenges\fn{Jenge is a traditional term for a sister-in-law. The bride’s sister-in-laws would also be jenge to her groom/husband.} and
baldïz divided among themselves
The jambï award he received.
Hearing that he was a hunter,
Many, who had never seen,
Came especially to see him.
Kojojash, who was bad before,
To the glamorous beauty,
At once became her equal.
“No man can shoot like him,” they said,
"Look how he aimed and fired a gun.”
All those who witnessed and didn’t,
The crowd praised him very much.
He ended his daughter’s wedding
By giving her colorful dowry,
Thus Karakojo got ready,
To send his daughter away.
The place where Karakojo lived
Was the land near Kashkar.
He assembled great smiths,
With perfect workmanship,
As a gift from her father,
He got a gun called Almabash.
He had its back nicely painted,
Tested with an empty sümbö.
Had the back smoothened like that of fish’s,
And had its body straightened well.
He had it compared and measured
To Kojojash’s own Barang,
Which he carried himself.
To make its kise\fn{Kise is a leather bag tied onto a waist belt. It was used for carrying a knife or firestone. } beautiful,
He had it decorated with silver.
This gun called Almabash
Was the present tool from his father-in-law.
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He gave them horses loaded the dowry
And sent them off on horseback,
They, who married based on love,
Kojojash and Zulayka,
Both of them he sent away.
He had her dowry loaded on atans,\fn{Atan is a male camel.}
Had its tassels tied like a scorpion,
And had it covered with a silk carpet.
“My child Zulayka is now married,” he said
And became happy and content.
Karïpbay, leading the köch,\fn{Köch (From köch—to move): As a noun it means the actual movement itself. }
Received joy from his son.
Many people saw them off
From the city of the girl.
He wasn’t known in Kïtay,
The hunting skill of the only one
Now became known to all.
After setting up a camp several times,
They arrived in their village,
Karïpbay offered a feast
To the rest of his people.
If one has a great skill,
Everybody like him,
Will leave a memory behind.
The feast offered by Karïpbay,
Was completed in happiness.
4
People began talking
About the man, Kojojash
That he no longer rode [his horse],
And donned his Ak Barang as before
And left home [for hunting.]
“It’s been a year since she came,” they said,
“She has been here for a year,” they said.
“We used to enjoy eating his meat,
Now she doesn’t let him go,
She must be an evil bride,
For she made him obey her.”
His people said these rumors.
Kojojash didn’t go anywhere,
In a big örgöo erected for them,
The young couple melted into each other,
Inseparable, they played and laughed.
Kojojash had completely forgotten
About his gun with which he used to shoot.
He used to feed with meat
The clan of twenty families.
Since the bride Zulayka had arrived,
She had kept Kojojash at home
By not letting him go anywhere.
These two just didn’t know
What people were saying [about them].
Thus, he had forgotten about his gun
Since the beautiful Zulayka had come.
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In that autumn of the year,
One day Kojojash in his sleep,
Woke up from being scared,
For he saw an unusual dream.
He hadn’t seen this dream just once,
He had seen it three times in a row.
This wasn’t just a false dream,
He began worrying about it.
At the third night when he dreamt,
Next morning he decided
To tell the people about his dream.
When he woke up in the morning,
While washing his face,
He pondered: “Should I tell it or not
To someone, to an aksakal?
Or, should I tell it
To all my Kïtay relatives?
Maybe I should first," he thought,
“Tell her and have her interpret it,
To my life companion Zulay,
Who sleeps together with me
On a white silk quilt and feather pillow,
Who holds her gold-like head strong,
And keeps her vow and tells her heart’s secrets.
Even though Zulayka is a woman,
She is an intelligent person,
She knows about everything,
For she possesses many skills.
She might feel hurt,” he thought,
“If I went first to my relatives.
I’ll tell my dream to Zulayka.”
I will thus pay off, he thought,
The obligations of his marriage.
When she put away her bed,
When just the two of them stood
With no one around them,
Kojojash began [telling] his dream:
“If [God] sends death at an old age,
This noble head will see a lot.
I saw a dream in my sleep last night,
If you don’t interpret my dream,
My restless heart won’t calm down.
I saw a dream in my sleep,
I experienced a hardship in my dream.
I took the Barang into my hands,
I came across all kinds of things.
I saw the brightest of the moon,
My heart was lifted, and therefore,
I’m afraid of the dream I dreamt.
The dream turned into a nightmare,
Be honest and interpret it,
Politeness won’t help me.
My relatives benefit from me,
A good wife to her husband
Is a compassionate soul mate,
I’ll tell you my dream from last night,
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Zulayka, the beautiful, interpret it for me!
If the dream has something
That signifies a bad omen,
Don’t hide, don’t hesitate to tell me.
If it signifies my death,
Just tell me that I’ll die.
Tell me that my noble soul
Will experience suffering.
Even if you’re a woman, Zulayka,
You’re, indeed, a wise person.
Let me tell you everything,
When death comes to take me,
You can’t save my soul from it.
You’re my eternal wife, therefore,
I’ll express my ‘lament’ to you.
If I start telling the last night’s dream,
Zulayka, don’t shy away, but interpret it,
Don’t change bad things into good,
Just leave the lies behind.
I woke up being scared,
I put my elbows on a pillow,
And lay thinking for some time.
It’s been a year since you came,
I didn’t take Ak Barang in my hands,
And not even for one day
I went out to the mountains.
I’ll tell the content of my dream,
I’ll tell you the full story.
I tied the beldik around my waist,
The wide leather küzö
I tied around my waist tight,
I tightly wrapped on my feet
The leather ‘boots’ çarïk.
For the clan of twenty yurts,
I have been the hunter,
Who fed them kayberen’s meat.
My mother’s name is Biykech,
I’m their only child and son,
Of my poor father Karïp.
I prepared everything what I needed,
I filled the box with bullets,
The rest I put in çanaç\fn{Çanaç is a leather bag made from an animal hide (mostly goat’s hide). It is used for storing and fermenting
koumiss, mare’s milk.}
And tied onto my kanjïga.\fn{Kanjïga is a leather rope attached to the backside of a saddle. It is used for tying things like hunted
animals or bags.}
Now I am getting there, Zulayka,
To my dream from last night.
I grew up in the mountains,
Instead of coming to my camp,
I prepared my horse, which has
Golden hoofs and copper wrists.
I put on his bridle and brought him,
I took everything what I needed,
To take with me from home.
I took a lot of food with me
Thinking that I would be gone for many days.
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I put on a golden saddle with a colored head,
I took a kömkörö\fn{Kömkörö eer is a Russian type of saddle, which has a dome shape.} saddle and a dobulbas,\fn{Dobulbas is
a drum, similar to that of a shaman’s, which hunters used to lure the animals. }
I took the hard saddle with all the harness,
I loosened the kömöldürük,
Shortened the kuyushkan,
Tightened the two olongs,
Ak Barang with its six carvings,
Shined on my white shoulder.
I mounted my horse,
Who doesn’t slip on rocks,
And doesn’t slip on ice,
And set out towards Ala-Too.
I rode from valley from valley,
But couldn’t find deer there,
I rode from hills to hills,
But couldn’t find deer there.
From evening till early morning,
My luck had flown away, I thought,
My spirit had been lost, I thought,
If I can’t find anything till evening,
I’m not a hunter, I thought.
Where have the eçkis and tekes\fn{Eçki is a female goat, teke is a male goat.}
Ran away? I asked myself,
To the range of white Song-Köl,
I went riding my horse fast,
After failing to find deer there,
At the foothills of Ak-Toskok,
On the top of the Kök-Toskok,
There were thirty kids and forty çebiç,\fn{Çhebiç is a two-year-old female goat.}
I saw them grazing there.
I grinned expanding my moustache with joy,
And hid myself in an sheltered area.
I quickly got off the horse,
With the leather cider\fn{Çhider is a leather rope with which one ties the two front legs of a horse to keep it from running away. } on
my waist,
I tied the horse’s two front legs.
I loaded the gun with lots of powder,
And pushed the powder in with a ramrod.
All the goats that were seen,
I massacred not sparing one.
Upon killing all of them,
On the top of cliffs and rocks,
Maybe there are more, I thought,
So, I stood looking for them.
In my last night’s dream,
I carried out this kind of thing.
When it came to the end,
On the side of a shiny high cliff,
Where no man can ever reach,
Where its top is near the sky,
I was standing alone there,
Unable to get down,
Nor to climb up to the top.
I was scared in my dream,
There was not even one crow which made the sound “kuk”
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On the naked wilderness
I stood uttering a prayer.
I didn’t find near me
My relatives from the Kïtay clan,
This is my last night’s dream,
I carried out such a deed.
I’ve told you everything,
Zulayka, now explain it to me!”
*
Thus, after Kojojash told his dream to her, Zulayka agreed to interpret it. However, Zulayka was against
Kojojash’s hunting profession. This time, she predicted Kojojash’s death and interpreted his dream in this way.
5
“You’re my partner like a two-year old foal,
You’re my faithful friend like an untrained yearling.
Among so many people,
I devoted my life to you,
I hope your relatives don’t say
That you told your dream to your wife.
I heard what you have just said,
You have a choice, the people are honest,
I’ll interpret your dream.
Instead of telling the dream to a wife
Why not tell it to an elder,
By gathering all your people.
Why not tell everyone;
Why not tell somebody
Who is sixty years old or older;
Why not tell somebody
Who knows how to solve issues.
To know the answers to your dream
Zulayka’s heart isn’t open,
Your wife wants something from you,
Will you bestow, Kojojash,
Her wish that she asks from you.
Please abandon your gun,
Let’s enjoy our life in the camp.
You have enough cattle to survive,
You have an old mother and father,
This gun isn’t a good skill for you,
You have a younger brother, your sibling
Why don’t you teach him the skill.”
*
In the past, when Kojojash was on a hunting trip he had found a boy. He named him Sartkoshçu. Kojojash
considered Sartkoshçu his younger brother. At the time, Sartkoshçu was ten or eleven years old. So, Zulayka was
referring to Sartkoshçu for that reason.
*
“The gun will bring no good at the end,
To a person like you, who carries it.
You’ll loose energy from running,
You’ll loose your strength.
It’s still not too late to tell your dream,
To a an aksakal
And have him interpret it for you.
If I interpret some of it wrong,
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I’m afraid that, Kojojash,
You might dislike my words,
If they hurt your feelings.”
Kojojash then says the following:
“Forget about it,” he said,
“Even if he is a sixty years old,
If he doesn’t have enough wisdom,
An aksakal can’t tell anything.
You’re the love of my heart,
If it signifies my death,
Just say that I’ll die.
By saying bad thing a good,
Zulayka, don’t manipulate it.
My relatives can’t interpret it,”
Even if a man is a sixty year old,
He’s hasn’t got enough wisdom, and blind,
You’re wise and intelligent,
Zulayka,
Don’t do that, just interpret it.”
Then Zulayka says “Agreed,
Hunter, your words are wise.
Don’t accuse your wife as being an infidel later
For she misinterpreted [your dream].
That she is being deceptive
In order to keep him for herself.
I got what you have told me,
Give me your hand, hunter,
There is no benefit to you,
From this piece of iron.”
Predicting something beforehand,
Now, intelligent Zulayka,
Began interpreting his dream:
“Your dream that you saw last night,
Seems to have a complex nature,
Please don’t make me interpret
Your deed you did in your dream.
The tying of the beldik around your waist,
And setting off to the mountains …
Means that I will remain a widow
There is no use from hunting,
My hunter, quit this skill of yours.
The wrapping of the çarïk on your feet
Means that I’ll be a widow lamenting [your death].
Your father is old; your brother is young,
Don’t get yourself into trouble, Kojojash.
The catching and mounting of your horse
Who has golden hoofs and copper wrists
Mean that I, Zulayka, your loving wife,
Will burn in grieving your death.
Your father is old, your brother is young,
How will they do at home without you?
Don’t carry it on your shoulder, throw this iron away,
It’s been a year since I came,
You don’t need the gun,
I, Zulayka beg you.
Your running from valley to valley
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Means that you find food for people.
Your running from hill to hill . . .
Might mean that your wife
Whom you married a virgin becomes a tul,
And yourself will suffer a great deal.
On the hill of the white Song-Köl,
You couldn’t find deer there,
On the foothills of Ak-Toskok,
On the top of Kök-Toskok,
Don’t be happy for killing
Thirty kids and forty çebiçes.
If you don’t get rid of this gun,
You’ll find harm at the end.
By wearing a black scarf,
The suffering of your tragedy,
Will fall onto your wife, Zulay.
Don’t play with the iron gun,
It will harm your life.
Instead of walking hungry
Wandering in wilderness,
Enjoy your life among your people.
This very gun at the end,
Listen to me, hunter, quit it,
Will bring death to yourself.
Your standing alone in despair
On spiky rocks where bears don’t live,
On slippery cliffs where deer don’t go,
Means that your noble golden head
Might get separated from your brothers
And your soul might go to death.
If you’re standing alone with no one around you
It means that your life has ended.
The fact you were scared in your dream,
The fact you prayed namaz\fn{The prayer of repentance:W} alone
On a wide wilderness,
Where there are no crows flying,
Signifies that they will tie you onto a tabït,\fn{Tabït is a flat wooden panel used to carry the deceased body to the grave. }
Your parents will cry out loud,
Your wife will cry in great pain,
Lamenting their hunter’s death,
Your people will stay behind.
Your iron hanging on your shoulder,
Will do this to you at the end,
Instead of bringing help to you.
Don’t throw away this young bird, your life,
Don’t make me, your partner, Zulayka suffer
Before I even settle down here.
Don’t let your relatives suffer and be lonely,
Listen to my words and abandon
That iron which has no use.
My friend whom I love dearly,
Please listen to my words.”
Zulayka interprets it this way.
“My dream is indeed bad,” he thought
The hunter’ heart was troubled now.
Frowning his eyelids in lament,
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Kojojash stepped outside,
Not being content with his wife,
Kojojash went and approached
An old aksakal.
The hunter said to the man:
“My wife interpreted my dream,
I’m, therefore, feeling sad,” he said.
This old man, who loves to eat meat,
Knew how to handle the matter:
“Don’t be sad, my light,
About Zulayka’s words.
Perhaps she said them
To make you to be with her [all the time].
If he leaves he won’t return, she thinks,
Beacuse you are essential
For your relatives and people.
Don’t be upset, go hunting
To all the places you want to go.
A brave man doesn’t listen
To the words of a woman.”
*
After Kojoash heard the elderly men’s words, he thought to himself: “They are right. Zulayka can’t be smarter
than these aksakals who are over sixty years old and who had seen much in their lives. Zulayka, is, indeed, trying
to keep me for herself.” So, he decided to go hunting and got ready for it. On the same day when Kokojash had
dreamt, the kayberen, Sur Eçki also dreamt and told her dream in the morning to her husband Alabash.
6
While sleeping, in her sleep,
Sur Eçki saw a dream at night,
She dreamt an unusual dream.
“The dream that I dreamt in my sleep,
My partner teke,\fn{Teke is a male goat.} Alabash,
My dream I dreamt is worrisome,
Alabash, my fly-like soul has suffered.
My offspring is more than hundred,
My home is Kara-Üngkür,
I had never thought that
I would meet the hunter from Kïtay.
I’d heard before about him,
There is a Kïtay clan among the Kyrgyz,
That he is the son of Karïpbay,
That he was brought into the world
As the enemy of the kayberen.
I hadn’t seen the hunter himself,
But I’d known him for some time.
I thought Kojojash wouldn’t come
For he had no reason to.
In my dream I saw last night,
That unexpected hunter came,
While I was resting in my place,
Hiding under that kemerche,
He saw me from that Kerege-Tash.
I’d heard that he is a skilled hunter,
This lonely head of the Kïtay,
Wiped out all of my offspring,
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And punished me in that way.
Vultures gathered and flew around
For, the valley was full of dead carcasses.
Please lift your head, Alabash,
Sur Eçki saw this kind of dream.
If you agree, Alabash,
We should all leave this place,
And move to somewhere else.
My dream reflects the very truth,
Why should we offer ourselves
To the actual death that I saw?
Please get up, my teke, let’s go,
In order to live without worries,
We’ll pass through
The sunny and shady sides of mountains
And reach Ak-Oyrok.
My teke, we’ll thus go far away,
We’ll also pass through
The peak covered with white snow.
Kök-Toskok, Kashkar’s mountain
Usually stays black with no snow,
We’ll head towards that direction.
We can’t just face the death
That is awaiting us.
We don’t have strength and courage
To let him shoot all of the kids
And bring more kids into the world.
Both of us are already old,
If we search, we might find the place.
Please get up my teke, let’s go,
To pure and ice-cold springs and rivers,
Cliffs and rocks where deer live
We might find a beautiful place.
If we don’t leave Kara-Üngkür,
We’ll let him kill all the kids
Including you, leader, my teke.
With no kids to follow us,
At an old age in solitude
Only two of us might remain.
Let’s inhabit the Orogoy mountain,
Let’s drink the water of the Sorogoy mountain.
Let’s find a beautiful place,
And enjoy our lives there.
If you don’t listen to my words,
He’ll cut you into pieces,
And kill all of your kids,
That evil minded Kojojash,
At this very moment
Is getting ready to set out.
The fierce hunter will wipe out
Those who don’t escape but stand.
Since I have been Sur Eçki,
I have never seen such a thing.
Alabash, your skull might scatter on cliffs,
You don’t rush upon hearing my words.
You don’t seem to like my words,
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Please don’t hate me.
He is a man who hits his target,
Kojojash with an evil intention,
Just wait and see Alabash,
Will soon bring us tragedy.
His father is Karïpbay,
He’ll carve out in circle,
Your eyes as bright as a Morning Star.
If you agree Alabash,
Go and search for another place,
So that our souls don’t suffer.
To save us from a massacre,
Find a new settlement for us.
Alabash, listen to my words,
If knowingly we let the kids
To be shot by the hunter,
We’ll have committed a sin.
We’ll be saved if we leave.
The clever twister-like hunter
Might come unexpectedly
And see us at the Kara-Üngkür.
Shooting you down like a sliding mud,
He might punish you brutally.
Let’s leave and escape for safety,
Don’t let even one kid perish.
I ask you to give your advice,
Please understand my concern,
At night the hunter might set a fire
On the blossoming flower of yours.
If he eliminates us en masse,
You might suffer at the end.
Go, my teke for a scout,
Search for lands and come back.
If it’s surrounded by mountains
And its front is a shielding cliff,
If the kids can graze in a group,
Play by jumping on its cliffs
And drink its water together,
Seeing the kids content
My poor teke, we’d be pleased.
If Kojojash comes suddenly,
Your current shelter Kara-Üngkür,
Can’t properly hide and save us,
For, it has no cliff, but small rocks.”
Alabash’s reply:
Alabash teke says these words
Not a few, but many words:
“You, the restless Sur Eçki,
Who thinks her dream is true,
I’ll say a lot, listen Eçki.
Do you really know for sure
That you and I will die?
You grew up with me,
Why don’t you quit Sur Eçki,
This thin, light character of yours.
You want to pass through Ak-Oyrok,
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Your words are never wrong,
Overnight you became a soothsayer.
There is no place like Kara-Üngkür,
At an old age with no strength,
You want to kill me at the end!
One who abandons one’s homeland
Will be miserable in his life.
I have become old and weak,
Losing my strength and mind,
Instead of perishing in the wilderness,
It is better if Karïpbay
Ate the head of Alabash.
One dies when one’s death arrives,
Every creature should submit
To the will of Allah.
Don’t make me suffer at old age,
Sending me in search of a land.
If he becomes weak and hungry,
And can’t thus reach Kara-Üngkür,
Your old teke will then perish.
It is all black slope and blue ice
Where would we go running?
If the enemy hunter comes to us,
Let’s go up to that forest slope.
In searching for a new land,
I’ll have only my horns left,
Alabash will die from hunger.
There is no place like Kara-Üngkür,
Warm in winter, cool in summer,
Wide pasture is the strength of life.”
He said these words forcefully,
Whatever he says, he is a man,
“It doesn’t work, Eçki,” he said,
And got up from his place:
“Since I’ve been born as Alabash,
Kara-Üngkür has been, indeed,
The shelter for the kayberen.
Hunters wouldn’t come here,
If they would, they wouldn’t see us,
Nor would they shoot any of my kids,
Those hunters who killed my kids,
Wouldn’t return without punishment—”
Showing his male power,
He head-butted Eçki hard once.
Sur Eçki’s words:
“If you don’t listen to me,
If you don’t search for land,
You don’t listen to my words,
Even if I beg you in despair.
If we don’t leave Kara-Üngkür,
And find another safe place,
The thirty kids and forty çebiç
He’ll have your offspring destroyed,
Smeared the valley with fat\fn{A note reads: “? Bir kerini may kïldï ”].
And flooded the valley with blood,
Alabash, why don’t you listen!
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You die early if you don’t leave,
Your place called Kara-Üugkür.
Does Kara-Üngkür’s grass taste like sugar and honey?
As if you owned it and lived in it,
Like people who erect yurts,
You say that you won’t abandon it,
Is this Kara-Üngkür a house with an iron gate?
Like a man who owns [the land]
By growing grain and building a house,
Have you made this place your homeland?
We’ll leave for a place that has cliffs,
It’s still not late, go find a place,
You, Alabash, our father.
If we don’t leave Kara-Üngkür,
The hunter came here in my dream,
My Sur teke, he shot you down,
From the yellow cliff you fell off,
He cut off your head [for himself].
He divided your muscle bones,
Onto his golden hoof and copper wrist [horse]
He quickly laid your skin out.
The ‘copper wrist’ is a big horse,
Still, your bootleg (shank)
Was dragging on the ground.
As for your large and straight horns,
His father Karïpbay,
Took them to a smith.
He had it chopped and boiled in water,
Made its shape smooth and nice,
Had it nailed with a silver nail,
And filled it with naspay.\fn{Naspay is a handmade chewing tobacco. It comes in small round shapes. }
If we don’t leave this place,
My teke, we’ll be cursed by God.
My dream that I saw last night,
Isn’t a lie, but truth.
Your right and left knuckle bones,
He took them to play ordo.\fn{Ordo is a traditional game played with the knucklebones of sheep, horse, and deer. The sheep
knucklebones are hit with the larger knucklebones of horse or deer. }
Your hide on top of you,
He had its edges trimmed
And turned it into a nice pair of pants.
If we don’t leave Kara-Üngkür,
My teke, our day will be tragic.
Get up Alabash, look for a land,
My dream that I saw is such.
Don’t be lazy, please go now,
There are cliffs and wide rivers around,
If haven’t lost your mind, my teke,
There are many beautiful places.
Please search for them and find one,
If we let the kids die,
Our lives, my teke, will suffer …”
To the words of Eçki
Teke listened the second time.
He pulled his strength together to go
Walking through the slope,
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Teke went to many places.
He checked out many lands,
Unable to find a place like Kara-Üngkür,
This old sly and cunning [teke]
Lost his strength and got tired.
Thus being tired and weak
He was walking on the road,
The hunter named Kuukazïk’s
Eyes caught him, they say.
“Is there a round shaped cliff
To guard the place?” he said.
“This place, indeed, looks good,” he said,
It had no ridge, but open field,
Thus making it easy for hunters,” he said.
Alabash, who had been hungry,
Was enjoying eating
The blossoming feather grass.
He looked around himself,
Grazed a bit and searched for more [lands].
After sipping water twice
He lay down, they say,
On his side on dusty ground
The hunter, Kuukazïk who saw him,
Followed by stalking him, they say.
His black gun in his hands,
He loaded with powder and pushed
And prepared himself.
Many people had seen the teke [in the past],
But they couldn’t shoot him,
And were very ashamed of it.
He put in the burning fuse,
Leaning over a rock,
He aimed at his target,
He aimed the gun at Alabash.
He fired his gun booming,
But his bullet missed the target.
His bullet flew way over him,
Unskilled hunter shoots like that.
He ran because he was very scared
Without stopping anywhere,
Alabash reached Eçki safely.
Since Teke left to look for a land,
Sur Eçki hadn’t eaten any grass,
Nor drank she a sip of water.
Standing on a rock she waited,
“When will my Teke come back?” she asked,
She didn’t get down from the rock.
Alabash came rushing,
As if he was chased by something.
Then Eçki got up and asked him:
“Have you found a nice place?
You came as if you were in a hurry, Alabash,
Have you been to a dangerous place?
Have you found a cliff
With a wide river and grazing land
Have you found a habitable mountain
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Where we can graze freely?
Have you found a cliff for shelter
Similar to Kara-Üngkür?
Have you found a place for kayberen
Where sixty kinds of grass grow?
Is there a high valley with white snow?
Is there a place where we can escape safely?
Leaving the hunter confused and lost.”
Then Alabash said these words:
“I explored and saw everything,
Every cliff in every place.
Sur Eçki, you began a sad talk,
While I was resting in Kara-Üngkür,
There is no place like Kara-Üngkür,
In attempt to fulfill your complaint,
I almost got killed at the end.
I searched for a land, but in vain,
At my old age you made me mad,
Forcing me to wander everywhere,
Hey, Sur Eçki, it’s your doing.
If the hunter comes, he’ll shoot,” he said,
“I’ll stay here even if I die,” he said,
“I myself became old,
Death is my partner,” he said.
“My horns became weak,” he said,
“It is my old age now,”he said,
“Because of Eçki’s words,
I wandered in many mountains,
And thus suffered a lot,” he said.
With these words Alabash stopped.
Then, Sur Eçki said the following:
“Bushes were all in blossom,
I didn’t satisfy my thirst with water,
I didn’t eat grass chewing crunchily,
I didn’t drink water gulping,
I waited for you with my eyes wide open,
I didn’t get down from the rock.
I’m hungry and I have no energy,
I’ll go to the field to graze a bit,
Get some energy and come back,” she said,
“Kojojash whom I saw in my dream,
Might come this very day,” she said,
She called her two kids and said:
"You two stand here and watch out
Near the Kerege-Tash,
If you see any sign of the hunter,
Inform your father immediately,
One of you bring the news to me,
If you see the hunter coming,
Don’t stay here, just leave.
Put your father ahead of you,
And go to another mountain …”
*
Thus, Sur Eçki took one of her kids to a riverbank in order to eat some grass crunching it down (kert etip) and
drink some water gulping it down (kilt etip). It was that the same day Kojojash was getting ready to go to hunt
kayberens.
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7
When the white dawn broke,
When the Libra has faded away,
When the stars have vanished one by one,
When morning light fell on earth,
The sign of dawn appeared.
The skylark sang in the sky,
The head of white reeds swayed,
The morning wind was cool,
When a light breeze passed by.
Various living things woke up,
And prepared for the day.
Ulars\fn{Ular is a wild mountain turkey} sang non-stop on the rocks,
All live living things woke up from sleep,
When the light touched the earth.
But Karïp’s son Kojojash,
Hadn’t left his house for long,
His heart was filled with sadness.
He quickly got up from bed,
Caught his horse who had
Golden hooves and copper wrists.
He tightly wrapped on his feet
His big leather çarïks.
His kise made of sole leather
He tied secure on his waist.
He took gunpowder in abundance.
He warmed water in a cauldron
And washed his barang clean.
He cleaned it, put it in kumdak
And tied with a white tasma.
He elongated the horse’s kömöldürük,
Shortened its girth [kuyushkan],
Tightened its two olongs,
The hunter mounted his horse.
Beautiful Zulayka then knew
That Kojojash was leaving for mountains,
While helping him to mount his horse,
Zulayka tried to persuade the hunter
One last time before le left.
The zealous hunter wouldn’t listen,
For he was used to hunting.
He hung on his right shoulder
His barang with six carvings
He said good-bye to his people,
He said farewell to all of them,
As if eager to take off,
The hunter set out [aduulanïp].
“Good luck, hunter,” they said,
“Your clan is Kïtay,” they said.
“God has sent you to our fortune,
You, the only one of Karïpbay,
So that you feed us with deer meat,” they said.
Despite the words of Zulayka
The hunter didn’t stay behind,
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He didn’t listen to her words,
“It is my usual hunting place,” he said,
The hunter set out on horseback
To the direction of Ala-Too,
The red slopes, cliffs and rocks,
“The Kojojash of Kïtay,
Is the camel-sole hunter,” they said,
“He has seen them all,” they said,
“No matter how many deer there were,
He killed them all,” they said.
“The deer shot from the cliffs,
Came falling to his feet,” they said.
Riding on the mountain slopes,
He went to many places.
Unable to find any sign of moving deer,
On a rock bed with white glacier
Kojojash rode in and out.
Not finding any deer there,
At twilight, but still day time,
“How is it that I have no luck?” he said,
“How is it that I lost my fortune?” he said,
“Not one soul found until twilight,
It is no good that I’m empty handed,” he said.
“The cursed deer of mountain animals,
Where have they all run away?” he said.
“From time to time,
This was my usual hunting place,” he said.
“I have no luck [today],” he said.
Kojojash climbed up, they say,
Onto the pass of the white Song-Köl,
Not finding any deer there,
He rode fast on the slopes,
On the foothills of Ak-Toskok,
On top of Kök-Toskok [mountain],
Thirty kids and forty çebiç,
He saw grazing, they say.
Near the place of Kara-Üngkür,
On the foothills of Ak-Toskok,
Kojojash saw immediately,
Its spreading treasure, and
Slowly went into the kabak,
Quickly got off the horse,
Tied the horse’s legs securely
With the soft leather çider.
The leather box in his clothes,
He took out under his clothes.
He poured plenty of powder,
And pushed the powder with a ramrod
By pushing with an orphan ramrod
And by putting a long ramrod
He lit the fire on its ear.
“Fire at one shot,” he said
But he couldn’t light it.
The fish-like hammer and flint stone
He hit and got fire,
Put tinder under the wick
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Into the cock made of steel,
Once again he pressed it on.
Hiding himself on the kashat,\fn{Kashat is a higher elevation of a riverbank.}
Kojojash came closer to them.
He had eight carvings etched on his gun,
And poured oil with a double ramrod.
He had it tied with a white tasma,\fn{Tasma is soft leather made from a goat’s skin.}
Those hunters who had used it,
Had to untie it in a week to wash it.
He had an embroidered kise on his waist,
And visited the Sarï-Arka mountain.
A leather kise is tied on his waist,
Those hunters who had used it,
Had hunted in the mount Mustak.
A kise is tied onto his collar,
Those hunters who had used it
Had hunted in the mount Kashkar.
Their beards are overgrown,
Their horns are big,
They graze on white glaciers,
There is no one herding them,
They fatten living on the cliffs,
They graze on blue glaciers,
There is no one taking care of them,
They fatten living on the ice glaciers.
One summer, the hunter had killed hundreds of them,
Those male goats which were too skinny
He killed in autumn when they were fat.
He had a kumdak carved out of white poplar,
And called his gun White [Ak] barang
For white is the beauty of one’s back.
Kojojash took his Ak barang now,
And went closer to them.
He secured the gun’s legs on the ground,
If it moved a bit, it wouldn’t hit the target, he thought.
The two kids that were on guard,
Caught a sight of him.
They saw that hunter was there
And they also saw his gun.
Alabash was lying down,
The two kids came running
To their father.
She filled her udder with milk,
By trying to eat grass.
Poor Sur Eçki became tired.
When the kids reached their father,
The goat had fainted and fallen on the ground.
The two kids came and said this:
“We looked out, father,
The place which our mother told us,” they said.
"The black rock over there piled up like a jük,\fn{Jük is a piled up quilts, mattresses, and pillows which are stored in the tör, a
place which is opposite to the door of the yurt.}
Was the sign she asked us to watch,” they said.
“His white iron gun
We saw clearly,
That shooting hunter has come,” they said.
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“If you don’t do anything,
We will all perish,” they said.
“The exterminator hunter has come,” they said.
“Let’s go, lets run away,” they said,
“We can’t just perish, father,” they said,
“Because you don’t want to move.”
Alabash then got up and said:
“Children, don’t come panicking,
Don’t tell me the false news.
Go back there and find out,
Whether an enemy came to us.”
In order to confirm the news,
They listened to their father,
The two kids came back running.
The ready hunter didn’t stand still,
Hiding behind the grassy bush,
The head of reeds moved a bit,
The head of white reeds moved a bit,
By bringing the gun to his cheek,
He lifted his gun and aimed at them.
He closed one of his eyes,
Without moving its target,
He watched waiting and hiding.
The gun’s trigger made a “bïlk” sound,
The spark came out quickly, [jilt etip]
The smoke came out [burk etip],
The bullet reached them before death.
“Bang!” he fired at them,
The two kids that watched standing,
Quickly fell off from the rock.
The two kids fell off the rock,
The fainted goat, however,
Didn’t hear the sound.
Those remaining didn’t wait,
They all run to save their lives,
To the Kara-Üngkür’s cliff,
Not stopping the smoke from the gun’s muzzle
Not shutting the Barang’s sound,
Look at the gun of his,
The hunter killed whatever he saw.
He didn’t let go from that place,
Not even one kid alive.
When Alabash went up to the rock, [kangkayïp]
To look out [for his kids,]
Like a glacier sliding due to snow melt,
The hunter felled him with one shot.
The Sur teke fell on the ground,
He didn’t spare not even one,
All of them were slaughtered.
Their fat [blood] ran like water,
He killed them off not sparing one,
The offsprings of Alabash.
His hunting skill was great, indeed,
He boasted about it to himself,
Onto the top of the rocky cliff
Kojojash hunter went up now.
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He reloaded his Barang,
“Is any of them alive?” He said.
“Where else might they be?” He said.
Sur Eçki, regaining her consciousness,
Heard the noise that came from a gun,
“He must have killed them all,” she thought,
Sur Eçki came running fast.
Kojojash wanted to shoot her,
And held the Ak Barang forward.
The hunter fired one more time
And shot down her kid following her,
Like a fur hat falling from the head.
Kayberen Eçki spoke then:
“Hunter, you have killed all the kids,
My heart is torn apart by this.
Now that all my kids are gone,
In the wilderness alone,
How can I live by myself?
I’m your true mother kayberen,
I have a request from you.
If your heart agrees,
Even if is he is old, please leave
My partner Alabash teke alive.
May you have a long life,
My famous, master hunter.
Don’t make your mother like me cry,
Don’t leave me alone in wilderness,
I don’t want to die in despair.
Even if he is old, spare him,
Even if he is old and crazy,
I want my partner next to me.
You’re your father’s only child,
You will never see any misfortune
For I, kayberen, will bless you.
You’ve killed all of my offspring,
Hoping to see more alive,
On the top of the cliff,
You, the hunter, are looking for more again.
Please bestow my wish,
If my words make sense to you.
I’m the only one remaining alive,
My wish is to keep Alabash,
Don’t leave our place deserted.”
Then the hunter said these:
“I know what you want,
You’ll get teke from me, but
Where will you go yourself?
If you can, just eat me up,
The only son of Karïp.”
Sur Eçki then said these words:
“So, Kojojash, you don’t agree
With my wish to keep Alabash.
May he go to heaven,
If I’m also killed by you.
I’ll agree with what you say,
If you’re a true hunter, indeed,
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If I’m your only target left,
On the shady side of the white cliff,
Let me pose my white chest for you,
You can shoot me down, I’ll see.
It’s still not too late, please listen,
My only wish is Alabash,
Don’t make your mother suffer much,
Give my teke and get my blessing.
If you agree with my words,
And give me Alabash,
Even after I become old,
I’ll serve you as a teke. [tekelik kizmat]
If you don’t bestow my wish,
I owe you nothing, and you have no complaint,
You’ve killed them all now,
I may also one day,
Make you beseech me? [Jamandiging surarmin]
Don’t quarrel and get my blessing,
You’re alone, hunter, my light.”
Then the hunter said these words:
“I’m the famous hunter,” he said,
“Who hunted arkars\fn{Arkar is a female deer.} and kuljas\fn{Kulja is a male deer.}in the mountains,
And who shot down bears,
From cliffs and rocks.
Don’t keep saying the nonsense,
You, the foolish Eçki,
Together with your Alabash teke,
I punished both of you,” he said.
“You can hope for my death,
I won’t beg you in despair,
I can see what you are up to.
Let’s not shy away from words,
I want to know your greatness,
Go over to that shady hillside
And pose for me, don’t run away,” he said.
Eçki, too, not sparing her words
Came forward to him, they say:
“Well, hunter, shoot me,” she said,
And posed straight for him, they said.
Not stopping its smoke from its head,
By aiming from various angles,
He ran out of his gunpowder
Thus was unable to shoot her,
Thus the hunter sat in vain till evening.
Alabash, as big as a mound,
Lay fighting for his life,
The hunter, not able to shoot Eçki,
Went there angrily, they say.
The shamshar knife in his kise,
He grated on a black rock, they say,
“She wont’t give up her wish,” he said,
“She thinks that I fear her,” he said,
And cut off the teke’s head, they say.
His body kept shaking, they said.
Sur Eçki, who stood knowing
That he’d ran out of powder,
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Came running to his side.
Sur Eçki spoke again thus:
“You refused to spare my partner, teke,
Why? You killed all my offspring
Did you have a revenge to take?
Despite my pleading you failed me,
Did you want to harm yourself?
Oh, hunter, you made me suffer,
Don’t get strong and boastful,
When death [kazat] comes and his days are over,
The hunter will also die.
All of us are mortals,
If I ask (God) to bestow my wish,
The Creator will give you to me.
Despite my pleading you shot back,
By killing off all my offspring,
At the time of my old age,
You made someone like me
Beg and cry many times.
So many words I spoke to you,
I’m your mother kayberen, indeed,
But you didn’t know my value.
If I get to live a long life,
I might live to see your death.
Kojojash,
I might also find your grave.
Kojojash, because of you
I might become lame.
When the severe, cold winter leaves,
And the sunny, warm spring arrives,
I may go to your mares’ herder.
I’ll scare away your kur stallion,
And make you chase him down,
If you’re a true hunter,
You can shoot your mother, hunter.
You, the only son of Karïp,
Let’s put to test our strengths.
Snow will melt and turn to flood,
When heavy snow and winter leave,
People will settle in the gorge.
If Eçki’s wish is bestowed,
One day, also Kojojash
Your tears will turn into a lake.
Wait, don’t boast now,
Sur Eçki will one day be satisfied.
If you take Alabash with you,
Your people will eat his flesh,
One day, with my lame leg
I’ll come to your camp in the Spring,
Then women will ask you to kill me for them.
I remain alone in the wilderness,
I can’t stay here, I’ll leave now.
I say farewell, my homeland,
Kara-Üngkür, the gorgeous place
When spring brings sunshine,
All animals and migrant birds,
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Enjoy singing on green flowers.
When snow and ice melt on slopes,
When the light breeze blows [kerimsel]
If it is not sinful,
I’ll take my revenge from you.
Despite my pleading you didn’t spare,
My teke’s beard on his chin.
I thought you were a wise man,
Kojojash, I’m saddened by your deed.
Among these many animals,
I’m leaving this place alone.
You’re the only son, indeed,
Of your father named Karïpbay.
If my death doesn’t take me away,
I’ll swear you an oath,
My struggle against you won’t end.
If she mourns you and remains a widow
My thirst will be satisfied,
Your dear partner Zulayka,
Is your beloved wife, indeed.”
Then the hunter spoke,
Among the words that Eçki spoke
He liked none of them.
“I have killed kayberen many times,
Don’t rant too much, sly Eçki,
From the very beginning,
God has made you my enemy.
I’ll follow my dream,
You want to kill me with your curse,
Oh, you, aimless Sur Eçki,
Don’t discourage my hope.
I’ll shoot you one day,
I just cut off your Teke’s head
Whom you held so dearly.
If you find the way, Sur Eçki,
Put me in trouble, I don’t care.
You may start wishing death,
To the fellow hunter Kojojash.
I’ll suffer when I experience
The harm caused by Sur Eçki.
Walking lamely in the Spring
If you arrive to my camp,
I won’t spend my powder in vain,
Instead, I’ll catch you by pursuit.”
Then Sur Eçki said these words:
“When I come walking lamely,
You, please catch me by hand.
If I don’t keep my promise and get lost,
May my soul perish in the wilderness.
May the blue sky with high summit,
And the earth with a flat chest curse
The one who refrains from this vow.
When I come walking lamely,
If you don’t catch me on your foot
Instead pursue me with your gun,
May you be cursed by God first!”
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Vowing to him with her words,
Sur Eçki stood before him.
Kojojash then said these words:
“To die on the day of judgment
Is written on our forehead.
If you come walking lamely,
During the yellow snow\fn{Light snow which falls in springtime.}in spring,
If you indeed come to me,
If I don’t catch by chasing
Without shooting with my gun,
I give my words to you now,
May I wear on my head,
My wife Zulay’s pants!”
“Thank you,” said Sur Eçki,
And jumped quickly at that time
To the black rock on teskey\fn{Küngöy (from kün, sun) is a term denoting the sunny side of a mountain and teskey would be the
shady side.}
Like two people holding hands,
Eçki didn’t fear him for he had no bullets,
And took off with a gesture of farewell
Passing by the hunter’s side.
She secured her promise well,
And assigned the exact time.
Eçki left saying she’ll come back
This coming spring after winter.
Thus an enemy was found in the wilderness
To the noble hunter Kojojash.
Their vows were very strong
Neither of them could escape.
Saying farewell, Eçki left,
The foothills of Kara-Üngkür,
Were filled with kayberens’ blood.
Together with her Alabash,
The master hunter destroyed them.
Kojojash came walking
And quickly skinned for himself
The hide of Alabash.
He loaded meat on his horse
And covered it with the hide.
Its buchkak was touching the ground,
Making herself the hunter’s rival
Eçki now became his foe.
The rest, he cut off their necks,
And piled them up on in one place.
The hunter came to his camp,
People watched with surprise at
The hide of Alabash.
Kojojash made them so happy,
The small number of Kïtay.
His lucky kin people enjoyed
The benefit of his hunting.
He asked his people to clean its intestines.
All the remaining story
He told his people now.
His dream, which he saw at night
Turned into such a story at daytime.
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Thus Kojojash stayed at home for the whole winter.
8
A spring day arrived shining,
Months passed by and spring came.
Without leaving anywhere,
The hunter stayed in his camp.
Zulay sensed without him telling her
That he was caught in solemn oath.
Kojojash told no one else
The words that Eçki told him,
He remembered them all the time.
When winter left and spring arrived,
Karïpbay moved his camp
And pitched their yurts in Çïbïr.
When dawn shot its bright light,
And the Libra had faded away.
Karïpbay had purified himself
And walked towards bagïmdat.\fn{Bagïmdat is an evening prayer.}
Eating tevindik\fn{Tevindik is a kind of grass.} and walking lamely,
Getting hit by the ground every time she fell down,
A lame goat was to be seen
On a place opposite to his.
Karïpbay [?...]
Didn’t take away his eyes from the goat,
He quickly got up from his place:
“Mare herders, come here!” He cried out,
And caused a big uproar.
“Come down from hills and valleys!
The lame goat over there
Chase and catch her for me!
Hey, ayran-drinking lazy heads,\fn{Ayran is Central Asian “yogurt.”}
All of you come over here,
Catch that lame one for me!
Hit your horse with a whip,
Block her front and back sides
Of that lame goat standing there,
And chase her riding your stallions.
Upon catching the goat
Present her to Karïp.”
If Karïpbay gave permission,
His people didn’t stand still,
Mare herders who were bored,
All of them didn’t stand still.
They all began to move,
Kayïn kurup karmashïp,
They began chasing shouting.
The stallions fell on the ground,
The words “catch and bring her”
Were heard from Karïpbay.
Sur Eçki didn’t let herself be caught,
This lamely walking sly Eçki.
Many fat stallions’ hips
Melted like butter.
Escaping them, Sur Eçki
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Came to the shepherds.
Scaring off all the sheep,
She caused them to stray.
The shepherds also tried
They also chased her in chaos.
Their taytakas’\fn{Taytaka is a kind of footwear made out of a yearling’s hooves to be worn on top of the boots. } laces got ripped
off,
They fell down being trapped,
Many hit the rocks on the ground.
“Your goat be damned!” they cursed,
No one was able to catch her,
“She is not a goat but a devil,
Did you see her?” they said.
Leaving the shepherds in chaos,
Sur Eçki escaped them.
She separated herself from sheep,
Walking lamely through [aralap]
To the camp of Kojojash
Eçki came without fear now.
Brides and girls began to shout
Seeing Eçki’s arrival,
They informed the hunter now:
“We saw a lame goat outside,
Please kill her for us,” they said,
“We, the women will cook bashtang,
A juicy sour meal by adding salt.
The women should eat the meat
Of the lame one which came to the ayïl.
We’re not asking you, hunter,
To shoot for us a deer far away.
We’ll collect flour among us,
It’s not a game, kill her for us,
We’ll make a real bashtang from it.
We’ll invite you for food,
And have fun playing games.”
In the meantime she approached
Disturbing and making dogs bark
Showing her naughtiness.
The hunter had an oath not to shoot,
But for the sake of women’s words
The hunter fired one time,
By rolling the tush tuurduk\fn{Tush turuduk is a traditional embroidered Kyrgyz suzane which is hung inside the yurt. } up.
Not caring about his shooting,
Not falling down from the gunshot,
Sur Eçki just kept going,
Showing her dignity and valor.
She had promised for the spring,
As if waiting for her oath,
Sur Eçki left the campsite,
And sat down at that time,
On a rock on küngöy.
Since the pledged Eçki came,
Misfortune and sadness fell
Onto the helpless hunter’s head.
Frowning and lamenting,
Kojojash came walking
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To the side of Zulayka.
The hunter came and spoke thus,
He spoke with lament a lot:
“Zulayka, you are wise, I know,
My departure day has arrived,” he said.
“Please find a way out,” he said.
The secret of his pledge,
To his lawful wife Zulayka
The master hunter told now:
“I’m, indeed, my father’s only son,
My wife, Zulay, what do you say?
I had vowed to the lame Eçki,
I’ll will have to follow her now.
I’m, indeed, alone from Karïp,
Esteemed Zulay, what do you say?
I’ve pledged an oath with her,
I can’t stay behind, I’ll go.
I’m, indeed, alone with no siblings,
You, with a crane-like neck and camel eyes,
You’re my sibling Zulayka.
I’d sworn an oath to her,
I can’t stay, I’ll go with her.
I did my service to my people,
Without getting to know my partner well.
My poor head has suffered much
By not enjoying the joy of life,
Being separated from my virgin wife,
Wishing for the shortness of the life
Of my Kïtay clan,
Oh, Creator, you put me in trouble,
Without giving me a long life.
My father’s name is Karïpbay,
I’m the only crow-like child,
Esteemed Zulay, what do you say?
Since you’re my partner whom I love.
After chasing behind the lame [goat],
Will I ever come back again?
Will I ever see alive again
My lawful wife Zulayka?
If I don’t come back from this journey,
Please take care well without hurting
My father and mother.
I wonder, will I catch her or not,
My heart has become sad and empty.
Will I catch her, I wonder?
Eçki after which I chase.
Will I join my head again
With my beloved partner Zulayka?
My heart has become empty in grief.
Will [God] join me again
To my lawful wife Zulay?”
The hunter spoke with sadness
To his beloved partner Zulayka:
“Although your father is Kojo,
Your charm is like that of angel,
I didn’t say a word to my people,
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For I feel closer to you.
Like a thing which gave an oath,
The cursed Eçki is sitting straight
On the say keri.
Sur Eçki is waiting there
Hoping for the pledged hunter.
Even though you’re a woman,
I told my words to you alone.
Karïpbay and Koshbiykeç
They both became old now.
They’re stoved and barely walk.
Give strength to them, Zulayka,
Telling them that their son will come one day.
I told you a lot of my laments
For I love you more than my people,
Because I know you’re wise and strong.
I don’t want to tell my relatives,
I have told my words in heart
To my beloved partner,
To my friend who knows my value.
You’re wise, so, don’t lament
Saying that your husband, the hunter left
Chasing after the lame [goat].
Don’t the enemy\fn{Don’t let the enemy?:H} know about it,
Don’t be sad and lose your hope, Zulayka,
Saying that your faithful hunter left.
One who goes far away will die,
One who stays in ayïl also dies,
What can you do, if God
Created me with sadness in the beginning?!
One who leaves his people will die,
One who lives among people will also die,
What can you do if God
Created me with burden in the beginning?
I’ll gather my strength and hope,
You’re my equal Zulayka,
Who blossoms and walks like a kaltar.\fn{Kaltar is a black-grayish fox.}
I can’t just stay behind her,
For I have pledged an oath to her,
My death is near, I die at home.
With my barang with six carvings in my hand,
I’m going to a far away place.
Don’t be sad, be strong,
Time will show what will happen!
Farewell, Zulay, good-bye for now,
My beloved friend alal
Let me tie my çarïks on my feet,
Let me tie the beldik on my waist.
Let me go after Eçki
To whom I have sworn an oath.”
The hunter finished his words,
His lawful wife Zulayka,
Her heart burned like embers.
Zulayka then said these words:
“My partner who is like a yearling,
My faithful one like a year old stallion,
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My ardent partner for life,
How can you leave the camp?!
Don’t make a horse out of tekecher tay,\fn{Tekecher tay is a three year old male goat.}
Our passion of love hasn’t gone yet,
For the sake of lame Eçki,
Don’t estrange yourself from us.
Don’t make a horse out of kuljachar tay,\fn{Kuljachar tay is a three year old mountain goat}
Don’t subdue your wife with empty words.
For the sake of the cursed Eçki,
Don’t estrange your friendship.
Despite my plea you attached yourself
To the iron with lead bullets,
Don’t put handful of red embers.
Please stop it, hunter, for heart’s sake,
Despite my plea you took [the gun],
Do you want to sacrifice yourself?!
If you leave us accidentally,
Don’t you think it would be hard
To come back alive and meet again?
Even if you live a short life,
Don’t separate yourself from your people.
Your kin who benefit from you,
Your partner will tell her lament.
Not even two years have passed,
You are bringing me regret,
Don’t go, hunter, please stop.
Your esteemed Zulayka,
You filled her head with sadness.
My father-in-law is old,
You have no close relative
To give him strength in meantime.
While I was calling you ‘my honor,’
Is this, hunter, what you do to me?
Why do you trouble yourself,
Seeing the iron as [proper] skill?
By cutting your youth short and suffering
Don’t cut the flower of life.
Don’t make your wife like me suffer,
Don’t put your soul in misery,
If you leave who will take care
Of your old woman and man?
If you’re not the person nonexistent,
To whom will I tell my grief?
Is a lame goat important for you
That you leave your kin people?
I’m afraid of your dream’s nature,
Now we can expect no wisdom
To come out from your brother from the same father.
If I lose you, my only one,
There is no one close to me here [in this land],
From whom will I ask assistance?
Hunter, don’t leave your home
By leaving your wife in despair.
Even if you have pledged an oath,
Don’t go undertake a tragic action,
You didn’t come to the ayïl,
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But lived in cliffs where no bears go.
Don’t leave to a tragic situation
Your lawful wife like me.
There is no other husband for me among the people,
Don’t make me suffer before others.
Don’t make me mourn your death,
Don’t make your camp deserted.
If you leave for wilderness,
How will I find out about you?
Don’t make your partner mourn your death,
Don’t make your ayïl, hunter, wither.
If you leave chasing after the goat,
Your partner won’t know your whereabouts.
Don’t let the five-finger nails leave scratch marks
On my face wearing a veil.
Don’t leave your beloved Zulayka
In a miserable day.
I have no child to kiss,
Don’t make me long for a baby.
Your people will suffer in pain,
Our heart will be wounded.
You have your aged parents,
Bury them with your own hands.
Kojojash, if you go far away,
Your partner like me will suffer.
Your gray tektir will become a mount,
Enemy will appear at your threshold.
Onto the heads of your old parents,
Irreversible tragedy will land.
Your beloved wife Zulayka,
Your esteemed wife will suffer.
My feet will [jarilip chor bolor],
If separated from their only one,
Your parents in their old age,
Whom will they beg for help?
Don’t sacrifice your life,
Even if you have a pledged oath,
Don’t go chasing after her.
If you don’t and go\fn{If you don’t stay and go?:H} after Eçki,
How do I know your whereabouts?
My esteemed one, if I loose you,
My heart will suffer a great pain.
Don’t commit yourself to tragedy,
I sacrifice myself to you, my only one,
I only ask this from you.”
From his pledged oath with the [goat],
The hunter will not refrain.
Despite Zulay’s plea, he didn’t listen,
His departure was for sure now.
To say farewell before his leave,
The noble hunter gathered strength
And gathered all his people.
Then his relatives learned
That the fellow hunter will leave.
He warmed water in a cauldron,
Put the sümbö in the water,
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And thus cleaned his barang gun.
“I’m serious about going,” he said.
“I’ll go chasing after Eçki.”
In order to say good-bye,
He gathered all of his people.
Upon hearing this about him,
All of his people gathered,
“I’ll sacrifice myself to you, my son,”
Karïpbay came crying out.
His mother came running,
After hearing the news,
His people were all devastated.
Despite their pleading,
The hunter kept getting dressed.
All of them, women and men,
“The oath does no good,” they said.
The old men with white beard,
All his kin relatives,
In tears asked him not to go.
He put his food in a bag,
His Ak barang with six carvings,
He tied tightly against his back.
He wrapped his çariks on his feet,
No one wanted him to go,
All of them cried out loud.
Zulayka gave him a hard time,
By hugging and not letting him go.
All his people made uproar,
Shedding tears from their eyes.
His mother and father,
Wept telling their lament,
All of his kin relatives,
“Forget about the word ‘oath’” they said,
Blocking him from front and back,
Not letting Kojojash move,
They all begged him not to go.
Kojojash then said these words:
“Don’t do this, relatives,” he said,
The meaning of his oath [with the goat]
He now explains to his people:
“Don’t hold me back from Eçki’s oath,
At an early crow-like age,
I took care of all of you!
If I don’t go, I won’t find
A cure for my vengeful illness,
A deal I made with Eçki.
I had sworn an oath to her
Not to shoot her with my gun,
But catch her chasing on foot.
My partner, Zulay, farewell,
I’m ready and eager to go.
Eçki’s word is a powerful one,
My two eyes became four
To find a way to stay at home.
I’ll carry out my pledged oath,
If God bestows me my wish,
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I’ll catch Eçki on feet.
If Creator grants the wish
Of a single person like me.
Father, mother, you both saw
More or less of your son’s service.
If I catch Eçki alive,
I’ll kill her in a Muslim way,
And cook the meat in your cauldron.
I didn’t rest since I was little (like a crow),
With the people called kayberen,
I was destined to be their enemy.
Please listen to her,
To your ‘child’ named Zulayka,
Who is young, but intelligent,
And be patient in the meantime.”
His father cried holding onto a stick [oboktop],
His mother cried sobbingly.
Their inside burning like fire
Because of Kojojash’s hurt.
His soul is going to be harmed,
Swearing an oath with Eçki
He got involved in a challenge.
The hunter got ready, didn’t stop,
He said farewell to his people,
To Zulayka standing before him,
To his lawful partner,
“Farewell, my relatives,” he said,
“Death doesn’t announce itself,” he said,
“Farewell, stay well, Karakol,
A place where my umbilical cord was cut and clothes washed,
And where I grew up as a child,” he said.
“If I’m unable to catch Eçki,
It is a long way to go.
Don’t be grieved, Zulay, don’t cry,
Like a silly person,
Don’t make your soul suffer.
If I survive a long journey,
We might see each other after a long time.
One who goes away will come back,
If he stays at home, he will also die.
You think I won’t die if stay here?
If I’m able to catch Eçki,
I’ll come back safe and sound.
I’ll see and meet Zulayka again
Who thinks that she lost me.
On one destined day,
I might come back if I have salt,
To my kin, the Kïtay people.
Dear mother, why did you bear me?
I have no sibling to look for me,
I have suffered from loneliness.”
When Kojojash said this,
Sartkoshçu was reminded of a rumor
From his relatives sometimes
That he was a slave who was found.
Sartkoshçu then thought:
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“I call you brother in vain,” he said,
“You never said a word before
That I’m not your brother [from the same father],
If I have no kin among this people,
There is no reason to stay here,” he said.
“Let me also say farewell,
If Kojojash leaves for a far away place,
I won’t stay among his people, I, too, will leave,” he said.
Turning to Kojojash,
Sartkoshçu said these words.
“Everyone except me,
Finished saying good-bye,” he thought,
So he wanted to know who his mother is:
“Oh, dear Kojojash,
Please turn to a person like me,
You didn’t see me in your dream.
Is it true that I am a stranger,
I thought that we are brothers,
Our father seems to be different.
Hunter, tell your story,
I won’t stay with your people,
I don’t understand the words just said.”
Kojojash then said these words:
“Whoever told you, they are wrong,
You’re my own younger brother,
I’m your brother from one womb.
Respect and take care well
Of your parents, don’t let them grieve.
Don’t take it to your heart, you are my brother,
Don’t think they are your enemy,
And that people will hurt you,
You’re still an immature boy,
You seem to be upset with me.
Take care of your parents,
A stranger from another womb
Won’t look after Karïpbay.
Although you’re still young,
Don’t upset your sister-in-law Zulayka.”
Saying good-bye, Kojojash,
Set out towards Eçki.
His enemies were now content,
To his pledged oath with [Eçki],
Kojojash set out alone,
The only son of Karïp.
“Catch her and come back quickly,” they said,
His people gave their blessing,
They watched the master hunter
Until his shadow
was no longer seen,
Holding his hand next to him
Zulayka walked along with him.
They shed their tears from their eyes,
Like water splashing on the ground.
Holding his hand Zulayka,
“Farewell, go well,” she cried,
Their heart melted like snow,
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“You’re alone,” they cried,
All of his people stayed behind, they say.
9
To the hostile Eçki
The hunter came up.
Her lame leg had gotten better,
Eçki, the real kayberen,
Got up quickly from her place, they say,
The vowed hunter came, she said,
Eçki set out straight, they say.
Gathering his energy and strength,
Not wanting to stay behind Eçki,
Kojojash chased after her, they say.
Now he followed her yellow trace,
Stubbornly chased after her.
Now he followed her pale trace,
Keenly chased after her.
In daytime and nighttime
Through the white glaciers and cliffs,
He chased her non-stop.
Through the high cliffs,
Snow capped mountains,
Cliff where kayberens live,
White wind and breeze,
Hills after hills,
Through places no humans walked,
He walked straight and through rivers,
Through slippery glaciers with no way out,
Kojojash, who hadn’t sired any child,
Goes chasing all over these places.
Through the vast valleys and
Cool and green places with streaming rivers,
Over the Kashkar mountains
People heard about that
The hunter is chasing Eçki.
Wandering in the Kashkar mountains,
Wiping his sweat off his forehead,
This poor soul was, indeed,
Born into a tragic day.
He crossed fast flowing rivers,
Passed over high mountains,
Went round the Kashkar mountains,
Passed near the Karakol,
“I will catch you anyway,” he said,
The hunter didn’t want to give up.
“At the very end, Sur Eçki,
You won’t get away from me,
I’ll reach my goal,” he said,
“I’ll catch you for sure,” he said.
Through the Ala-Too mountains,
He chased her in circle, they say.
In order to try to catch her,
Like a newly racing stallion,
He charged recklessly (without pitying his soul)
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On the edges and on the slopes,
Of Çelek and Çarïm,
The two go chasing each other,
There is no one besides them.
Eçki became weaker by each day,
The brave Kojojash grew stronger,
Determined to catch her.
The red fields of Koçkor
And all of its mountains
The hunter did not miss.
In At-Bashï and Narïn
He chased after Eçki
With no one next to him.
“Ehcki, the kayberen is my quarry,
Oh, God give me strength,
My çokoys\fn{Leather sock-like shoes.} got worn out.
At the end, Sur Eçki
Will be my sworn prey,
For I spent most of my life,
Chasing after Eçki.
I chased her,
I did not aim any place
To have a rest and sleep.”
The face of Kojojash
Got yellow and hard like copper,
He didn’t lose his strength, however,
He grew strong, looked resilient,
The Ak barang with its six carvings,
Gleamed on his right shoulder,
His kise clattered on his waist.
Like a mature stallion,
The hunter walked eagerly [Talpinip mergen sharpildap]
His çarïks on his feet wore out,
His walking stick looked straight in his hands [tayagi koldo tirelip]
The soil of the ground where the hunter had stepped
Resembled a piled up snow [Turpagi karday kurolup].
In Ketmen-Töbö and vast Alay,
The hunter traveled very far,
Not able to catch his enemy.
He went through cliffs no man can pass,
Wet lands on which no swans land,
Through pastures with many rocks,
Through places with many pine trees,
And through valleys and ravines.
“How can I ever escape
From this chasing hunter
Who killed off my offspring?!”
Loosing her energy and walking shakily [kaljaktap]
Sur Eçki was looking sad.
The hunter had great hope
To catch and kill her,
So he chased Eçki very fast.
Through the forest with badal and pine trees,
Through swamps with no mountains and rocks,
Through rocky ravines with eternal snow,
During his struggle with Eçki
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He vowed to award gold as big as a head\fn{A note reads: “[? Antina altin bash saygan]}.
Through thick forest and hills,
He went running very fast
In Sarï-Üngkür and Aksay.
Each day the hunter grew stronger,
By gaining strength and looking fresh.
There are fast running rivers
And ulars singing loudly.
Yellow springs stream down on küngöy [?]
He is chasing Eçki,
Those who saw them were confused.
Through the red kïyas and blue peaks,
The hunter chased her hill after hill
Through black kïyas and golden hills,
With slopes full of minerals like gold,
The brave man got closer to Eçki
Than before.
Even their distance was very close
Even when the deer stood in a group on a pass
Even if she appeared in front of him
The hunter didn’t shoot her among her herd.
He had held a strong grudge aganist her
So he stubbornly chased Eçki.
They went through rich lands like Shamshïkal and Ak-Tüz [kenderden],
Through the never ending Ala-Too
With various beautiful places.
Eçki was loosing her hope
She thought she would be killed by the hunter at the end.
Even if he ran day and nigh
In Mazar-Say and Kïzïl-Çap,
The hunter looked happy and hopeful.
He was sure to reach Eçki
And catch her by hand.
He wished to cut off her head and throw it away,
And skin her hide with a knife.
Not a single mountain was left where the hunter didn’t go
The brave hunter, Kojojash,
Never tired and lost his vigor.
“I grew up in a land,
With wide fields and rich in minerals.
If I reach and catch Eçki
I won’t even give her liver to a crow.
Suusamïr, the upper end of Talas
And many hills remained behind me.
Saying that you are the real kayberen,
You, Eçki Sur are making me pursue you.”
He chased her from one ravine to another,
Wasn’t able to catch her there,
“In the whole Ala-Too mountain range
I pursued you non-stop,” he said,
“I did not hesitate to cross
Fast running rivers,” he said.
“You made my wife a widow,
You made (my father) Karïpbay mourn,
You made my red cheeks turn pale.
My soles got chipped,\fn{Scuffed}
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Due to this sudden ordeal.
My relatives suffered all,
My wife wore a black cloth.\fn{Mourning clothes}
I didn’t even notice how
My dear life and youth passed by
In fighting against this Eçki.
I brought this suffering on my own head
For I’m still stubbornly pursuing Eçki.
Oh, will my wish to catch (Eçki)
Ever be fulfilled?!
When will I ever see Zulayka
And be happy and laugh with her?!
I’ve spent the gems of youth
By being in the wilderness.
My heart has suffered a lot
By using a gun at early age.
Most of my life has gone now,
Now I wish for a late death!”
In Kapka-Tash and Kök-Moynok,
In his mind, Kojojash
Felt sad thinking a lot of things:
“Including Çat-Karagay and Iyri-Köl,
I went through many places of Talas.
Many people have seen me,
Çeçens\fn{Çeçen is a wise and eloquent person.} and singers like nightingales.
I saw many gorgeous rivers
Flowing fast.”
By chasing Eçki through these places,
Kojojash brought Eçki
To Taar-Kap and Kököm island.
“By passing through fields and
Mangkabek and Korum
I saw many beautiful places.
I ask from you Sur Eçki,
When will I aim my gun [at you]
Will I get rid of this pain
By getting out of this pledged game?
Will I ever return alive
And see my few Kïtay people?
I lost most of my youth
By running after you in this world,
Is this the fate [you] assigned to me?
My beloved Zulayka,
I left behind in despair.
Not able to catch Eçki,
My dear precious head,
Will you remain behind
Being food for crows and vultures?”
All over Ala-Too
He chased her now,
Determined to catch Eçki
He made another attempt.
Not leaving a single mountain
The hunter stubbornly pursued her.
At the end, Kojojash
Through Çong-Koshoy of upper Talas,
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Balïktï and Üç-Çürök,
“Because of one Eçki
I suffered tremendously,” he said,
Kojojash chased her through
Ala-Bel, Ötmök, Muz-Tör,
Jeldi-Suu, Jargart, Sandïk,
For he had a sworn oath,
He came chasing down to Talas.
In Koshoy of upper Talas
By running fast he suffered,
The brave hunter, Kojojash
Determined to catch Eçki,
Came down chasing her.
To the ravine [beles] shaped like a saddle,
Now Eçki ran down [engkeyip Eçki kachti emi]
She passed through all
The black peak [shalpildak]
When she looked back,
The hunter got close to her,
Eçki became desperate.
In the yellow fields of Jelkek,
Determined to reach and catch her,
Kojojash is still chasing her
Not remaining behind.
He came chasing down Eçki
To the Kuyruk-Ulaç island.
Eçki had no strength left
To go up to the high mountain.
Kojojash intended to catch her
When she comes more down
To the lowland with no rocks.
Sur Eçki went the other way,
Running on the slopes towards
Çong-Çïçkan and Korum.
She ran through the slopes of
Kalba, Mïkaçï and Iyri-Suu.
Running away from the Kalba slopes
She came down into the Besh-Tash ravine.
He’d been chasing her non-stop,
Not leaving Echi alone.
Sur Eçki ran in despair
To many rivers and ravines.
Through the slopes of Besh-Tash,
Sur Eçki came down running
To Taldï-Bulak and Kaynar.
No place was left where she hadn’t gone,
She came across many places,
Now she came down to the field
From Taldï-Bulak and Kaynar.
One is hunter and the other is Eçki,
Both experienced hardships.
Now she came running through the shores of
Jerge-Tal and Kara-Oy.
Kayberen Eçki now saw
Keng-Kol in front of her,
Crossing quickly the Talas river,
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She ran to the other side.
The ‘entrance’ of Keng-Kol
Was a vast wetland, she learned.
At the time when they’re there
It was springtime everywhere.
She ran towards Keng-Kol
It had many small rocks [mayda chibir tash]
The brave man named Manas’s
Tomb stood shining because
The tomb’s clay was plated with gold
It was the hero Manas’ sign.
His tomb was built to face the sun.
Not a mountain was left where she hadn’t gone
Among the mountains seen there.
“Kojojash doesn’t stop chasing me,
God, you put me in misery.”
Passing through the edge of Bor-Töbö,
Echi went up to the ravine
Of Sarï-Bulak and Ters-Kol.
She went to Obo and Çaçïke
Places of the mountain Orto-Özön.
Bashkï-Suu and Barkïrak have
Beautiful and shiny rocks,
And rivers which flow fast [sharkirap].
Its arkars mated on the passes,
Even when he came across them,
Kojojash never looked at them.
Kök-Dönön, famous for its pigeons,
Never seen without snow on its peaks.
Through the slopes of Makmal-Töö
She came to Korgon-Tash and Nïldï.
The exhausted Sur Eçki,
Jumped into the ravine
Letting her body fall in the field.
Through the two rivers of Sar-Bulak
Sur Eçki came running
With no strength and looking weak.
With his sweat dripping down
Kojojash came after her
Running quite desperately [kara janin kamchilap]
Kök-tash and Eçkili
Were places with many goats.
Sur Eçki just joined
The goats lying on the hill.
The hunter didn’t loose sight of Eçki
Because he has sharp eyes
Every problem can be solved
For he is smart and intelligent.
There is Kïzïl-Çap in Nïldï,
He kept chasing her down
Trying to catch her in the valley,
The hunter got closer and closer.
His Ak barang with six carveings
Shined on his right shoulder.
From the middle of the river
Geese and ducks fly splashing the water.
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Fruit trees were in blossom
No such a thing like rich and poor
Following Eçki day and night
Kojojash had been in pain
For he had vowed to Eçki.
The forest was rich in resources,
He thought he could catch her
In the black [kashat] kemer.
The vast Talas with kaykalagan mountains
Was the homeland of Manas
Who made a jele\fn{Jele is a long rope attached to the ground to tie the foals while their mothers are being milked. } and tied foals
onto it,
Whose çïbïr was full of animals,
Whose garden full of singing birds.
When the [ala shalbirt] snow had melted away
And when spring had arrived
Inside the fortress built by Tagaymat,
Chasing Eçki, he brought her
To the place he intended to catch her.
By this time she was in good shape
For her takïm muscles got strong.
The hunter had planned to catch her
When she would come to the black kashat
Inside the Tagaymat’s fortress.
Each day Kojojash became stronger,
He now came down to the valley
Of his targeted place Talas . . .
10
When he came to Talas
Chasing after the limping Eçki [temtengdetip]
Zulayka had a dream one day.
In her dream she saw at night
She saw wonderful things.
In her dream she saw that
She was together with the hunter.
She hadn’t heard from him
In her dream Kojojash
Came to a place in Talas.
Zulayka had indeed missed
Her beloved, the hunter
When she saw him alive.
She was happy about her dream,
Her spirit was raised (high),
She wanted to go looking for
Her husband she was married to.
In the morning, Zulayka
Thought to look for him
Having many thoughts in mind:
“The only child’s fate is this, indeed,
We haven’t inquired about
The brave hunter, the only child.
Many years have passed since then
He has gone for far away,
He’s got no relative to care for him,
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He is the only son of my father-in-law.”
Zulayka was quite determined
And anxious to search for him.
Very early in the morning,
Karïpbay came running,
“Did you hear from him,” he asked
From his daughter-in-law.
Her answer is as follows
To her father-in-law:
“Your son had gone far away,
You’re weak to search for him,
What should we do now?”
The father[-in-law] said to his daughter-in-law:
“My, daughter, I’m anxious to see
My only son whom I raised with love,
Even if you are women, you are wise,
Please tell what you know
To the people of Karakojo.
When I, Karïp, your old father[-in-law]
Die after my time comes [kazatim jetip olgondo]
Who will cry among my people
By saying out loud ‘Oh, my dear father!’?
Please tell us what you know,”
Karïpbay said to his daughter-in-law.
Being separated from her love
Zulayka felt like she was in flame.
She is embarrassed to put on mourning clothes
Marking the death of her husband, the hunter.
Taking her father[-in-law’s] advice,
Despite the fact she was a woman
She got ready herself to go
Searching for her husband.
Saying, “Where will I find him?”
Zulay[ka] got ready to go.
Her father[-in-law] wept:
“Oh, my dear child,”\fn{Here, Karïpbay uses the traditional word of endearment “aylanayïn” which means literally “Let me circle
around you.” It is said that this expression or word was used by healers during their healing ceremony of the sick person. The sick person
was placed inside the yurt while the healer run circling around the yurt outside by saying this word and holding a scarf or piece of clothe on
his shoulder.} he said,
“Among the twenty families of Kïtay,
There was no one to search for him.
These naughty people, who are used to taking,
Didn’t listen to me without my son.”
Zulayka said to him the following:
“Please don’t be sad, my father,
If your only ‘crow-like’ son
Returns home one day
Your pain will go away,
I’m going to find the hunter.”
Karïp said the following:
“My dear,\fn{Karïpbay uses another similar term endearment “kagïlayïn” meaning “let me jump up and down?” which was used in the
same situation.} my light,
May your wish come true,
Go and find yourself
Your own friend and partner,
I will pray for your safety.”
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Her father[-in-law] gave his blessing,
Shining like a moon, Zulayka
Came to the ak örgöö.
She thought every single day
About her hunter pursuing Eçki.
She stood hopeful by saying
She wouldn’t find him in short time,
If he is indeed alive in this world.
She rolled up and tied her dress,
Berenji, around her waist now,
And tied her çarïk shoes
Tightly onto her feet now.
She put on a tebetey\fn{Tebetey is a traditional round shaped hat made from animal fur, generally worn by men. } on her head,
It was quite clear now
That she’d go searching after him.
She didn’t say anything to his kinfolk,
She didn’t ask anyone to join her
In her search for Kojojash.
She put up her hair like kunduz
On her head, they say,
She put on men’s clothes, they say,
Zulayka’s search for [Kojojash],
Only Karïpbay knew, they say.
She took food with her
To the missing hunter,
One can tell her affection from this,
Although Zulayka was a woman,
She set out from her camp, they say.
She took a strong walking stick, they say,
Her people didn’t know, they say
About Zulayka’s preparations
And determined departure.
There was no one to lead her,
The radiance of this white beauty’s face
Was not like before at all,
And no one knew when she left.
Zulayka set out by herself
Staying overnight at some places,
She lost her youth and was in pain.
“Where will I find the hunter?” she said,
Her attempts were very great,
But there were no roads in Ala-Too.
“I’ll find him anyway,” she said,
The soul of this beauty had suffered,
For the tragedy of the hunter
She had suffered a great deal.
To ask from someone on the way,
Kojojash was not a grazing animal.
Nor was he a naughty young boy
To disappear for no reason.
If she doesn’t sacrifice herself for her husband
That woman is not a faithful wife.
Zulayka was vigorous and strong,
She put her life in danger,
Her face turned yellow from hunger,
She kept looking and praying
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For her honey, like Kojojash, [kürbal]
“The sly Eçki had led him away
For a long period of time.
I have not lived long enough
To enjoy my youthful life.
I haven’t even noticed when
My flower on my forehead died.
I haven’t even lived six years in your camp
And haven’t served you enough
By being together with you.
Not two years have passed,
I have suffered for your loss.
There is no soul around here [Kak etken karga, kuzgun jok]
I made my soul suffer this way.
Because, hunter, you’re not with me
I could not fit alone in bed.”
Saying these laments
Zulayka had been crying,
Putting her only soul in pain
She had been suffering a lot.
With no good food to eat
She had gone weak and hungry.
Using the badal\fn{Badal is an underbrush or thicket, [a copse:H]} trees as shelter
She slept under them.
Her two white radiant cheeks
Came peeling off [tülo]
By walking non-stop every day
She looked tired and worn out.
Wandering through many places
She had been walking a lot.
The red lights from her cheeks
Were slowly fading away now.
She shed tears as big as hail.
She went through mountains with pine trees,
And cliffs on which no black arkars can walk.
Rivers streaming down in the ravin
Echo with rocks hitting each other,
On the rock faces where no one walks,
On the trails where goats only walk,
She alone traveled in the wilderness.
Her soles became dull and slashed,
Misfortune had fallen onto her,
Her clothes were completely tattered,
Zulayka, chosen by [the hunter]
Had been suffering in wilds.
Not able to go over the pass,
Zulayka had spent some days
Sitting, not able to walk …
Zulayka grieved, but couldn’t find him,
She looked for him in the mountains,
Karagan, buta, and badals\fn{Karagan, buta and badal are different kinds of bushes.}
Tore her clothes’ seam and sleeves,
She couldn’t tell where Talas was
Which she saw in her dream.
There was no plain in Ala-Too,
She had no sleep day and night,
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The beauty was misled by her dream
She wandered in all over Ala-Too,
Her heart was in great pain:
“You are, indeed, an ill-fated hunter
Who left his wife in misery.
You were born with a sad fate,
It’s time to let go Eçki’s grudge.
I hope to take the hunter back
By pulling him from his vowed pledge.”
Zulayka with no strength left
Kept falling on the ground,
From time to time, she fell apart
Bursting out crying out loud.
“Oh, Kojojash, I really hope
My frantic voice will be heard by you.
Days and months have passed,
You caused my white face sunburned and slashed,
And left your wife in distress
By going away after Eçki.
When he reached the age of sixty,
You made your father beg [for alms].”
Lamenting and crying, Zulayka
Stayed overnight at some places, they say.
Finally, she found the wide Talas, they say,
The wide Talas with Kerme Too
Was indeed a vast land
With wide and steep slopes.
Its upper parts were cool pastures
With rivers streaming down everywhere.
She inquired about the name of this place
And learned that it was the place she’s seen in her dream.
It was exactly the place she saw in her dream,
It was an early springtime with
White snow melting, rivers running.
Zulayka, who had endured everything,
Who was the hunter’s beloved wife,
Not able to find her partner
Said the following words, they say.
At that time, the skilled hunter, Kojojash, the only child,
Had been chasing the desperate Eçki,
With whom he had vowed,
In the black spring river bank.
From a distance she saw, they say
The silhouette of the hunter
And came closer to him, they say.
He was in middle of a great hunt
Chasing [Eçki] like a young hawk.
“Come back, hunter!” she said,
“My only one, did already you forget me
And your people, who had your benefit
By having meat in their cauldron all the time
And by killing not one but two animals?” she said.
“Many months have passed since then,
I came looking for you,” she said.
When Kojojash saw Zulay[ka]
“Is it my dream or real?” he wondered.
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The hunter sat down right away and sighed
Holding a chunk of dirt tightly in his hand [çim]:
“I still cannot believe.
How did she come and find me?” he wondered.
Both got up from their places,
And greeted each other holding hands.
Both recognized each other,
Both had found each other.
“Not able to save your head from this pledge,
I see, you, the hunter, are still pursing
Stubbornly not leaving her alone.”
She sat with him for a while
Her powder-like face was gone
Zulayka had indeed become
Lean as a ravenous crane.
She’d traveled a long way
To look for her husband.
The hunter ceased his chase for a moment
To converse with his wife now.
Meanwhile Sur Eçki
Ate some grass, drank some water
And was able to gain more energy.
Zulayka then said the following:
“Our lives have become sad,
I traveled for a long distance,
My dear only one,
Please understand my sorrow.
You should stop pursuing your oath,
Please let’s return to the camp.
Sartkoshçu, whom you consider your brother,
Was too young to come with me.
To my knowledge, in reality
He doesn’t seem to be your real brother.
Your parents became weak and old.
Don’t you think your pledge is over?
Please let’s return to the camp.
Don’t make your partner sad,
Don’t spend your youthful life
Wandering in wilderness.
Please listen to my words,
Don’t spend your young life
By not returning home.”
Like a protective skylark,
Zulayka tried to convince him
Speaking sorrowfully to him:
“Since my early youth I suffered,
Being separated from you, my husband.
Both of us have lived miserable lives.”
Then the hunter said the following:
“Don’t be too sad, Zulayka,
My absence for a long time
Was not planned at all,
Nor was it seen in my dream.
One who breaks one’s promise
Is not considered a man.
I was very close to catch Eçki
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By reaching out to her with my hands.
If I hadn’t had this vow with her
Zulayka, I had no intent
To be a karïsh away from you.
This is my vowed pledge with her,
Please don’t grieve Zulayka,
I really can’t leave with you.
I had planned to catch Eçki
Put my belt around her neck,
And bring her to my camp,
Showing them that the pledged Eçki is indeed this one.
If I survive, I will bring her,
Why do you make your soul suffer much?
Go on with your life and take care of the old man,
Don’t make your soul suffer.
My pledge won’t be over until I catch her
By forcing me to go to the camp with you,
Zulayka, don’t cut my life short,” he said.
“Eçki had become tired,” he said,
“We have sat for long time now,
Eçki has gained more energy
By nibbling some grass,” he said.
The hunter quickly got up from his place,
Shook her hands said goodbye, they say.
She was surprised by his words,
“The hunter has indeed lost his mind,” she thought,
Showing that she was upset
Zulayka turned back forcefully in wilderness.
The hunter pulled her by her hand,
“You should accept your fate,
Don’t wander in the wilderness,” he said.
Frowning and looking upset,
Zulayka threatened him that she will go back.
But Zulayka thought it over to herself:
“It’s difficult to break the vow,
He can’t end his pledge without catching her,
He has the responsibility on his shoulder.
There is no use taking him [with me],
He will live a short life at home.
So, I should not be mad at him,”
Zulayka pretended to speak smilingly
In order not to hurt him
Who had been away in the wilderness:
“Hunter, you should stay here,
If you’re able to catch Eçki,
You will come home one day,” she said,
“I’m too weak to walk with you
I would join you to chase [Eçki],” she said.
“I’m happy to see you alive
And to tell you my words.
You’ll get misfortune at the end
From the iron [gun] on your shoulder.
I had told you many times
That you would only get misfortune.
I get frustrated listening to the words of
Enemies who are envious of us.
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They’ll call me a miserable and angry widow
Who is separated from her husband.
Please don’t be mad at me,
For taking away your time,” she said,
“You should catch up with your quarry.
Do you have any words to send
To your grief-stricken old parents?
Please let your wife leave now.”
Kojojash, the hunter said these words:
“Putting your soul in pain,
You came looking for your partner.
Thank you for coming, my wife,
When you go home Zulayka
You tell your old man and woman
That their son is safe and sound.
My love, don’t be mad at me
For not listening to you.
When I succeed to catch Eçki,
There will come a day, my love,
We will sit together hugging each other.
If I’m unlucky, I will die early
Zulayka, you also know that.
I won’t be tired and exhausted,
Say hello to those who ask,
Your hunter is in a good shape like a racing horse.
I was very close catching her,
Too bad that we let the tired Eçki
Get some rest [while we talked].
Farewell, good-bye,” he said to her
Zulayka came up and hugged
Her partner and said good-bye.
Zulayka returned to her people
Without being upset and mad.
The hunter resumed his chase
After Sur Eçki, whereas
Zulayka returned to her people.
She is wise and she knows
How to deal with such a problem.
She had come looking for him
For she respected the hunter’s values.
Through the mountains with glaciers
She had come following the trails,
Through the fast flowing rivers,
And plains with no hills,
She had searched for her husband like that.
Safe and sound, Zulayka
Came home one day,
Her waist slender as a whip,
She is the wisest of wise men.
Noticing her arrival, Karïpbay
Came running to his daughter-in-law.
He asked his daughter-in-law whether he was alive,
After she had told that his son was fine,
His heart became relieved.
The poor old man, who had become weak
Now became strong as an iron.
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It’s indeed a difficult matter when it comes to a child,
His heart, which had been depleted,
Became filled with joy in one day.
The father’s mind became relaxed,
Praying for his son’s safety.
The twenty families of the tribe
Had learned after she had left.
Some of them had come and asked
Whether he was alive or not.
Zulayka felt content for
She had seen him alive.
Her hunter remained in Talas.
11
The devious and sly Eçki,
Filled her stomach well.
Under the shade of a kuuray,
Eçki seemed to have rested.
She was loosing her energy then,
Now she gathered her strength.
At that moment, the hunter
When he came to a catching place,
He came across Zulayka
Who kept him for a short time.
Under the two kuurays,
Eçki gathered her strength well.
Sur Eçki was near fainting then,
Now she seemed to have rested.
From the beginning, the hunter aimed
That place as his target to catch her,
But Zulayka destroyed his plan.
He met with his lawful wife,
They told to each other
The things they experienced in between.
They happily said good-bye to each other,
Their hearts melted like snow
For seeing each other.
Zulayka came looking for
Her esteemed hunter she missed,
After sending Zulayka back,
The hunter continued again
To chase after Sur Eçki.
“My partner Zulayka came,” he said,
“Looking for me from a far,
Walking for a long distance
She came for her ‘crow-like, only one,’
I couldn’t catch her [Eçki]
On the upper black river bank,
Where I planned to catch Eçki,” he said,
The hunter gathered his strength back,
Like a horse that newly joined a race,
He became excited and eager.
Kojojash now had energy
Two times more than before,
After seeing Zulayka once.
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Sur Eçki walked on the mountain foothill,
And went up on Kümüshtak.
The hunter’s couldn’t catch [Eçki]
At his target places he planned.
It has soft and melting snow,
It has all kinds of grass
For deer to graze all the time.
Sur Eçki thus ran towards
Atoynok and Taldï-Bulak,
Eçki lured him after herself
To the valley of wide Çatkal.
Eçki walked towards the river,
Her own targeted place.
She ran from him for many days,
At the time when she reached Talas,
Sur Eçki began to loose her strength
And almost let herself be caught.
From the beginning she planned,
Sur Eçki used to have in mind,
The cliff of Abletim.
Shining like a clear glass/mirror
The cliff was standing there.
Eçki walked towards the cliff
By jumping onto a rock.
To be able to walk on the rocks like Eçki
Kojojash was also a great hunter.
When she went up a little bit,
Almost reaching the middle of the cliff,
Sur Eçki of the Kayberen,
Caused a black fog, they say.
Kojojash lost sight of, they say,
Where she disappeared.
He wouldn’t have climbed if he knew,
“Where did Eçki go?” he said,
Kojojash stood at one place.
Sur Eçki now came and stood,
On the opposite sunny side,
The black fog caused by Eçki
Still hadn’t cleared up.
By holding her collars tight,
And lying on the ground for a moment,
Eçki asked the Creator for the hunter’s [death]
The goat’s wish and goal
Were bestowed by [God].
Eçki asked God the following:
“God, please give me the hunter,
The one who killed off my offspring,
The one who killed my Alabash
And wasn’t still satisfied
Came chasing after me now.
May his place become a high peak?
If he is my vengeful enemy,
May the cliff’s top touch the sky,
And ask the hunter, who came after me,
From God to be killed.
Standing on the side of the cliff,
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Being separated from his kin,
May he also suffer like me?”
Eçki cried with longing,
Shedding tears from her eyes:
“None of my children are alive,
Not leaving myself alive now
He is tormenting me.
There is no mountain for me to escape,
If You bestow Eçki’s wish,
May the hunter’s soul remain on the cliff!”
The wish of the angry Eçki
Was thus bestowed [was accepted] by God.
The cliff where the hunter stood
Became a very high peak
Almost touching the sky.
The fog which she caused got cleared,
When Kojojash looked out,
He saw himself standing like a crow
In the middle part of the cliff
Whose end and beginning stretched out.
To Eçki standing across from him,
These are the hunter’s lamenting words:
“On account of our pledged oath,
Eçki, I followed you non-stop.
If I decided to shoot you,
I had my Ak Barang in my hand.
At the end you had me stranded
On the side of a slippery cliff.
I followed you all this time,
Because of your pledged oath.
Now I am stranded on the cliff,
Eçki, you also got your revenge.
I had wished to go back alive
To my few Kïtay people.”
Sur Eçki then said these words:
“You’re the son of Karïp,
Pursuing me without stopping,
You crossed all the mountains.
Your çarïks’ soles on your feet
Got tattered and fell apart.
I’m not an ordinary deer,
I’m a real Kayberen.
You never listened to my words,
Now, hunter, how do you feel?
I made my motherhood known to you
If the Creator bestows my wish,
You won’t ever see again
The faces of your few people.
[God], please kill the hunter,
Who massacred my offspring.
Since my early age I struggled
Trying to survive till old age,
My soul turned old wandering.
For a long time, Kojojash,
You didn’t take off your hands from me.
May you be blessed now with this place
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Where you’re standing right now.
May you not see ever again
The faces of the mourning Kïtay people.
May you dry up instead of being a hunter!
May you be stranded on the cliff!
May the grass turn yellow and may autumn come,
May the ground under your feet be flat!
May you, hunter, remain on the cliff,
May it be a tragedy for your kin!
To your side where you turn,
May fir trees grow with branches!
My you, hunter, remain on the cliff,
Embracing the black rock!
To your side where you roll,
May hawthorn grow with branches!
May your soul be stranded in the cliff,
Embracing the gray rock!
I’m the real Kayberen,
And you’re the stubborn hunter—”
Sur Eçki continued to curse
The stubborn hunter:
“Upon learning of your condition,
Your Kïtay people will move
And settle on Tegerek-Saz,
When your small Kïtay clan,
Fills the front side of the Saz.
When they gather wood-cutters (among people),
To fell the fir trees [to make ladders],
When they tried to get the hunter
Safely down to the ground,
May the ladder break and smash!
May your father and mother cry
With tears streaming from their eyes!
May your wife Zulayka weep,
Grieving and mourning [your death]!
May there be no way out
For each of your attempts!
May your lonely head perish,
By drying up stranded on the cliff!
If that doesn’t work to rescue you,
If they gather horse hair ropes
And throw them onto you,
May they only see the shadow
Of the grieving hunter unable to get down.
May their ropes not reach you!
May vultures fly circling you
Waiting for Kojojash’s death!
It’s not mine, but God’s doing,
When they were in Kara-Üngkür,
You shot them all not leaving one,
Until my old age I struggled
Fearing your threat.
I hope that my wish I asked
Will be bestowed by God.
May your place be a peak,
May crows and vultures gather,
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Saying: “When will the hunter die?!”
May they be your real enemy!
At last, after chasing me,
Cliffs and rocks became your home.
May your lawful wife Zulayka
Mourn dressed in black clothes!
May your bones dry on the rocks!
When your people move here,
May they find no way out!
Finally, when your kin run out of choices,
May your relatives shout to you,
Saying: “Hunter, throw yourself down!”
May your head remain on the cliff
Hanging, not reaching the ground!
To your opposite, at the sunny side,
May your lawful wife Zulayka,
Cry wearing a black scarf and
Asking: ‘What will happen to me?!’
I got my vengeance, hunter,
May [God] bring onto your head
A tragedy called death!
At one time you made me beg,
By not giving me back
My partner, Alabash teke.
Farewell, hunter, stay well,
May you suffer and take ill,
I’ve finished what I had to say.”
Speaking thus, Sur Eçki stopped,
She had no other words to say.
Not fearing what she said,
Standing on the side of the cliff,
The noble hunter Kojojash,
“What should I do now?” he said
And gathered his strength once more.
The hunter became angry
At the words which Eçki said:
“I can’t get down from the cliff,
Otherwise I would show you.
You’re not the one to kill me
I’m not the one to be killed by you.
The fugitive and sly Eçki,
Who would be killed with one shot,
Your strength can’t equal mine.”
After he finished his words,
Eçki set out on her way.
At one moment Kojojash,
Didn’t even notice her leave,
By getting angry at her words.
“Where did Eçki go?” he asked,
When Kojojash looked around,
On the foothill of the cliff,
Sur Eçki was already going
On the sunny side of the hill [ak çaptuu].
He realized that she was gone
Kojojash watched her from behind.
She also seemed to leave content
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By stranding him on the cliff,
The man, who chased after her.
Kojojash, the hunter thought
That he should shoot her now.
He just remembered his gun
And looked around his sides.
When the hunter looked, it was there
Laying shining on the white slope,
His Ak Barang with six carvings.
The hunter got to fire once
Aiming carefully his bullet
At the distancing Eçki,
Look at his hunting skill,
His one shot fired at Eçki
Wounded one of her legs.
Eçki is also a smart goat,
Who is very careful
About not hurting herself.
Sur Eçki thought to herself:
“He still has a grudge against me,
Let me check him out,
The man stubbornly fighting her.”
Eçki came back again,
And saw the hunter herself:
“You shot at me carelessly,
By wounding one of my legs.
You broke my bone muscle,
Leaving me in lingering pain.
If you have heard what I said before,
But I forgot to add as well.
When your people will come here
Upon hearing of your situation,
When the master hunter dies,
Throwing himself from the cliff.
May your people witness your death,
May your own wife Zulayka,
Cry and weep by running around.
May your bones be hung on the rocks,
May all your people, including
Your old father Karïpbay,
Devastated [by your death].
May your red bones scatter!
May your blood spill on the rocks!
May the stubbornly chasing Kojojash,
Be separated from his people in this way!
May your father lament your death!
By asking: ‘To what kind of place he came,
Where no one gets down once up there?’
May he live to tell people
That the place you stand, Abletim,
Is the cliff where Kojojash died.
That despite his stubborn chase
Sur Eçki won in the end.”
Sur Eçki left for his land,
Getting her revenge finally.
Kojojash stayed, not able to descend,
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Surrounded by cliffs and peaks,
Stuck on the edge of the rock.
Sur Eçki continued on her way,
The hunter grieving on the cliff.
Only flatland under his feet,
Making a bed on the shiny cliff.
Until he falls down and dies,
Kojojash will be stranded on the cliff,
Located in the land of Abletim,
He lost Eçki and he is left alone
Due to his pledged oath with her.
While the hunter waits on his cliff
Let us talk about his people.
12
One day his father saw a dream,
In his dream he saw his son
Standing on the slippery cliff.
“I saw this dream,” he said,
And asked from his kinsmen.
His kinsmen ridiculed him,
Saying he was an old fool.
One man said these words:
“This dream of yours, Karïpbay
Conveys your son is alive,” he said.
After his kinsmen said he was alive,
How can Karïpbay stay home?
He wanted to go after him,
“No matter where my only son will be
I’ll search for him and find him at the end,” he said.
Karïpbay set out on horseback,
He asked everyone on the way,
In Abletim and Çatkal,
Many people had seen him.
Looking for his son, Karïpbay
Slept in wilderness many times.
He kept asking everyone and
Kept looking everywhere and
Finally he found his son
On the Abletim cliff.
The reason he found him was
He was standing on the cliff side,
Karïpbay would not have seen him,
Kojojash had seen him first
When he was coming towards Abletim.
Knowing that he was indeed his father Karïp,
He had shouted first.
Karïpbay had heard a sound
“Karïpbay!” an echoed voice
Coming from the black rock.
Karïpbay stopped and looked back,
Thinking his only son
Had been found in that place.
His voice sounded like the hunter’s,
His old and weak eyes
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Could not see the cliff clearly.
“Where are you, my only foal!?
I hear your voice, but can’t see you,
I’ve suffered so much from your tragedy.
Who are you, shouting in the cliff?
I’m, indeed, Karïpbay standing below.”
The hunter answered from the cliff:
“You’re, indeed, my father,” he said.
Not able to make a sense from his voice,
Karïpbay came closer to
The bottom of the cliff.
He became happy hearing
His word that said he called him father.
Karïpbay still could not understand
Who was speaking and where he was.
He came closer to the bottom
And looked up with hopeful eyes [Jaldirap, tiktep shikaalap].
At around the mid-section
Of the gleaming cliff,
Karïp now saw his only son.
Seeing his son’s silhouette clearly,
Karïpbay now recognized
His son he’d been looking for.
“It is indeed my fault that I lost you,
I had killed many [goats in the past],
You were a white falcon on my arm.
You should have lived among your people,
Instead of chasing Eçki stubbornly.
Not able to find you, Karïpbay
Had wandered around in sorrow.
My son, like an ular you’ve remained
On the side of the black rock [cliff].
“Oh, my dear son,” he said,
“If even the birds can’t reach up there,
How can I go up there?” he said.
“I thought that I had found you,
But you’re high up on the cliff.
My mind remains restless,” he said.
Kojojash, the hunter said these words:
“Don’t cry father,” he said.
“Don’t cry because I’m on the cliff,
Father, don’t make your soul suffer.
It’s useless what you’re doing,
Even if you scream and cry
Your son can’t come down to you.
Attempting to chase and catch
Eçki with whom I sworn on oath,
I got stranded on the cliff.
I chased after her tirelessly,
As she was climbing up the cliff
I grabbed Eçki by the tail.
I went up for quite a distance
Clinging onto her tail.
Her tail slipped out of my hand,
And I don’t know where she went.
Dear father, instead [of standing here]
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You should return to your people
And gather all of them.
My wife, Zulayka is indeed,
A person with intelligence.
Gather all the carpenters and
Have them built a ladder from ïrgay.
Please find the way to get me down
From the cliff safely.
I don’t want to die tragically
Hanging on the cliff.
Don’t cry a lot, dear father,
Don’t make your soul suffer.”
Karïpbay got up and said “All right.
My foal, you are right,” he said.
Sad and weak Karïpbay
Became energetic again.
Seeing his shadow he became happy
And set out to his people.
It had taken him many days coming
But now it took him few days back.
“I saw my only son,” he said,
“I was very happy to see him
And talk to him face to face,” he said,
“The dream I saw the other day
Came true exactly as I had seen,” he said.
“Dismantle your yurts immediately,” he said,
“Load them [on horseback] by early morning
And move you all, kinsmen,” he said.
Listening to Karïpbay’s words,
Women dismantled their yurts
And all the people moved away.
No one remained in the jurt,\fn{The English/Russian word “yurt” came from the Turkic word “yurt” (“jurt” in Kyrgyz). It means a
homeland or encampment of a tribe/clan. Among the Kyrgyz and Kazakhs the word for father land is “Atajurt” whereas, the Uzbeks say
“Onayurt” Motherland. Yurt also denotes the round shaped trace on the ground where a yurt has been erected. }

Not a single animal was left,
The hunter’s encampment moved away,
His beloved wife, Zulayka,
Stayed calm and hopeful.
They stayed overnight many times,
They suffered many days on the way,
They passed through high mountains,
Crossed through fast flowing rivers,
They helped each other and
Finally arrived in Çatkal.
When farmers were harvesting their crop
By piling the crop,
Which they had watered and ripened,
The Kïtay moved in now.
Like an object stuck onto a cliff,
They saw Kojojash now
Stuck high up in the cliff.
His wife Zulayka,
Came up to the black cliff
Running in despair.
Whether or not he heard them,
His relatives and kinsmen
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All exclaimed greeting him,
The Kïtay came and pitched their yurts
Occupying the entire Tegerek-Saz.
Only the head of the brave hunter
Is to be seen like a crow [black spot].
His beloved wife Zulayka,
Who had met him and told her sorrow
And his friend, who knows his value, said:
“Are you safe and sound, hunter?
I see, you’ve found a settlement
In a place called Abletim
Where no one can go up to you,” she said.
“How can a human being reach up to you,
Other than transmitting the words to you
Through the strong wind and breeze?” she said.
“Oh, my dear hunter,
Whom I married when I was young,
I saw you today after a long search.
What kind of solution do they have
Your few Kïtay people?
I have no wings to fly, my hunter
I’m not strong enough to smash
Your cliff on which you are stranded.
I saw you alive today,
Please listen to my words, hunter.
You’re on the rock where no ulars can go,
You caused your own suffering,
At an early age you got involved
With the gun which has no use,
Now misfortune fell onto your head.
It is, indeed, a punishment,
My heart burned like an ember,
Seeing you in that situation.
Your soul has suffered and been squeezed,
It has been standing on the cliff.
Is there any way,
To get you down from the cliff?”
Zulayka went on to lament,
“You’ve got no brave son,
Who would come looking for you.
You’ve got no older brother of your own\fn{I.e., sharing the same womb}
Who would not sleep but take care of you.
There is no kinsman to be concerned
About your whereabouts.
Oh, my dear, only one,
You’ve no strong younger brother close to you.
If he loses you, hunter,
Your father will have no future.
I, your faithful wife Zulayka,
Burn like an ember every day.
Wearing a black scarf instead of white,
Scratching my moon-like face,
Leaving my people behind I wandered off
To find you and traveled a long way.
Leaving scars on my wide face,
Not able to find you after many days,
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I’d wandered in wilderness in despair.
Since I’ve become your bride,
We’ve never enjoyed our life
Walking together without worries.
By getting you fooled by the sly Eçki,
We limped from your sorrow.
Not only we limped, our feet got slashed,
We’ve suffered your sorrow so much.
Oh, my only love, [kurmaning],
On the side of the shiny cliff
Oh, hunter, you stand clinging to your life.
There’re lots of pine trees, archas, and badals,
What will your kinsmen do?”
Then the hunter said these words:
“Near [the pasture] Tegerek-Saz,
On the cliff with a waterfall,
Zulayka, don’t cry, it’s no good.
Build a bridge on the ground,
If you’re people who care about me,
Each of you take an animal
And go in different directions.
Cut down fir trees and archas
Which are grown tall and straight.
Zulayka, don’t wail in vain,
Instead, do something about it.
Attach the poles to one another,
Tie them tightly with a rope,
Check your ladder whether it’s long enough
By lifting it from the head side
Extend it towards the cliff.”
By pitching their yurts in circle
They settled in Tegerek-Saz,
And listened to the words of
Kojojash stranded in the cliff.
Filling with rocks and sand,
They built a dirt bridge,
Donning their axes and çots,
Men and women all together,
Without any pause,
Began cutting down fir trees.
They had their cattle pull them,
Instead of nailing them together
They attached the poles with one another
By tying tightly with a rope.
Now they had to check it
And they tried their best.
They carried it to the cliff
And extended it towards the hunter.
It wouldn’t reach when they did so,
It wouldn’t stand straight when tied with a rope.
Two of the pine tree poles
Fell back on the ground.
It’s not a place to be reached by any ladder,
It was just a quick advice of his.
The ladder wasn’t helpful at all,
They collected all the ropes from people,
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Losing their hope from the ladder,
They tried to make another attempt.
They climbed up to the cliff top
In order to throw the rope down.
No matter how thick the rope was,
No matter how many ropes they collected,
Their rope was still short when thrown,
They had no more attempts,
They soon lost all hope.
Not knowing what to do,
The Kïtay got together again,
Their world was getting gloomy.
The Kïtay people said these words:
“The lone hunter won’t die alone
He’ll take us with him,” they said.
“Instead of perishing with the hunter,
And suffering from this endeavor,
Why don’t we tell the hunter,
Who got stranded in the cliff,
And who has faced a misfortune
In his attempt to catch Eçki,
To throw himself from the cliff,” they said.
The Kïtay people got tired at the end
With no hope other than that.
Realizing that he can’t get down,
Losing the lights of his eyes,
His mind and wisdom,
After their attempts had failed,
His poor father, Karïpbay,
Realizing he was losing his son
Said his words of wisdom:
“Your few people had no solution,
Why do you have to die alone,
Not able to get down the cliff?
At the time when I got old,
You couldn’t bury me with your own hands,
Mourning and crying out loud, ‘Oh, my father!’
Oh my dear hunter [son],
In the mist in which sheep can’t be seen,
I had hunted rabbits for you.
You’ll die on the cliff and
I’ll die suffering your loss.
I haven’t got the chance to see you fully [satisfied]
And kiss you hugging you in my arms.
Without you, my only [crow-like] one,
I’ve suffered the pain of the world.
You’re my support [öbök] when I go up,
And my support [jölök] when I go down.
You’re my hope which gives me strength,
When I die when my days end,
You would have been my heir [gift],
Who would cry out loud ‘Oh, my dear father!’
We have no choice and solution,
Don’t you want to get down the cliff?
My only born child, my foal,
You’re on the cliff, we’re on the ground,
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I’ve suffered so much for my foal.
[God] has indeed placed a lasso of death
Around your neck, my son.
Since your early childhood,
You’ve become enemy to deer, my son,
Leaving me in mere misery.
How can I come to you?
I want to circle around your eyes\fn{A traditional term of endearment.}
My son, you remained in the high cliff
Where winged birds cannot reach!
You carried a barang gun with six carvings,
And hid yourself behind a rock as big an ayak,\fn{Ayak is a big bowl.}
You carried a blue barang gun,
And hid yourself behind a rock as small as könök.\fn{Könök is a container made out of animal skin to keep yogurt and milk. }
You hunted leopards, tigers, and lions,
You killed in large numbers
Goats, male and female goats
At the time when I got old,
I still remember, my son,
All your service that you did.
Leaving your people in mourning,
How can you remain, my foal,
On the side of the black cliff?!
Making your wings like a bird,
Are you trying, Kojojash,
To leave for the dark place?\fn{I.e., to the next world}
Say your testament if you have
To the poor orphan Sartkoshçu,
Whom I raised since he was little.
I get weak when I think of you,
My light, lighting up the two yurts.
When your old father passes away,
Who will be the inheritor of
The cattle left without the owner?
To be together all the time,
To play when she is bored,
Who will be the husband, my son,
Of your wife like Zulayka?
You stubbornly chased Eçki
Unable to get down the cliff,
Your çarïks remained on your feet.
I’m an old and destitute man,
To whom will I tell my sorrow?
If good words are left behind, my son,
Those who heard and saw this,
Will remember and talk about
My son’s had such a fate.”
The old man, Karïpbay,
Screamed saying, “My foal!”
He was heard by the many.
Walking towards the red cliff on the sunny side
He fell down on the ground.
The old man passed out,
The people gathered around him.
His mother had died earlier,
No matter what, he is his father,
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Standing on the cliff side,
Pitying his miserable and poor father,
Kojojash explaimed these words:
“Don’t wail saying that your son
Has no luck on his forehead.
I’ll tell to your Kïtay kinsmen
That they should take care of you.
Unable to come down to you,
I’m standing on the edge of the rock.
My extraordinary one, Zulayka,
You’re indeed a wise woman,
Don’t marry another man.
I rode a black stallion [kara boz] without wrapping [the rein onto the saddle pummel)
I befriended myself with the kayberen.
My beloved Zulayka,
You became a widow, farewell!
Unable to do anything,
I stand stranded in the cliff.
I’m holding the Ak barang,
My gun which I’ve carried with me.
Even if I cry, it doesn’t let me go down,
I can’t do anything to the cliff.
In my youth I grew up in wilds,
Not even the ten full days,
I lived among you, my kinsmen!
I encountered Eçki, the misfortune.
Separated from your partner,
My beloved wife, Zulayka,
Don’t bury yourself in sorrow.
Don’t let your old father[-in-law] grieve,
Please wait patiently for your son
With whom you’re six-months pregnant.”
Sartkoshçu, who grew up with him,
Thought to himself for a while,
And uttered these words to him:
“I want to say something to you,
My sibling, older brother, the hunter.
If I don’t speak while he is alive,
After the hunter passes away,
I don’t want to wander alone
In wilds where no people live.”
Sartkoshçu thus spoke these words,
Which he had kept inside.
The orphan tells now in lament:
“Oh, my dear who shared the same nest with me,
We were brothers, Kojojash.
The rocky cliff where you stand
Has indeed held you tight.
I had heard from the people before. …
We were unable to save you from death.
You spoke a lot to your kinsmen,
If I’m indeed your brother,
Why did you forget about me?
I’m feeling hurt and upset,
For not remembering me at all.
Hunter, you stand on the cliff and
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Didn’t see me crying before you,
Am I not your brother, but a stranger?
You stand clinging onto the cliff,
Until this very time, you never said
A word about your younger brother,
Are my parents different from yours?
Please tell me, hunter, who are my parents,
I can’t fit myself in another tribe.
If I’m indeed your brother from the same womb,
Would it not be right for me
To wed my sister-in-law next to me?
Tell me, hunter, who is my father,
I can’t fit myself in your tribe.
Erase my hurt feeling, then die
You completely forgot me, hunter,
I can’t wait to learn about my roots,
I want to ask from you, my brother.
I grew up by following you,
Now you forgot the orphan like me.
If I’m a stranger from different parents,
Let me go to my own kinsmen.
Although many people say so,
I’m not your sibling, I learned.
If I have no sibling here,
I won’t stay here, I’ll leave.
My brother, you gave me the sense
That I’m a stranger from another father.
Say openly, hunter, then die,
That I’m indeed a stranger to you.”
Kojojash heard him and realized
That he would not stay, and leave.
Then the hunter said these words:
“I’m sitting alone feeling sad,
On the cliff where no crows can fly up,
Until I calm down my old father
And until your turn comes
My little brother, Sartkoshçu,
Please don’t be upset, be patient,
Don’t take it personally, my brother.
Until I calmed your old father
And mention you at the end,
You, the young kid,
I see, I got your feelings hurt.
We’re siblings from the same mother,
Don’t listen to others, my brother,
It is a lie what people say.
Your father has became old now,
Going over the age sixty.
Until I spoke to those on top,
The childish Sartkoshçu,
Took it personally, I see.
Geese and ducks return and land
On the lake in a black wetland.
But I stayed not a day with my people,
I wandered off for my people’s sake.
People don’t pity me saying
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That I am a poor and lonely hunter!
I regret that [God] made me,
I face real solitude now.
For the sake of lovely Zulayka,
Don’t act childish, Sartkoshçu,
She might estrange you, my brother
That you’re not my brother, but a stranger.
Don’t listen to people’s words,
I haven’t told this to anyone.
You’re indeed my younger brother,
Don’t take it personally.
Your brother has kept some words
To tell you, Sartkoshçu.
I’m dying on the cliff side,
Your brother is wise and kind.
My brother, marry your sorrowful sister-in-law [yourself]
Who puts a black scarf on her head
And wails screaming out of despair.
After I fly away from this world,
Those who don’t know, won’t listen to my words.
I flew away from you, my people,
On this tragic day today.
My hunting skill perished,
I want to say with my tongue.
Kojojash is on the cliff, people are on the ground,
He can’t take his own life
By throwing himself down the cliff.”
The livestock made noise from hunger and thirst,
His kinsmen also got tired of
Staying in an unsuitable settlement.
Seeing that situation, the hunter,
Kojojash thought to himself,
That he should end his own life.
Instead of seeing this misery,
The hunter prepared himself
To throw his body down the cliff.
Zulayka then said these words:
“Your kinsmen came together,
Pine trees all over the place
Had been cut down [for you].
Your old father, who became insane,
Is been falling on the ground a lot.
You were the hunter from birth
Destined to die on a tragic day.
We all have tried our best
To get you down from the cliff,
And take you home with us.
You remained on the cliff, hunter,
I wish I could help, please don’t be mad at me!
You hurt me when I was a new bride,
By leaving me alone for two years,
I suffered longing for you, hunter.
I have no more hope left,
I’m six-months pregnant, Kojojash,
It is the only hope from you.
No matter how strong I was,
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I put on a black scarf on my head,
And grieved your tragedy.
Your drinking water is indeed finished,
There is no hope at all, I see,
From the cliff onto which [you] stand clinging.
Losing you at my young age,
I’m burning in flames
To have a normal life again.
You’ve got no close brother.
You got Sartkoshçu, who
is like a baby bird, in tears.
Among the returning geese and ducks
There is a white one with a dappled neck,
I, your beloved Zulayka,
Only want you and I’m faithful to you.
Take me with you to the dark grave.
Among the ducks flying over the slopes
There is a one with a red neck,
I, your wife, Zulayka, whom you married virgin,
Only think of you and I’m faithful to you,
Take me with you to the next world!
Who said that you’re stranded on the cliff,
And that you should throw yourself;
That you faced in the false [world]
The evil which doesn’t spare your soul.”
Then the hunter said these words:
“Don’t grieve, my beloved [wife],
I die with lament inside me,
Due to this one Eçki’s malice,
Suddenly I got stranded on the cliff.
By crying out for this one hunter,
It became clear now, Zulayka
That you mourn wearing black,
Living the life as a widow.
I don’t want to torment you all,
Don’t want to destroy your livestock either,
Take him back carefully to the land,
Your old man [father-in-law] Karïp.
Always remember, Zulayka,
Your partner, the late hunter.
I died on the cliff chasing Eçki,
To whom can I tell my sorrow?
My life became short for I die,
Farewell, my people, old and young!
Now I’ll throw my soul down.
If you’re six months pregnant,
What thought do you have,
In your mind, Zulayka?
Unable to find the way down,
The death rope is around my neck.
The crows and ravens
Are circling on the cliff top
To feast on my red flesh.
If you give birth to a girl, Zulayka
Have her to be named Kanïsh.
Since she’s the only child left from the hunter.
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Offer a feast and put her in a cradle.
If you give birth to a son, Zulayka,
You should name him Moldojash,
Considering him a gift from me,
If he is the soul born from me,
He’ll come looking for my bones.
I’ve never thought in my life
That I would die on the cliff.
I’ll throw the Ak barang down,
If it’s iron pieces fall on the ground,
Gather them and save them in a cloth,
For they’ll be needed in the future.
Death is indeed merciless,
My kinsmen, I’m separated from you.
Always remember and honor
Your late hunter, your husband!”
When Kojojash said thus,
His kinsmen all screamed [chuuldap]
“Now the hunter will fall,” they thought,
Everyone who heard and saw him,
Old and young all growled [duuldap].
He provoked all his people,
Not knowing what to do,
His beloved wife Zulayka
Became distressed and anguished.
Her heart burned like an ember,
She was not able to walk.
The soul is too precious to kill,
For two or three times,
Kojojash attempted to throw himself
By standing up straight as an arrow.
Drinking cold water constantly,
Anguish is difficult to deal with,
Zulayka burned like a fire,
Women and men were all afraid
To see how he will throw himself,
They all gathered and watched.
He is too young to die,
It’s very hard for him,
To give his soul to death.
The great sorrow and misfortune
Fell upon the young woman, Zulay.
When a man stands screaming
On the side of a black cliff,
Only a very courageous man,
Can watch without shying away.
All of them stood across him
And watched him standing, they say.
In the hope to catch his bones,
His wife, poor Zulayka,
Came closer to the cliff’s foothill.
The hunter pulled out, they say,
The Ak barang on his shoulder,
And tied with a loose string, they say.
He threw his barang down, they say,
Hitting on each rock down the way,
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His barang broke into tiny pieces, they say.
After a long search, Zulayka
Found its iron piece small as a shibege
As a valuable gift from the hunter,
She tied it tightly in a piece of cloth, they say.
The hunter wasn’t afraid to die,
He wailed and screamed,
“I’m indeed dying, my people!” He said,
And threw himself down the cliff.
The people screamed in anguish,
Zulayka, wailing in torment,
Ran around shouting “Oh people! What I will do now?!”
Somewhere on the ground lies Karïpbay
With his leg folded , broken? [Kayiship, sinip, bugulup]
Like the meat sliced by a butcher,
Onto the big jagged cliff,
His bones remained hanging, they say.
Those vultures eating red flesh,
All came flying in a group.
Life usually goes on after one dies,
His kinsmen cried in anguish
Their hope got extinguished like fire.
At the bottom of the black cliff,
His beloved Zulayka
Wept mourning his death.
Upon losing their hunter,
Early next morning they dismantled [their yurts]
And loaded them [onto camels],
All his relatives and kinsmen
Began moving back to their old place.
By harnessing atans\fn{Atan is a castrated camel.} and loading the yurts onto them.
His kinsmen moved back to their land.
His beloved Zulayka
Wept in sorrow and mourned,
Replacing her white scarf with a black one,
And tearing her moon-like face.
When he was still alive,
For many days, the Kïtay people
Had waited for the hunter.
They had built a “ground bridge”,
Their livestock had been starving,
Now they returned to their place,
Upon ‘killing’ the hunter.
Wrapping her head with a black scarf,
His beloved Zulayka,
Wailed and wept in sorrow:
“Unable to defeat the cliff,
We all tried to save the hunter.
Unable to get him, we let him die,
Now we’re leaving without him,
To our fatherland-settlement.
We suffered a lot for the hunter,
Even if he’d lived just for six days,
I should have taken him to Talas,
Back then when I’d come looking for him.
We suffered a lot for the hunter,
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Even if he’d lived just for five days,
I should have taken him with me,
When I’d come on foot from my people.
I look and I don’t see the hunter among the people,
Separated from the brave man,
We are going back now
To the places where my people lived.
That plain was a wetland, indeed
My only one, your young life short, indeed.
From die on the place where you were
Was that cliff the rock which took your life?
Your kinsmen had come looking for you,
Your birthplace was Karakol,
Your life was among the Kïtay people.
To be separated from you, my hawk,
Was I a miserable [widow] left with a tul?\fn{Tul is a ‘doll’ made from wood. In the past it was the tradition among the nomadic
Kyrgyz to dress the tul in the clothes of the deceased person and place it inside the men’s side of the yurt. The widow sat next to the tul and
sang mourning song.}

Your kinsmen came, but couldn’t save you,
From death on the place where you stood.
Was that high and shiny rocky cliff,
The place which replaced your soil?!
Your father had come looking for you,
It did not work,
When he had built a ladder from lath [irgay],
Your share [iriski] is less than that of others,
We came back feeling sad from the cliff,
You couldn’t rejoin your people,
Hunter, were you a man with a short life?”
Wearing black and mourning,
Crying in great anguish, Zulayka,
Had been returning home,
Having been separated from her partner.
“When my mother gave birth to me,
[God] had created me in this way,
Ill-fated and miserable person.”
Zulayka who is dressed in black,
Wept in sorrow and mourned.
With her five fingernails,
Zulayka scratched off her face.
If she hadn’t scarred her face,
People would’ve said she wasn’t mourning,
Her husband who passed away.
“Kojojash, you did not rejoin,
Your many Kïtay kinsmen.
One whose time is up dies, they say,
I’m filled with lament and sorrow,
For I’ve no child in my arms,
Who can keep me amused,
We’ve let you be entrapped, hunter,
In the net snare spread by death.”
Making stops and traveling again,
After traveling for a long way,
People arrived and settled
In their own fatherland.
Embers of sorrow fell upon
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The mind of Zulayka.
“This woman should have remained a single,
Instead of marrying the hunter,
I should have lived a normal life!
There is no one to count on,
I’ve no son who is strong,
My dear, only one,
How can stay\fn{How can I stay?:H} among your people?”
Zulayka has little respect for
Sartkoshçu, half brother [of Kojojash]
From a different father.
Thus the Kïtay returned
And settled in their camp,
Loosing their hope for Kojojash,
The Kïtay settled down quietly.
The ak örgöö\fn{Ak örgöö is a large yurt with white felt coverings. Historically, ak örgöö was mostly used by khans and tribal leaders.}
of Kojojash,
Was pitched away from the camp,
A tul was placed in the kapshït.\fn{Kapshït is the place where two tuurduks (felt coverings) of the yurt (there are four separate
pieces of felt coverings) join, marking the boundary between the right and left sides of the yurt. In this context, the tul is being placed in the
men’s side, i.e., left side from the entrance.}

Zulayka, dressed in mourning dress
Sat there weeping and singing laments.
Karïpbay who has become old,
Was losing his mind now.
On account of his only son,
Poor man was completely crushed.
A spear with a flag was placed on the yurt,\fn{In the past, when a man died among the nomadic Kyrgyz and Kazakhs, it was
customary to place a spear with a piece of cloth tied on it on side of the yurt. The color of the cloth showed the age of the deceased. If the
deceased was young, a red cloth was tied on the spear, if he was a middle aged man, a black color cloth was tied, if he was an old man, a
white cloth was tied.}

Zulayka sat crying by the tul
And singing a mourning song.
The hunter won’t come back [tirilip],
To the grieving and sad people.
At the time when he got old,
Karïpbay couldn’t get up,
Separated from his only son.
“You played with the barang gun,”
His wife Zulayka cried,
“Can I have you back, hunter, by grieving?
You didn’t wait for your son’s birth,
So that he would be a gift from you.
I’m miserable and have no luck,
I was born into a sad world.
You masterfully shot with the barang,
Can I have you back by lamenting?
My friend, the hunter, who is lost.
If I safely give birth to [him],
I’ll raise the child well,
Your child who is left from you
With whom I remain six-months pregnant.”
Not long afterwards she gave birth
To a boy with whom she was six-months pregnant.
Zulayka gave birth to a boy,
All her people became happy,
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Saying that he was the hunter’s gift.
“If you give birth to a boy,
Name him Moldojash,” he had said,
Her late husband, the hunter,
They celebrated by killing an animal,
They took the baby from the ground,
And ran up to Karïp, who had gone insane,
To tell that her daughter-in-law gave birth to a boy
And get a süyünçü\fn{Süyünçü is a Central Asian Turkic custom of telling a good news. The word comes from the verb süy—to love,
to kiss; süyün—to be happy. When a child is born, people rush to inform the father, grandparents and other close relatives about the good
news. In return, the person who informs them receives presents, sheep, goat, or money. } from him.

A child gives one energy, so
Karïpbay, because of happiness,
Was running around with the kids.
Karïpbay became filled with joy
As if Kojojash had come to life,
He became strong and energetic.
The poor old man killed a horse [mal],
And received his people’s blessing.
They named the boy Moldojash.
Grief-stricken Zulayka
Let her sorrow go and became happy.
From the late hunter, the lone one,
If Moldojash grows up safe and sound,
He’ll be the only heir from him.
Zulayka, who remained a widow,
Destroyed the tul from the kapshït,
And broke the flag-pole into two parts.
Even if he is an orphan, he is an heir, she thought
And made peace with herself.
13
A year passed since [he died],
They killed a horse and had bata read,
And thus fulfilled their duty.
If the deceased has a younger brother,
Relatives and other kinsmen
Had been talking about something.
If people said something, women listened to them,
The widow, who is left behind,
The wife of a late older brother usually married his younger brother.
“Zulayka, the beautiful should love him,” they said,
People all made a suggestion,
Instead of making her precious soul suffer,
“She should marry Sartkoshçu,” they said.
“The hunter’s place shouldn’t remain empty,
He is still considered his brother,
And he should help out Zulayka,” they said.
Even if he was an orphan, Sartkoshçu,
Had become big and grown up by that time.
She couldn’t refuse the people’s words,
The noble, young and wise woman,
Zulayka observed him very carefully.
Sartkoshçu, who grew up following [Kojojash]
Seemed to please [Zulayka.]
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Wise and intelligent Zulayka,
Accepted the people’s suggestion [el sozuno jigildi].
Upon consulting with Karïp,
One day, people got together.
Their mullah with a pen,\fn{I.e., who can write and read in Arabic.}
Announced the widow woman
As a lawful wife of Sartkoshçu.
This decision was accepted
By his kinsmen, the Kïtay.
Moldojash, the hunter’s heir,
Reached the age of six.
From his early childhood,
He loved playing with a bow.
When shooting with determination,
With his bow made of a branch
He hit not a coil but the jartï. [?]
He is truly his father’s son,
“He’ll become a strong man,” they said,
His fame became known to many.
“His father was a hunter,” they said,
“His face looks like him,” they said,
Moldojash had sharp eyes,
He aimed at crows and
Shot them down with a bow.
He wore çokoy and a gray coat,
“No one recognized him,” they said.
Their camp was filled with people,
Sartkoshçu, a former servant of Zulayka,
Took the place of Kojojash,
Zulayka and he held by each other’s arms,
He became her husband in her bed.
Moldojash, the hunter’s heir,
Reached the age of seven.
He spared no crow’s life
If they landed on the verge of ayïl.
Before the sunset, five men,
With their guns in front of them,
Were heading on horseback
Towards the snow-capped mountains.
Moldojash caught up to them
At the edge of the black trail.
“Five men carrying guns,
Please stop and listen to
The words of the orphan.
I also want to go with you
To the place you are heading to.”
The boy still hadn’t known,
Where and how his father died,
His mother had kept it a secret.
The five hunters stopped and looked at him.
“He’s the orphan son of the late hunter,” they said.
“Come here, my son, come,” they said,
“We didn’t recognize you,” they said,
“Whose son are you? Who is your father,” they asked.
Moldojash, the orphan said thus:
“I’m from the Kïtay tribe,” he said,
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“I have a bow made from twig,
No crow dares to come to the camp,
I always chase and shoot them down.
Kojojash is my father, I heard,
My relatives said that
He passed away long time ago.
Crows and all the other birds,
Can’t get away from me,
I have a bow just made from a branch.
Kojojash is my father, I learned,
Sartkoshçu is my brother,
My mother married him, I heard.
My mother is a widow, I heard,
She lost her husband long time ago.
I haven’t seen my father at all,
I don’t know much about,
Those iron shooters in your hands.
Each of you have a gun, I see,
Where are you all heading?
Please take me with you, uncles,
I want to see how you shoot,
I’ve never seen it before,
Please teach me the hunting skill.
It is my dream in this world,
I love the gun very much.
One of you, uncle, please take me on your horseback,
When you go to the great mountain,
I can take care of your horses.
From my early childhood,
I fell in love with a gun.
I’m seeing it the first time in you
I don’t know anything about
How to put the powder and shoot.
Please take me with you, uncles,” he begged,
“It is my only wish I beg from you.”
Hearing the boy’s words,
They now remembered him,
For they had benefited from Kojojash:
“Without killing our own livestock,
Kojojash used to feed us with meat,
Among arkars and kuljas\fn{Arkars and kuljas are male and female mountain goats.}
He used to hunt only fat ones.
My dear, my light,
Your father Kojojash,
Was indeed a skilled man
With a great hunting skill.
He was a generous hunter, they say,
When people came to him for meat,
He gave away the whole goat
Without cutting off the legs, they say.
He always got his target, they say,
God had always granted his wish, they say,
The goat which he shot down from the cliff,
Came falling to his feet, they say.”
One of the five hunters,
Quickly got off his horse, they say:
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“I won’t go, you should go instead,
When your poor father was alive,
I benefited from his kindness,” he said.
“You might occupy your father’s place,
If you stay alive, my light.
Your father Kojojash,
Died on the cliff,” he said.
“These people went after him,
Unable to get him down the cliff,
They returned in vain,” he said.
“When Kojojash was alive,
To each household he gave
A deer which he had hunted,” they say.
“I see, no one has told you before,
How great your father was.
Your mother must be young, I guess,
She might have hidden it from you.
You came running [especially] to us
Your heart filled with joy [delbengdep]).”
Only this hunter spoke
Turning his face to the boy.
The others didn’t like the boy.
Moldojash hadn’t known
How his father had died.
Now Moldojash has heard
The reason [for his death].
Moldojash then spoke thus:
“In which mountains is the place
Where you are heading now?
Can you repeat what you said,
Maybe you missed something.
No one tells me about
The fact I’m Kojojash’s son.
No one tells me until now
What kind of person my father was,
And what my mother’s sorrow is.
My mother married another man,
I want to know everything now.
Those words which you said,
Please retell again, uncle.
My own father, Kojojash,
On which cliff did he die?
Tell me if you know any sign of it,
If you tell the unknown to me,
You’ll have done kindness, uncle.
I can’t stay in the camp knowing
That my father died falling off the cliff.
I had indeed lost my father,
I’ll find out the truth
From my mother who bore me.
I’ll ask my mother about my father
And find out everything.
If Kojojash was truly my father,
How can I stay in the camp
Leaving his bones in the cliff?!”
Saying thus, Moldojash
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Finished speaking his words.
He was a boy, hardly noticeable,
Now he scared them away [speaking boldly].
One of the four hunters spoke thus:
“You, who became attached [to the bow]
And played with the bow in childhood,
You are a reckless boy,
Why did you come to us?
Don’t be obsessed with the gun,
Don’t get involved too much,
Otherwise, like your father, one day,
You will also die on a cliff.
Let’s not take him with us,
He’s a someone else’s young boy.”
The hunter, who liked him, said:
“Mount on my back,” he said.
They took the boy on their horseback,
To the wilderness and
Made him watch their horses.
While he was watching the horses,
An arkar with her baby behind
Approached and stood facing him.
Moldojash thought to himself,
Should he shoot the arkar or not.
Moldojash went running to
The hunter, who took him on his horseback.
“I was standing next to the horses,
An arkar came with her baby.
I rushed seeing them,
Uncle, please kill her for me,
I want to take her to my kinsmen
And tell them that someone killed it for me.
May my kinsmen be grateful
To you, the skilled hunters.”
“Do you want to shoot her yourself,
Closing your one eye?” he asked.
“You’re indeed a skilled boy,
It’s time to test your skill,” he said.
He handed his gun over to him, they say.
He never shot a gun before,
Moldojash became excited,
And ran closer to the [arkar], they say.
Placing his finer on the trigger,
He went to the right place [to aim].
With one shot Moldojash
Killed the baby of the arkar
Standing on the hillside, they say.
He ran up to [the kid] and drew knife on its neck,
He had never shot from a gun,
The boy became happy, they say.
The hunter came up to him,
Moldojash and the hunter
Divided the meat of the baby arkar
Which the boy had killed, among themselves.
“Our hunting was successful, let’s go now,” he said,
And had the boy mount on his horseback,
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The hunter dropped him off on the roadside
Where they met the first time.
With a sturdy look on his face,
Pretending to be a deaf person,
Carrying the half of the meat,
The boy came home pretending to be upset, they say.
Zulayka with a clever mind,
Without letting the boy speak
Read everything on his face, they say.
Upon putting the meat inside,
Not saying a single word,
The boy lay down outside, they say.
Sobbing and crying, Zulayka
Then approached the boy,
Left from the late [hunter], they say.
Zulayka spoke these words to him,
Not few, but many words she spoke:
“Where have you been?” she asked,
“You look unhappy, my baby camel,
Did someone hurt you?” she asked.
“Did someone tell you a bad thing?
Did someone tell you sad story?
You father died long time ago,
You’re a destitute among the people.
Don’t lie there, get up, my only one,
You’ve no brother to help you,
If misfortune falls upon your head,
You’ve no one to protect you.
You’ve got no relatives to turn to,
My dear foal,
Please don’t put an ember in my heart.
Where did you get the meat?
When were you able to go
And join one of the hunters?
Don’t lie down my son, get up,
Please come inside [the yurt],
Did someone beat you?
Or did someone insult you?
Not able to prevail, my foal
Did you come home lamenting?
Did someone with a wing slap you [Kanattuu biro kaktibi?]
Did someone with a whip hit you [Kamçiluu biroo çaptibi?]
Were you upset for that, my only one,
And threw yourself on the ground?
Raise your head, my son,
By filling your heart with wrath,
Don’t make your life miserable.
Your bow is made from a twig,
You’re too young, my light,
Don’t get too obsessed with a gun,
It’s too early for you to go hunting.
My young and little orphan,
You haven’t matured enough.
Don’t make me suffer, my son,
My foal, please listen to me,
Which person did harm to you?
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You look upset frowning your eyebrows,
Who hurt your feelings so bad?”
Moldojash lifted his head,
And told his mother,
The words that he had heard:
“Now you listen, mother, I’ll talk,
Don’t worry much,” he said.
Her little son spoke these words,
Feeling sad with frowning eyebrows,
He told the story which people said:
“I want to know your secret, mother,
Don’t make me hurt, your only son suffer.
My ears heard one story,
Please unravel my sorrow.
From early childhood I took up a twig bow,
And chased after every winged bird.
By not telling me the truth, mother,
Don’t hide anything from your only one.
By not revealing the entire truth,
Don’t let your poor orphan, your only one
Be killed by an enemy.
I’ve heard from everyone that
We are from the Kïtay tribe.
Dear mother,
Please tell me the truth, I want to know.
Where did my father die?” He asked.
“Tell me everything, mother, without hiding anything,
Don’t leave out anything.
OK mother, if you don’t tell me,
I’ll go and ask from someone else.
Kojojash is my own father, they say,
On which cliff did he die?
A hunter craves for deer,
Please don’t be mad at me.
By not telling me the truth,
Don’t discourage me now.
Kojojash was my father, I learned,
He had stubbornly chased Eçki,
On which high cliff does his body lie?
I heard his story, mother,
Until this time [you haven’t told],
If you don’t tell my father’s story,
Your son will feel unhappy.
I’m too young now, so I can’t go,
Just tell me what had happened,
When had my father died?
Oh, my mother, who kept it a secret,
If you don’t tell my father’s story,
We can’t lead a happy life.
Don’t hide it from your son, mother,
He is the only one you gave birth to.
Why didn’t you tell me before,
That my father was this and that?
I’m your only son you have,
Why did you do this to me?
Why can’t you tell openly
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About my father’s tribal history,
And about his work he did
When he was still alive.
You didn’t tell me about my father,
You kept it a secret from me.
Was my father’s story a tragedy?
On what business had he gone
And got stranded on the cliff?
What kind of soul had killed him?
Kojojash was indeed my father,
Since you kept it a secret from me,
Was it indeed a forbidden secret?
Please tell me, mother, I want to know,
The reason why my father died.
If you don’t tell, someone else will
What kind of skill my father had.
I heard from someone this time
About what had happened.
If you don’t tell me everything, my dear mother,
Mourning my father’s death,
I won’t get up and I’ll die from hunger!”
By speaking abruptly, the rude boy
Threatened his mother, like Zulayka.
Zulayka became very anxious,
“What will I do now?” she said,
“Whoever had told him the story,
May his mouth be filled with blood!
If I tell him the hunter’s story,
My little son is very young,
He might leave his people to look for him,” she thought,
“He is an immature young boy,
He might cause harm to himself,” she thought.
Zulayka finally spoke these words:
“My dear one, my light,
You asked about your father,
If I tell you his story
I’m afraid from you right now,
You won’t stay in the ayïl, you will leave.
I’m afraid for you, you are too young,
Your father died on a cliff
Of Abletim in Çatkal
Chasing after Eçki.
You’re too young now [like a baby bird],
I had kept it a secret from you
That your father was Kojojash,
I was afraid, for you would leave.
While I was still hiding it from you,
You learned about it from outside [in wilderness]
You learned that you father had died on a cliff,
That I don’t tell you his story,
And that your mother had hesitated to tell.
You father, the hunter Kojojash,
Had suffered a tragedy,
My orphan, my baby camel.
By becoming a widow too young
I went through many hardships.
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I had remained a six-months pregnant with you,
You’re too young now, I’m afraid
To tell you about your father.
Until your baby hair fall off,
Until you reach your adolescence,
I don’t want to let you go.
When your father had left,
Chasing after Eçki,
I had left the people and searched for him on foot,
I had barely survived that experience.
How can I keep that a secret now?
You’re too young, my son, you’re my only one,
That’s why I had kept it a secret from you.
By making a bow and arrows from twigs,
You shot birds down from the trees.
I had waited for your baby feathers to fall off,
I was truly afraid for you.
When you pass your adolescence,
You will go there and find
The bones of your brave father, the hunter,
In Abletim and Çatkal.
Fearing that you might leave me,
My wily broken heart,
Was afraid to tell you.
You father is indeed Kojojash,
You are forcing me to tell you,
To look for your father,
You’re too young, my son.
How can the stallions
With thick tails run fast? [Tup kuyrugu bir tutam ]
You’re the only son I have,
If you leave me alone here,
I had been a widow for many years,
I have no one close to care about me.
How can the stallions
With thick manes and tails run fast?
You’re alone from your father, my son,
You have no siblings from the same womb,
If you leave me in search of your father,
No one will listen to my needs.
I was the daughter of Karakojo,
Who willingly married the hunter,
Not a full year had passed
After he had brought me here,
You father was a skilled hunter,
Who fed his kinsmen and relatives.
He fed his people with deer meat,
He distributed the fresh meat which smelled of blood.
You late father Kojojash,
Had done a great service
To the Kïtay people.
When your old grandfather
Had come to me asking
Where his son had been,
Even though I was a woman
I had the courage to look for him,
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Hoping to find the hunter.
When your grandfather had gone
And found his son alive
On the cliff of Abletim,
The whole clan moved there
To get the hunter down the cliff,
People gathered together and threw a rope
To try to get the hunter down.
The only child matters a lot,
Your poor grandfather,
Fell down with his arms spread
For losing his foal.
The miserable (poor) old fellow
Had gone insane when he died.
When God gave you to us,
Your dear grandpa was so happy
Becoming youthful and strong again,
For you were the gift from his only son.
Now, my son, don’t go to look for
Your father’s bones
In the place called Abletim.
If you go in search of his body,
Unable to endure your absence,
If I also leave the ayïl,
With no one to turn to,
It would be a disgrace before his people
If your old grandfather,
Went around and asked for alms.
He can’t die for he is still alive,
One’s noble soul is too precious to die.
Your current father Sartkoshçu,
Is the hunter’s distant brother
Who is from another father.
Please say that you won’t go,
When I’m telling you everything, my son.
We couldn’t find the way to get him down,
We couldn’t even come near the cliff
Where no one can walk,
Your father Kojojash,
First threw his Ak barang
From the cliff.
I was six months pregnant with you,
‘If you give birth to a boy,
Name him Moldojash,’ he said,
You dear father, the miserable had pleaded thus.
Of the iron body of Ak barang,
Not even a piece as small as a coin fell,
Determined to find a piece of its iron,
I had searched for many days
Among the rocks and in the water.
After a long search I had found
An iron as small as an awl.
As a precious gift [from him],
I had kept it for many years.
By melting and adding it in,
I had the gun Almabash
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Especially made for you,
And kept in a white chest.
I wanted to tell this before,
But I was afraid to do so,
For I thought you might leave.
Now I told you everything,
Your father’s story is such.
By risking your young life,
You may be acting childish.
I didn’t tell you because
I wanted to protect you, my child.”
Hearing this now from his mother,
Not missing a word of what she said,
Hearing this from his mother,
He now learned about his father.
“Could you please show me, mother
That barang which you had made for me?
Now I’ve discovered the real secret of my mother,
Who breastfed me with her white milk,” he said.
“Be I mature or too young,
I will face whatever is on my forehead.”
Upon hearing his father’s story,
The boy wouldn’t stay calm.
She then led him to their yurt,
People gathered at once.
To the large crowd of people,
Moldojash spoke, asking for their advice:
“All of you, young and old, are my kinsmen,
With whom I share the same tribal lineage,
I, Moldojash, the orphan upon hearing [the story],
How can I stay here and not go?
I pursue only one goal,
I will find the body of my father,
Who passed away from this false world.
Who would have looked for him,
If my mother hadn’t borne me?
My father is Kojojash, I learned,
His body remained on the cliff,
If one doesn’t go after him and collect his bones,
He will be punished and killed,
He will suffer a lot of pain.
His son, who is left behind,
For the sake of his father,
Should sacrifice his own life!
My dear father’s bones
Remained in wilderness,
If I don’t go after him,
People will curse me saying
That I am the only son of the late, noble [hunter]
Didn’t do my duty.
If I just stay in the camp and be ignorant,
Leaving my father’s bones to dry up,
At the end, a curse or punishment
Will fall upon my head.
Please let me go, mother,
I want to find my father’s bones,
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I will crush them into white clay,
Wash it clean and wrap it in a shroud,
And bury him under the black earth.
If my destitute soul survives,
I will return home.
You kept it a secret from me
Until this time,
By not uttering a word to me,
You had been in denial,
What do you expect from me, mother?! ... ”
He forced his mother to tell him the truth,
And thus relieved himself from grief,
Poor, orphan Moldojash,
With no younger brother nor older one,
Decided to look for his father.
“I’m the son of the hunter,” he said,
“I’ll sacrifice my life
For the sake of my father,” he said.
He didn’t listen to his people,
He got ready to go after him
And find his father’s body.
Zulayka cried in sorrow,
“I shouldn’t have told it him,” she regretted.
“Now I will lose him, too,” she thought.
“He is my only support, on whom I lean,
If I lose my ‘eye’s pupil’,
I’ll suffer a great deal again,” she cried.
Feeling ashamed and guilty,
Moldojash was getting ready
To go in search of his father.
Regretting what she had said,
Poor Zulayka cried in despair,
Begging her son [not to go.]
“Where he would find him,” she thought,
“Not knowing where his father really is?”
Zulayka gathered the people and said to him,
“Now you are too young, don’t go.”
All of them implored him not to go.
His current brother, Sartkoshçu,
Doesn’t have any skill
Other than tending livestock.
For the sake of her six-month old baby,
Zulayka, who had no choice at that time,
Had sacrificed her own life.
He was a lot faster than his father,
Moldojash, the orphan was enthusiastic,
To go to the Ala-Too [mountains],
Search every corner of them,
And find his father body.
He was eager to be off to the black mountains,
Search every corner of them
And find his later father’s body
No matter where it might be.
He gathered his people,
And received their blessing,
He soothed his grandpa Karïpbay
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By promising him to come back in few days.
Moldojash said farewell
To his mother who bore him.
At a young age Moldojash,
Set out with determination
To find his father’s remaining bones.
“He, too, won’t come back,” people doubted.
Despite the fact he was the only one,
And too young to go,
“Good for him, good job, orphan!” People exclaimed inside,
“He is doing it for his father.”
He said farewell to his people,
Tied his gun Almabash
Tightly onto his shoulder.
Look what a brave man he is,
Not waiting a minute after learning [about his father],
He set out from his camp with boiling anger inside.
By following him in anguish
And taking him further from the camp,
His mother Zulayka said:
“Go well and come back safe,
My cherished only orphan,
I have no one to turn to here.
You were too young, my foal,
Now I rue my telling
About your father’s tragedy.”
Zulayka said these words again:
“My precious only one, stop,
Listen to your mother’s words.
You’re the one whom I saw with my full eyes,
You’re the one whom I kissed with my full mouth.
My foal, you’re too young, but you didn’t listen,
You haven’t gained enough strength.
You’re the one whom I hugged and kissed,
I enjoyed raising you
By carrying you for twelve months [until you walked].
I held you by your hand and taught you walk,
I put an owl feather [onto your hat.]\fn{In the past, parents sew an owl feather onto the hat of their child to protect them from evil
spirits and human eyes.}
I fed you with all kinds of fruits,
And raised you in a way that people said
“Look at him! Whose son is he!?”
I didn’t spare my breast milk from you.
You remained young from your father,
You might find your father’s bones,
My dear, foal,
On the cliff of Abletim.
Go straight to Çatkal,
Don’t look in any other rocks.”
Upon giving advice to the boy,
His mother Zulayka,
Remained standing in despair,
Her glowing face turning pale.
14
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Dashing like a winged bird,
Little orphan Moldojash,
Gave up his youthful life
For the sake of his father.
Pulling his strength together and getting ready,
The brave orphan Moldojash,
Set out with determination
In search of his father’s body.
He pulled his strength together,
And got ready like a winged bird,
Not leaving any trace behind,
The orphan boy, Moldojash,
Like a flower in the spring,
Hit the road running,
With his feet not touching the ground.
His feet were not tired of walking
On mountains with white glaciers,
On white, high, and shiny rocks,
Inhabited by arkars and kuljas.
Moldojash was heading out,
By searching every mountain,
He was determined to find his father’s body,
By suffering from his father’s tragedy.
He went through the high cliffs where arkars live,
And rock faces with streaming waters,
He went through the mountains where no man can go,
Through strong winds and breeze,
Through places where the kayberen lives,
Through the open and steep passes,
Where only winged birds can fly over.
He went through mountains, instead of plains,
He went through the cliffs inhabited by tekes,
Through the thickets grown on teskey
Moldojash was traveling,
Upon learning the story from the people.
He held a grudge for Eçki,
For his brave father was killed on the cliff.
The kayberen Sur Eçki,
Left Kojojash’s bones scattered on the rocks,
The smart Eçki stubbornly lured him,
“My father was a real hunter,” he said,
“And I am his son,” he said.
People went, but couldn’t get him down the cliff,
Now he had to take revenge on Eçki.
He searched many mountains,
And had gone to many places,
He searched the black mountains,
He had been to all the mountains,
Moldojash, the only young boy.
On the rocks where mountain goats play
By hitting each other with their horns,
He also walked and played like a deer.
No one accompanied him,
The young boy, his mother’s only child.
After having been to many places,
One day Moldojash came
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To a mountain cliff called Misken.
He had his gun called Almabash
Hanging on his shoulder.
One day in the evening
He reached the Misken mountain cliff.
At night when the young boy
Had been falling asleep,
He saw a dream in his sleep,
He saw an unusual thing,
A man appeared and said to him,
Coming close to his sleepy eyes:
“You’ve searched, my son,
Many mountains not leaving one,
I wish God made others’ sons,
Who are left behind, like you.
God has granted the wish
Of an orphan boy like yourself.
Tomorrow, you will find Eçki
Who killed your father Kojojash
By stubbornly making him follow her.
When you catch Eçki by chasing,
You will take her, my son,
To the place where your father died.”
In his dream, the man told the boy
And explained what he meant …
Being scared he woke up,
The hunter searched for him
In the Misken mountains.
In his dream the man came
And said this to the sleeping boy:
“To find your father’s body,
You went through many thickets,
And traveled in wilderness for long time.
Your mind senses haven’t developed fully,
For you are still a young boy.
She and he goats are plenty in the mountains,
You left your people behind
In search of your father’s rotten bones.
You traveled through many places, my son,
To find the cliff where he died,
You wanted to find the bones,
Of your father who died a long time ago.
At a young age you wandered off,
And suffered a great deal for him.
This place where you are sleeping now,
Is called the Misken mountain,
It’s a rocky mountain with cliffs,
No man comes to this place,
For there are many bears and tigers.
Like the traces left from cattle,
There are many tracks of arkars here.
If you take your father’s revenge,
The end of this will be a tragedy.
You never got tired, my son,
Get up early in the morning,
You will be successful now.
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Among the many goats on the cliff,
You won’t be able to find the one.
The one who led your father to the cliff
Was the true kayberen herself.
Eçki, for whom you have been looking hard,
Has a sacred power,
She lured your father up
To the cliff where no man can climb.
Sur Eçki, whom you want to find,
Is a clever Eçki who has seen a lot.
She is different from other goats,
When running up the cliff,
Eçki is as fast as whirlwind—”
The man spoke thus to him
While he had been asleep.
He was happy about his dream,
Instead of losing hope and strength,
He became stronger and determined.
The man, speaking to him in his dream,
Disappeared from his sight,
Now listen to Moldojash’s words.
Being scared, the boy woke up,
Remembering the words he heard at night.
“What happened to me?” he said,
Moldojash got up frightened.
“I will go to Misken
And search the mountains where no man goes.
I heard someone speaking to me last night,
But there was no one when I woke up early in the morning,
I don’t know what happened.”
Very early in the morning,
The boy got up quickly, they say.
The boy remembered all the words
That he had heard last night,
And kept them secure in his heart.
The boy then ran up, they say,
To the heart shaped cave under the cliff.
By looking around it quickly [eki jagïn elengdep]
He looked carefully inside the cave, they say.
All of a sudden about fifty goats
Came up running being scared, [urkup chïgïp aldinan]
He got very scared, they say.
Among these goats that ran away,
Hoping to see Sur Eçki,
Moldojash looked carefully, they say.
With their pearly wool blowing in the wind,
They ran like a swift breeze.
Among them was the wrecthed Eçki,
Who got the hunter stranded on the cliff.
He took his barang and loaded it,
He thought about the words from last night,
How will I recognize her, he wondered.
About fifty goats ran up to a place
One after another. [chuburup]
The boy didn’t regret nor he was tired,
For having traveled for many months.
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Of the goats standing in front of him,
One looked quite different.
By looking at her, Moldojash thought,
“She must be the one who killed him.
She is indeed a unique goat.
By wandering in wilderness,
In his struggle to catch her
His [father’s] youth was spent in vain,” he thought,
And made an attempt to catch her.
He wanted to take Eçki
To the cliff where his father died.
He ran vigorously to catch her.
“If I catch Eçki and bring her home,
People will praise me saying
‘He is the son of Kojojash’”, he thought.
“Although my father had died long time ago,
I will have made my father proud,” he thought.
With a great vigor, Moldojash
Began chasing Eçki.
If he ever reached her,
He could easily catch her.
He saw her in the Misken mountain,
He had an old grudge to settle
With Eçki who murdered his father.
“I set out to take my revenge.
If I ever find you, Sur Eçki,
I’ll know that you are the accused Eçki,
I can reach you if I measure the distance,
If [God] gives me strength,
This I had in my mind.”
Eçki, too, recognized the boy,
She knew that he could catch her,
Sur Eçki recognized him when she saw him,
And didn’t know what to do. [shahip kaldi siyagi]
“He didn’t leave me alone,
I see, his son came after me,
To take his father’s revenge,” she thought.
She quickly got up from her place,
And made a move to run away
Sur Eçki was in a hurry.
The stride of Moldojash
Was longer than his father’s.
When the boy got closer to her,
Eçki went climbing towards
The side of a high cliff, they say.
Moldojash now realized
That she was indeed the goat
That he saw in his dream.
He didn’t touch the others,
“Where are you going Eçki?” he said,
By separating her from the rest.
He had his father’s revenge to take,
Charging like a hunting bird,
Look at his strength,
This brave boy Moldojash,
Came closer by chasing her, they say.
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Eçki knew from the beginning,
That no one could stop him,
She had no choice but let herself
Be chased by the boy who came with a special task, they say.
By separating her from the rest,
He chased Eçki stubbornly,
By making her go through many mountains,
He was determined to catch her.
Moldojash, who followed her,
Now really believed that
She was indeed that Eçki, they say.
With no time to look back,
Sur Eçki put herself in front of him, they say.
Striking like a lion,
He gulped with vigor.
How can this Eçki, who caused the tragedy,
Escape from him now?
“Striking like a hungry tiger,
I have a revenge to take from you Eçki,
You can’t escape from me,” he said.
“If I ever catch you, I’ll kill you,
I came looking for the bones
Of my kingly father,” he said.
“You might have recognized me,
I won’t let you run away,
I’m the son of him,” he said.
“You will be free to go,
If you show me the body of my father, the hunter,
Who died on a cliff by chasing you,” he said.
“The Kïtay had moved here
To get the hunter from the cliff,” he said.
“My father, Kojojash,
On which cliff did he die?” He asked.
Running\fn{A note reads: “[? kulach urup]”:H} Moldojash
Had been chasing Eçki.
He had been starving with no food to eat,
In order to be in shape [suup jurgon mezgili]
By sweating he gained more energy,
By each day he became stronger,
He had gone a long distance. [baskan izi artilip]
His heart was young and strong,
He gave Eçki, who had become old,
A very hard time in pursuit.
If Sur Eçki only knew how,
She wished to hide herself,
By tricking the boy.
Like a young speckled eagle,
He had walked a long distance.
He made the miserable Eçki
Very tired by forcing her to walk fast.
They went through black shagïl and rocks,
Moldojash drew closer
Almost catching Eçki.
Running swiftly as a hawk,
Moldojash looked resilient.
“If I just extend my hand
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To the red dirt on the cliff,
I will reach and catch her,” he thought.
“The time of this wicked Eçki
Will be over,” he thought.
“With one attempt, I will get her,” he thought.
Unable to escape, the weak Eçki said:
“I became too exhausted,
If I let the boy catch me,
The magic of being a kayberen,
Where would that power go?” she said.
Eçki began to panic,
Fearing to be killed by the boy,
She thought to run down
From the mountain to the valley.
“I thought that Kojojash was strong,
At the end I encountered
An inescapable rascal,
Who runs like smoke and
Whose legs are as nimble as a fox’s.
He is tougher than his father,
I lost a lot of energy,” she said,
“He has been chasing me fast,
Is he a human being or whirlwind?” she said.
The iron piece from the Ak barang,
His mother Zulayka,
Had taken to a smith
And had it incorporated into a gun.
He had the gun called Almabash,
Loaded with cast iron bullet.
She had it made especially for her son.
With no place to escape,
From the mountains, now
Eçki ran down to the plains.
She felt that she would be caught
By the little orphan boy.
Cutting through the bushes,
Sur Eçki came running
From the mighty, high mountain.
She ran through a bare high cliff,
Through a ravine with glaciers,
Through the shady side of a bushy mountain,
And crag where no man can go.
“During the full moon of autumn,
It would be a shame,” she thought,
“To flee into the people’s ayïl.”
He had been coming chasing her
In the ravine of Ming-Bugu.
No matter what, the boy has a young heart,
He will definitely catch her.
Through Çat-Karagay and Ayrï-Bel,
They went through many places.
The hero Kojojash was a brave man,
Killed on a cliff chasing Eçki.
As if a river was roaring,
As if he had been walking day and night,
The boy got never tired,
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As if he had been riding a vigorous horse.
His gun called Almabash
Was hanging on his shoulder.
Through Tabïlgïtï and Besh-Köl
Chasing her vigorously, Moldojash
Had been to many mountains.
The ravines of Sarï-Küngöy and At-Oynok,
Were not left unvisited.
His father should have no regret for his son
Who was determined to find his father’s body.
Sur Eçki ran towards
Çat-Karagay and Kongur,
The place she was used to.
Sur Eçki then came
To the Chatkal mountain.
Sur Eçki comes running
To Kara-Kïr and Terek.
If Eçki is indeed brave,
She can escape from Moldojash,
The gift left from the late [hunter].
He had been to Besh-Köl and Çïnar,
Not a single snow-capped mountain
Was left to which he hadn’t gone.
Moldojash kept chasing,
Each day he got intense,
Gaining more strength than ever.
No mountain that could be seen
Was left unvisited.
Fearing from the boy,
Eçki began loosing energy.
They had gone through Çat-Karagay and Muz-Tör,
Each day, Moldojash
Became stronger and grew intense.
Feeling almost dead, Eçki
Ran up to the hill of the Iyri-Bel.
The resentful Moldojash,
Continued chasing Eçki.
Sur Eçki began leading him:
“The place where his father died,
Is in Abletim,” she said.
“God had bestowed the wish
Of Eçki who had prayed,” she said.
“I had escaped from the old one,
But now I face the young one.
I will take his son, too
To the cliff of Abletim,
Where his father had been stranded.”
Passing through a saddle-shaped ridge and steep pass,
Sur Eçki came down,
Her two front legs were\fn{A note reads: “[? shïmanip]”:H}
She gathered all her strength,
But Eçki, who had become old,
Had already become too weak,
Her steps were wobbly.
He followed her down
The current of a big river,
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He got quite close catching her,
The boy really gathered his strength.
Eçki now came running
Towards Ketmen-Töbö,
And pastures called Keng-Karagay,
Eçki had planned in her mind
To bring his son one day
To the cliff where his father died.
He didn’t let her reach her goal,
On the hill of Ayu-Tör,
Moldojash leaned down and
Stretched his hand to Eçki.
His hand was able to reach her,
The brave man, Moldojash,
Finally captured the vengeful Eçki!
He took off his leather belt [from his waist],
And tied tightly around Eçki’s neck.
“Finally, Eçki, you let me catch you,
You made me go to many places.
I would not have left you alone,
For I had to take my father’s kun,” he said
“You should know that Moldojash
Isn’t one of those many hunters.
Listen, Sur Eçki,
I’m not a fool who followed you in vain.
I’m one of the human beings,
I had been chasing you
To take my father’s revenge.
Leaving my mother behind in sorrow,
Although my father had died long ago,
I wanted to honor his dignity.
As soon as I left my camp,
I had thought about you, Eçki,
Now, find my father Kojojash!”
Sur Eçki then said,
Letting herself tied by her neck and
Her two eyes shone in despair:
“I will take you to the place
Where your father had died.
You are indeed a brave boy,
You finally captured your enemy.”
Letting herself be lead by the boy,
They came to Abletim, they say.
“This is the cliff where your father died,” she said,
And told everything what had happened.
He gathered his father’s bones
On the face of the rock,
Like a playful kid, they say.
“Is this snow-capped high cliff
The place where my father died?
One can ride a horse on it.
They say that he was a skilled hunter,
How could he die here?” he asked.
“Did my father Kojojash really die,
Being unable to get down,
From this cliff as high as a kerege?” he said.
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“Was that really you, father,
Who spoke his words of testament to his people?
It looks as though he had died
Just to be remembered,
By people who will talk about him.
So, you are that sly Eçki
Who lured my father to the cliff,
Got him stranded and killed,” he said.
Like a hawk he walked around
On the place where his father had stood.
“He is indeed a reckless rascal,”
Eçki was very astonished.
When he ran on the rock face,
Except for his human body shape,
He looked like a talking bat.
“My father Kojojash
Had died for no reason,
It is a shame on him.
Eçki, you are indeed a smart rascal
To outwit a person
Who has got a half brain\fn{A note reads: “[? esi jarïm nemeni]”:H}
His pursuit was just a wild kid
Which had no owner,” he said.
He collected all his bones
Leaving none, they say.
He crushed them into clay,
Made a human body from it,
Wrapped it in a white shroud and buried it, they say.
“I buried my father’s bones,
Eçki, do you feel humiliated
For letting yourself be captured at an old age?
I will take you to the ayïl,
Have your head cut off,
And distribute your meat to the people.
I will ask my people to recite bata,\fn{Qur’an}
In honor of the hunter named Kojojash.
I had promised to myself in the camp,
And if I capture Sur Eçki,
I would bury my father’s bones,
That would turn you in, Eçki, who murdered his son,
To the hands of my grandfather Karïpbay.
That I would have your head cut off,
And cook your twelve bones
In his cauldron.”
Sur Eçki then pleaded for her life:
“I’m your true kayberen mother,
I’ll do whatever you ask me to do,
Is there any use for you
To have my head cut off?
Please come with me,
I have a daughter named Ashayran,”
I’ll give her to you.
Don’t make me suffer, my son,
At my old age.
Please follow me to my home[land]
Even though I’m a goat.
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You’ll be remembered
By those who come after you,
That you had finally captured the goat
And had married the goat’s daughter.
Don’t say no, come by and see
The land of your ‘mother.’
I’ll do whatever you ask me to do
For I’m guilty of what I have done.
I made her to tear her red cheeks,
And let her suffer at that time, i.e.,
Your father Kojojash’s wife,
Whom he had married a virgin.
You should return to your kinsmen fast,
Your people must be anxious
Waiting to see you again.
You’ve caught me, I won’t run away,
We should pray for our own long life,
I’ll lead the road myself.”
Saying this Sur Eçki led
The boy from Abletim,
Leading Moldojash,
She brought him to a place.
As they entered a white [gray] yurt,
Resembling a real Kyrgyz yurt,
Eçki said: “This is my house.
Everything you see in here
Is made from deer skin.”
The jenges\fn{Jenge is a traditional term of address for a sister-in-law. The younger siblings call their older brother’s wife jenge. The
groom also calls his wife’s sister-in-law jenge.} and baldïz\fn{Baldïz is a term referred to the younger sister of the groom’s wife. The
younger sister will be a baldïz to her brother in-law.}
Quickly gathered inside the yurt
Pinching\fn{It is a Kyrgyz custom at weddings. When the groom comes to his future wife’s house for the first time, his baldïz sit next to
him and pinch him asking for gifts. The groom should not be offended by it, instead, he seats quietly enduring the pain. } him and
teasing jezdeke,\fn{Jezdeke is from jezde (brother-in-law) +ke, a suffix which turns the noun into a term of endearment, so jezdeke is
dear brother-in-law.}
They gave him a hard time.
“This is my daughter, Ashayran,
Introduced Eçki, and sat her
Next to the boy and said:
“She will be your partner.”
Moldojash looked and learned,
They were a people by themselves
Who acted like human beings.
The food brought to him
And dishes used for food
Were made of hard deer hooves.
At first, the groom sat there thinking
That the food was too little,
And that he would not be sated.
But the food never ended,
His stomach ached from over-eating,
He had too much to eat.
Until midnight, the young women
Hosted him without sleeping.
They made the boy happy
By offering her daughter she promised.
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She brought her in ak örgöö
And put her in the boy’s bed.
15
Moldojash fell asleep
He was asleep very hard.
When he woke in the morning,
Not just the yurts, but not a single rock was seen,
The yurt in which he slept was gone.
The young women were also gone,
He didn’t see what he saw last night.
The yurt erected with its kereges was gone,
His wife was sleeping in his arm,
Underneath he had a mat
Made from a half deer skin,
The boy found himself sleeping in open-air.
He realized that they were left alone,
What kind of a miracle,
He wondered in his mind.
“Am I dreaming or is it real?
When I first came I had seen
Beautiful beings, which I have never seen.”
He got ready by putting on his clothes,
He woke his wife up, saying “Get up.”
He didn’t know what to do.
Moldojash thought for a moment
And set out to his people.
“To what kind of a place
Did Eçki bring me?” he wondered.
“What kind of people were they?
I married the daughter of a kayberen,
Maybe it is some kind of an omen
Which signifies my power,” he thought.
“Deer have become my in-laws,
My wife, whom I chose to marry,
Didn’t leave, she stayed with me.
I’ve been away for a long time,
My Kïtay people back home
Must be worried about me.
Finally, I found and got to see
The place where my father died.
I traveled through many places,
The world is indeed vast.
There is no one who married a deer girl,
This is also my bravery!”
Taking his wife by hand,
The son of Kojojash,
Set out to towards his people,
Taking the shortest way to go.
He took his wife along with him,
He captured the goat by chasing,
And married the kayberen’s daughter,
This is Moldojash’s fortune, too.
After traveling many days,
They arrived safe and sound, they say,
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To the camp of his father.
His people were offering an ash,\fn{Ash is a memorial feast offered in honor of the deceased a year after his/her death. }
In honor of the two men,
Kojojash had died before, they thought,
He was punished by Eçki, they thought.
His only son behind him,
Had gone in search of his bones.
Now the father and the son
Were both dead, they thought.
His kinsmen were the Kïtay tribe.
Since she married Sartkoshçu,
Zulayka gave birth to two boys.
His kinsmen were offering an ash,
By slaughtering a horse.
One boy was tending sheep and
Another one was tending lambs.
Moldojash heard them speaking.
One shouted “Kojojash!”
The other cried out “Moldojash!”
Seeing the two boys,
The spirit of Moldojash
Lifted up with joy and love.
Moldojash called them to his side
And said these words:
“You, two youngsters,
Why are both of you crying?
Why do you let your young souls suffer?
You came running and shouting from the ayïl,
What are you people crying for?
Why are you so anxious?
Please tell me, boys, what is the matter?
Why are you crying?”
Then the boys said these words:
“Even if we are young, we know.
Listen to our grief, brother.
Our mother named Zulayka
Is the daughter of Karakojo, we learned.
The man named Kojojash
Was our previous father,
Whom she married as a young girl, we learned.
We, Erkejash and Serkejash,
Are the sons of Sartkoshçu,
Who married our mother.
From the hunter named Kojojash,
Moldojash was born, they say,
And his is our half brother.
According to our mother,
Our previous father Kojojash
Was punished by Eçki.
She said that he died on a cliff
Pursuing Eçki, with whom he took an oath.
This is what we had heard
From the Kïtay tribe,” they said.
“In his stubborn chase of Eçki,
Kojojash, the hunter perished,” they said.
“His son, Moldojash,” they said,
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“Had gone to search for him
And find his bones,” they said.
“We have so much sorrow
That we can’t express it all.
Our mother weeps [every day]
For two of them are dead,
Turning our days into darkness.
Moldojash has also died long ago,
In searching for him.
Our camp is offering an ash
In honor their spirit by killing an animal.
This is our story if you want to know.
One was a our father and other our brother,
Loosing them both,
Our hearts burn in flames,
That is indeed our deep sorrow.”
Kissing on the cheeks,
Of the two boys who came together,
Moldojash then spoke to them,
Feeling bitter his heart burned:
“May your ash turn into a feast!
May your horses win the race!
May you become happy again!
May the end of this ash,
Turn into a feast, my people!”
The horses ran off to race.
Taking his wife by her hand,
Moldojash, the orphan joined, they say,
His own kinsmen, the Kïtay.
Everyone greeted him crying,
People were desperate to see him.
They went to the beauty Zulayka
And told her the good news.
Hearing that he has returned,
His people all quickly gathered,
They announced it as a feast,
Instead of calling it an ash.
Zulayka hugged him tight
And cried out saying “My foal!”
As if the long dead Kojojash,
Has been reborn.
His grandfather, Karïpbay,
Not believing his own eyes,
Fell down several times on the ground.
He hugged and kissed his grandson,
All his people were happy.
Moldojash returned and
Made his people happy.
Poor Karïpbay felt young,
His sight had become blurry.
People all struggled to take a turn,
Old men and women
Kissed his cheek
Saying that he is the only son from the late [hunter.].
The sorrow inside the people
Was gone now.
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The ash turned into a feast,
For Moldojash returned alive,
From his search for his father.
Everyone saw him alive,
All, the young and old,
Men and women alike,
Rejoiced and laughed.
People stood in a long line,
They called the ash a wedding feast,
And announced to all the people.
According to the ancient custom,
They asked the kayberen bride
To throw butter in the fire,
And enter the yurt bowing three times.
Their wish was bestowed,
As if a bright spring has arrived,
They said that Kojojash
Was the real skilled [master] hunter.
“His son, Moldojash
Picked every piece of the bones
From the rock where his father fell,” they said.
“He was created for the fortune
Of the many Kïtay people,” they said.
They asked the boy
To tell everything what he saw,
He told them everything
What he had gone through.
His people had been mourning,
Now upon Moldojash’s return,
They became happy.
They were happy to see the boy,
Who had been gone far away
As if he had been lost.
His bride was the goat’s\fn{The text has: deer’s:H} daughter,
They all thanked Moldojash.
The story of the hunter named Kojojash
Will be remembered among people.
He had been one of the skilled hunters
At his own time, they will say.
His father had died, they will say,
Falling from the Abletim cliff.
He captured Eçki and married her daughter,
Look at his bravery,
The brave young man, Moldojash.
Long time ago,
His people rejoiced again
Getting their lost one back,
Their hearth lit up again,
Their dead hunter was reborn,
The ash they were offering,
Turned into a happy feast.
He caught Eçki by chasing,
The bones of the hunter
Did not remain in wilderness.
All kinds guns\fn{All kinds of guns?:H} were made
By human species.
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He was a good son,
Who found his father’s bones.
They were people who once lived,
Moldojash rejoined his kinsmen
With your kind permission,
I will end my song.
Kyrgyz 1. Excerpt from The Epic Of Manas\fn{by Sayakbay Karalaev (1894-1971)} Semiz Bel, Issyk-Kul Province,
Kyrgystan (M) 53
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266.131 1. Apricot Flowers 2. The Fortune-teller 3. Fragrant Grapes 4. The Horsewoman 5. On Giving A Flower
6. Read, Write, Sing! 7. The Sun 8. The Swan 9. To Mother 10. Victory 11. The White Butterfly 12. Don’t Smile
13. Early Dawn 14. Formerly, With You 15. The Time Will Pass 16. We Two 17. When I Was Young 18. When
You Open This Book 19. Rainbow 20. You And I 21. Happiness: Twenty-one Poems\fn{by Iasyr Shivaza (19061988)} Sokuluk Village, nr. Bishkek, Chuy Province, Kyrgyzstan. (M) 5
1
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The spring has come. The flowers, in clumps,
Like clouds,
Are bursting on every apricot
Tree-branch.
The leaves will come out soon!
A pink maiden,
Wearing a green dress!
Only she is lush.
*
The spring has come. Chatting,
A pink maiden
Looks like a rose,
Growing too vigorously.
A tractor, as if singing:
Don’t loiter, girl,
Make the fields change colour,
And wear a green dress.
*
The apricot flowers are in full bloom, green leaves
Decorate the tree.
Decorate the broad fields,
A pink maiden.
Soon, apricots will be ripe!
As sweet as sugar.
Soon, raspberries will turn yellow!
As fragrant as honey.
2
On the shores of the Huang-ho, an old man is
telling fortunes felicitously;
“Your happiness is in the sky, run quickly!”
I do not have wings, I cannot rise into the sky
like an eagle,
I just walk, and the Star illuminates my way.
*
In the starry sky, I blossom like a flower,
The old man is still telling fortunes on the
shores of the Huang-ho.
Deliver this letter of mine with the mountain
wind,
And say: “Old man, the Red Star is my happiness.”
3
I am eating fragrant grapes,
They are so crisp, so sweet.
The sun is still rising,
Red like blood.
*
The sun, the beautiful summer,
The sweet taste,
Are all in my mouth,
Even the fragrant grapes.
*
Outside the window,
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A snow-storm is raging.
Who would have imagined eating fragrant grapes
In December!
4
A young maiden is riding a white horse,
Riding in the fields towards the morning sun.
The sun above the mountain-tops is smiling to her,
As if saying: “Come on, lass”.
A lark is also singing for you in the blue sky,
As if urging: “Look at the sun”.
But the white horse is not in a hurry. The young lass,
Head bent, is reading a book, not looking at the sun.
Towards the deep gorges she goes.
The shepherds are waiting for her on the mountain-top.
She memorizes Lenin’s precious words,
To take to the deep mountains, for the shepherds.
5
Oh flower, sun-filled flower,
How could I have given you away!
You withered without having a chance to blossom,
In her pampered hands.
6
Read, write, little brother,
Sister, don’t you lag behind either!
If you do not read and write,
Who will create poetry?
*
I give you this verse,
Little brother, start reading.
Together with the little sister,
Learn how to sing.
*
Start reading, singing, learning,
Also start learning to write.
For the sake of great Muslim civilization,
Quickly pick up your pencils.
7
Sun, oh sun, don’t set, don’t go down behind the mountain.
All my days become one day.
I don’t want to be an old grandfather, a grandfather who is honoured.
All my life, I would rather be a grandson who has a hard life.
8
A big lake is like a blue sky, edgeless,
The water is so clear, like a mirror, fish can be seen.
A flock of swans are swimming, like the waves,
Like the white clouds sailing in the blue sky.
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A flock of swans are swimming, only you are smaller,
I see only you, only you are whiter.
9
I am missing you, Mother, want you to love me,
I want to sing songs and be happy in your arms.
You don’t know, Mother, how much I love you,
I want to be loved by you, to make you laugh,
I want my brothers, like me,
To love you, like me, to show respect to you.
10
Victory knocks at the door, like a master,
It swiftly enters, like a mountain wind.
Happiness and good luck come in with it, too.
As if the sun has come out, dispersing the black clouds.
At this time the stones will blossom and the nightingale
will sing,
The mother will have the son, the son will have the
father,
and the wife will have the husband.
11
The sun is shining on a white butterfly.
You are so happy.
You are playing with a golden ray,
Riding the spring wind.
Now you are up in the sky,
Reaching towards the white clouds.
Now you are in the garden,
Sniffing the fresh flowers.
In selecting the flowers, I see
Your ambition is high.
The whole garden is yours,
Alight wherever you like.
You are playing with a red flower,
Which is like the sun.
The chrysanthemums are waiting for you,
And the snow-white peonies …
You are like spring, seeking only
The flowers in full bloom.
But you could never, oh, butterfly,
Alight upon a golden leaf.
12
Don’t smile! I don’t believe you; don’t cheat anymore!
Don’t tear my loving heart, you fox!
I won’t exchange again my warm heart for your cold
sneers,
I beg you to change your fishy smell. Don’t
seek me any more!
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13
Early dawn, I can’t sleep, my young heart is troubled,
In my longing, I want to bore into the earth, to fly into the sky.
My thoughts are flying like the clouds,
And like the moon, you are usually in them.
14
Formerly, with you, oh Sister, I received comfort,
I only wanted to live happily with you forever.
But like a white butterfly, you flew away quickly,
And only left me the poem for comfort.
15
The time will pass, we two will part,
I only fear that when I enter the grave I will never
see you again.
When your hair is white, I beg you, often think of
That Dungan who loved you truly.
16
We two are sitting close together,
As if our bodies are glued together, even water won’t
penetrate.
But the mountains are too big, the precipices too deep,
I can jump over them. But you are weak and have no
strength.
17
When I was young I did not pick flowers,
I did not present the sun or flowers to anyone.
Also to you, I did not give flowers, you are more
beautiful than a flower,
Please read my poem, there is a message in it.
18
When you open this book, you’ll see a rose,
It was pressed by the poet, please remember.
I picked it when newly tender, I was
afraid that it would wither,
Afraid that it would fade and shrivel, its petals
falling, and that no one would find delight in it
any more.
19*
\fn{The 19th, 20th and 21st poems (Rainbow, You and I, and Happiness) are Krygyz poetry expressed in the Cyrillic alphabet; poems 1-18
are Krygyz poetry expressed in the Latin alphabet representing the English language:H }
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21*
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1920
34.38 Excerpt from The Day Lasts More Than A Hundred Years\fn{by Chingiz Torekulovich Aitmatov (1928-2008)}
Sheker Village, Talas Province, Kyrgyzstan (M) 17
… The hungry vixen had to be patient as she searched for prey among the dried-out gullies and the bare ravines. Following along the intertwining, giddily wandering tracks of the small burrowing animals—now furiously
digging out a marmot’s lair, now waiting until a small jerboa which had been hiding in an underground storm
channel jumped out into the open where he could be quickly dispatched—she moved quietly as a mouse, slowly
and purposefully working her way towards the distant railway.
This railway, with its dark and even track stretching far away into the steppe, both lured and frightened her.
First in one direction and then in the other, the clattering trains thundered by, shaking the whole earth around and
leaving behind smoke, heat, and powerful, irritating smells that were carried over towards her by the wind.
Towards evening, the vixen lay alongside the telegraph line in the bottom of a culvert, in a thick, tall patch of
dried horse sorrel. She curled herself up into a reddish-yellow ball under the dark red, seed-laden stems, patiently
waiting for nightfall, nervously twitching her ears, continually listening to the high whistle of the wind in the
waving dry grass.
The telegraph wires and poles droned dully, but she was not afraid of them. At least the poles always stayed
where they were and could not follow her.
But the deafening noise of the trains made the vixen shiver and curl up more tightly each time they passed. As
the ground thundered beneath her, she felt its convulsions in every fiber of her slender body; felt the violence, the
furious movement, and recoiled with fear and revulsion at the strange smells. She did not leave the culvert, but
waited for darkness, when the rails would become relatively quiet. She came here infrequently, only when hunger
drove her to it.
In the gaps between the trains, a sudden silence, like that after a fall of big stones down a cliff, descended upon
the steppe; and in that utter stillness the vixen detected in the air a certain high-pitched sound which put her
instantly on her guard. It came over the evening-lit steppe, hardly audible and apparently belonging to no one.
Either it was a play of air currents or it heralded some imminent change in the weather.
The animal felt it instantly and froze in her tracks, silent, although inwardly she longed to howl, to yelp at this
clear premonition of danger. But hunger stilled even this warning from nature. As she licked the pads of her paws,
tired from her running, the vixen just whined a little, quietly.
At this time, autumn was on its way and the evenings were already cold. At night the ground quickly cooled,
and by dawn the steppe was covered with a rime of white, just like salt crystals—the touch of a soon-disappearing
frost. The time of want, the cheerless time, was approaching for the animals of the steppe. Many of the wild
creatures which had been around in the summer had now left—some to warmer lands, others settling down in
their lairs in the sand for the winter. Now every fox was out hunting for its food alone, as if the rest of its species
had vanished off the face of the earth. The year’s young ones had grown up and scattered, and the mating time
was still far ahead—that time in winter when the foxes begin to run together to meet from all points of the
compass and the dog foxes fight with that same ferocity that they have possessed since the dawn of creation.
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When night fell, the vixen came out of the ditch. She stopped, ears pricked, and padded softly over to the railway track, noiselessly running, now to this side, now to the other side of the rails in search of food thrown out of
train windows by the passengers. After running a long way down the embankment, sniffing at all sorts of objects,
some foul-smelling, she finally found something edible. The whole track was littered with torn papers and
screwed-up newspapers, broken bottles, cigarette ends, twisted tins and other rubbish. The intoxicating smell from
the unbroken bottles was especially foul. After the vixen had become dizzy once or twice, she tried to avoid
breathing in the alcoholic vapors, coughed and immediately ran away from the bottle.
But there was no sign of what she was hoping to find, what she had long waited for, fighting back her fear. All
the same, in the hope that she might still find something more to eat, she ran tirelessly down the railway track,
every now and then moving from one side to the other.
Suddenly the vixen froze in her tracks once more, lifting one front paw as if caught off guard. In the dim light
of the high, mist-obscured moon, she stood between the rails like a ghost. The distant rumbling which had put the
animal on her guard could again be heard, but it was still coming from far off. The vixen shifted from one foot to
the other, tail straight out, ready at any moment to run off. But instead she began to hurry on over the sleepers,
still hoping to come upon something edible.
Now the relentless, threatening noise of straining iron and the thundering of hundreds of wheels was getting
closer. The vixen paused for a fraction of a minute—and that was enough; suddenly around a bend came the near
and far lights of a pair of engines in tandem, the powerful, dazzling lights whitening the steppe and pitilessly
laying bare its dead aridity. The train was hurtling along the rails with a shattering roar, filling the air with a smell
of burning and clouds of choking dust.
The vixen ran off, now and again looking over her shoulder, cringing close to the ground in fear. The monster,
its lights ablaze, raced past and for a long while rattled and groaned away in the distance, its wheels still beating
out their rhythm. The vixen jumped up and raced away, off at full speed.
Then the animal rested and was once more drawn back to the railway track, hoping to assuage its hunger. But
now there were more lights: once more a pair of locomotives were dragging a long, laden freight train.
The vixen ran away in a great curve over the steppe. She would return to the line when the trains had gone.
*
Trains in these parts went from East to West, and from West to East …
On either side of the railway lines lay the great wide spaces of the desert—Sary-Ozeki, the
Middle lands of the yellow steppes.
In these parts any distance was measured in relation to the railway, as if from the Greenwich
meridian
And the trains went from East to West, and from West to East …\fn{All italics are in the text:H}
*
At midnight he could make out someone determinedly but slowly making their way towards him in the signal
box. At first, the figure kept close to the railway lines, then, with the approach of a train, went down the embankment and, as if caught in a blizzard, put up its hands to protect its face against the squall of wind and dust raised
by the fast freight train. (It was a special train with a distinctive letter, using the clear line, then going off down the
spur into the Sary-Ozek closed area, where they had their own special control staff. Evidently it was on its way to
the launching site; all its wagons were covered with tarpaulins and there were armed guards on each truck.)
Yedigei recognized the figure as that of his wife, and he could see that she was hurrying. She must have something special to tell him—something serious. However, he was not allowed to leave his post until the last wagon
with its armed guard on the open platform had gone by. He and the guard exchanged signals with their lamps to
indicate that all was in order on the line. Only then did Yedigei, deafened by the noise, turn to his wife as she hurried up.
“What are you doing here?”
She looked at him, worried, and her lips moved. Yedigei could not hear what she said, but understood—or
thought he did.
“Come in out of the wind.” He led her into the box.
But before he could hear from her lips what he himself had already guessed, he felt a momentary stab of pity
for his wife: she was out of breath from running, hoarse from exhaustion, there was a croaking sound in her chest,
and her shoulders were heaving. The strong electric light in the small white signal box suddenly showed up lines
which he had never noticed before on Ukubala’s blueing, dark cheeks—in the past, her face had been a healthy
wheat-brown color and her eyes had always sparkled. Then there was the toothless state of her mouth. A woman,
as she grew old, should never be toothless. He should have taken her to the town long ago to have some of those
metal teeth fitted. Everyone wore them now, young and old. Added to which, her white hair now hung untidily
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over her face. Altogether, the sight of her cut into his very heart.
*
Oh, my dear one, how old you have become …
*
As his heart pitied her, he felt an aching sense of guilt for it all. Yet at the same time a silent gratitude came
upon him—gratitude for all that they had lived through together over so many years. Especially it touched him to
think that she had come running out along the tracks in the middle of the night, to the most distant part of the
junction, out of respect, out of her sense of duty to him, because she knew how important it was to her Yedigei.
She had run to tell him of the death of the unhappy Kazangap, a lonely old man who had died alone in an empty
mud-walled shack. She understood that Yedigei alone in the world would take to heart the death of this old man,
deserted by everyone else—although the dead man had been neither brother nor father to him.
“Sit down and get your breath back!” said Yedigei, once they were inside the box.
“You sit down, too,” she said to her husband.
They sat down.
“What’s happened?”
“Kazangap has died.”
“When?”
“Well, I just looked in to see how he was; I thought that perhaps he needed something. I went in; his light was
on, he was lying on his bed with his beard somehow sticking up in the air. I went closer. I said to him, ‘Kazake,
Kazake, perhaps you’d like some tea.—’ but he was already—”
Her voice broke. The tears welled up from her reddened, tired eyelids and, with a sob, Ukubala began quietly
to cry.
“So that’s how it was at the end. What a man he was! And he died with no one to close his eyes. Who would
have thought a man could die like that—like a—”
She was about to say like a dog on the road, but she kept silent; there was no point in saying more. All was
clear enough without that.
Burannyi Yedigei—so-called because he had worked at the Boranly-Burannyi junction ever since he had
returned from the war—sat on the bench in gloomy silence with his great hands, like gnarled branches, resting on
his knees. The peak of his railway cap, thoroughly oil-soaked and untidy, covered his eyes. What was he thinking
about?
“What are we going to do now?” said his wife. Yedigei lifted up his head, looked at her and smiled wryly.
“What are we going to do? Just what people always do! Bury him.” He got up like a man with everything
decided.
“You, my wife—you’d better get home as soon as you can. But first listen to me.”
“Yes?”
“Wake Ospan. Never mind that he’s in charge of this junction—when death comes, all men are equal. Tell him
that Kazangap has died. He worked forty years in this one place. Ospan probably wasn’t even born when Kazangap started work here, and in those days you couldn’t drag a dog to the Sarozek. Think how many trains have
passed through here in his time—no one has hairs enough to count them all. Let him think that over. And there’s
something more.”
“I’m listening.”
“Wake everyone. Knock on their windows. There are eight houses here. Get everyone up. No one should sleep
today when such a man has died. Wake them all up!”
“And what if they start to swear at me?”
“Our duty is to let everyone know—let them swear. Tell them that I told you to wake them. One must have a
conscience. Wait!”
“What else?”
“Go to the duty man—Shaimerden is the controller today; tell him what has happened, and tell him it’s up to
him to decide what to do. Perhaps this time he could find me a relief. If he can, then he should take the necessary
action. You’ve got that? Off you go, then, and tell them.”
“I’ll tell them, I’ll tell them,” answered Ukubala.
Then she hesitated, as if she had suddenly remembered the most important thing, which unforgiveably she had
forgotten.
“What about his children? That lot! Surely it’s our first duty to send them the news—but how? Their father’s
dead.”
Yedigei frowned and looked even more serious, but said nothing.
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“Whatever they may be, they are his children,” continued Ukubala, in a tone of self-justification, knowing that
it would be unpleasant for Yedigei to hear the words.
“Yes, I know,” he waved his hand, “do you think I don’t understand? I suppose we can’t stop them coming—
but if I had my way, I wouldn’t let them near here!”
“Yedigei, it’s none of our business. Let them come and bury him. The talking can come later, you can’t avoid
it.”
“Am I stopping you? Let them come.”
“But will the son manage to get here in time from the town?”
“He’ll get here, if he wants to. The day before yesterday when I was at the station, I sent him a telegram to say
that his father was near death. What else could I do? He has such a high opinion of himself, he should understand
where his duty lies.”
“Well, if you did that, then that’s all right.”
His wife saw at once the force of what Yedigei had said, but at the same time there was something else that
was worrying her.
“But it would be good if his wife came as well. After all, it is her father-in-law who’s being buried …”
“Let them decide for themselves. What can we do about it—they’re not little children.”
“Yes, yes.”
But Ukubala was still not entirely convinced.
They were silent.
“Well then, that’s that; don’t wait any longer—hurry along,” said Yedigei. His wife, however, had something
else to say.
“And there’s his daughter—that poor Aizada. She’s at the station with her lazy good-for-nothing husband, and
her children; she should come to the funeral too.” Yedigei smiled, then patted his wife on the shoulder.
“There you go, worrying about everyone. It’s not far to reach her; someone’s sure to be going to the station in
the morning—they can tell her the news. She’ll come, of course. Remember, it’s not worth expecting much from
either Aizada or from Sabitzhan, even if he’s the son and a grown man. You see—they’ll come, but they won’t lift
a finger; they’ll stand there like guests, while we do all the work. That’s how it’ll be. Now hurry along and do as I
say.”
His wife went off, then stopped as if still in doubt and came back. But Yedigei called to her:
“Don’t forget—go first to see Shaimerden, on duty; let him send someone to take my place: here. I’ll pay them
back later. The dead man is lying there alone in an empty house. That mustn’t be. Tell him so.”
Off went his wife with a nod.
Meanwhile, at the distant; signal there was a whistle from an engine and the red light was winking. Another
train was approaching Boranly-Burannyi junction. On the orders of the duty signalman, it had to be diverted to the
reserve line in order to allow the train waiting at the other end of the junction to pass through. This was the normal procedure.
While the trains were moving along their lines, Yedigei now and again looked at Ukubala as she walked away
along the edge of the tracks. He felt as if there was something else that he had forgotten to tell. Of course, there
were plenty of things to say and there would be plenty more before the funeral, but you can’t remember everything at once. There was another reason why he was gazing after her; it was simply that he was noticing again
how much older she seemed. She had even begun to stoop recently—it was more noticeable than ever under the
yellow misty lighting from the lamps over the track.
“It seems as if old age has already overtaken us,” he thought. “So this is what we’ve come to—an old man and
an old woman.”
God had not treated him badly, though—at least, as far as health was concerned. He was still strong. Nevertheless, quite a few years of his life had passed; sixty—no, sixty-one now.
“You’ve hardly had time to look around, and yet in two years you’ll be ready to put in for retirement,” said
Yedigei to himself, almost with a laugh.
But he knew quite well that he would not be retiring so soon. It would not be easy for his superiors to find a
person from hereabouts to replace him—he was a track inspector and repair worker; he also operated the signals
from time to time when others were sick or on leave. Would they find a new man prepared to accept the extra pay
in exchange for all the remoteness and the isolation of life in the Sarozek? Unlikely. The young people of today
would not put up with it.
You must have the will to live on the Sarozek junctions—otherwise you perish. The steppe is vast and man is
small. The steppe takes no sides; it doesn’t care if you are in trouble or if all is well with you; you have to take the
steppe as it is. But a man cannot remain indifferent to the world around him; it worries him and torments him to
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think that he could be happier somewhere else, and that he is where he is simply through a mistake of fate.
Because of this he wears himself out before the great, pitiless steppe and loses his will, just as that accumulator on
Shaimerden’s three-wheel motor-bike loses its charge. The owner looks after it, but does not ride it or lend it to
anyone else. So the machine stands idle—and that’s all there is to it—soon it won’t start up any more, its starting
power is lost.
It is the same with a man at a Sarozek junction: he fails to get on with his work, to put down roots in the
steppe, to adjust to his surroundings; and then he finds he can’t settle down. Passengers look out from passing
trains, shake their heads and ask:
“God, how can people live here? Nothing but steppe and camels!”
But people who have enough patience can live here. For three years, or four, with an effort. But then they pack
up and get as far away as possible. Only two people really put down roots at Boranly-Burannyi—Kazangap and
he, Burannyi Yedigei. And how many others came and went! Yedigei, however, was the kind of man who never
gave up, and Kazangap, too, worked here for forty-four years—and not because he was thicker than anyone else.
No—Yedigei would have swapped any number of other men for one Kazangap. And now he was gone …
The trains separated—one to the East, the other to the West. For a time the junction of Boranly-Burannyi was
deserted. And all at once everything around was clearer: the stars seemed to shine more brightly from the dark sky
and the wind whined more intensely along the embankment and over the gravel ballast between the weakly
ringing, clinking rails.
Yedigei did not leave the hut door; he was deep in thought, leaning against the pillar. Far ahead, beyond the
railway, he could make out the dim silhouettes of the camels, grazing in the fields. They stood there under the
moon, not moving, whiling away the night. And among them Yedigei made out his Bactrian, the large-headed,
two-humped male—the strongest in the Saryozeki, and fast, too. He was called, like his master, Burannyi-Karanar. Yedigei was proud of him, this animal of rare strength, although he was not easy to cope with. Karanar had
remained a full-blooded male; Yedigei had not castrated him when young, and later on had left him untouched.
Among the chores for the coming day, Yedigei remembered that first thing in the morning, he would have to
drive Karanar home and saddle him. He was needed for the funeral journey. Then he remembered other things
which would have to be done.
At the junction, people were still sleeping peacefully. On one side of the track were the small service buildings
belonging to the station; the six prefabricated houses with their standard twin-sloped, slated roofs built by the
railway administration; and then Yedigei’s house, which he had built himself, and the dead Kazangap’s mudwalled house. There were also various stores, outhouses, reed-thatched stables for cattle and other purposes, and
in the centre the windmill-driven universal electric pump which had arrived a few years back, and the hand-pump
for emergencies. This was the sum total of the settlement of Boranly-Burannyi.
As is usual on a great railway, everything here by the Saryozeki steppe formed part of a great network like a
maze of bloodvessels, consisting of other junctions, stations, and towns. And all was laid bare to the winds of
heaven, especially in winter, when the Saryozeki blizzards whirled, covering the houses up to their windows in
snowdrifts and the rails with firm, frozen piles of snow. Hence the name of this junction in the middle of the
steppe: Boranly-Burannyi, or “snow storm,” with “Boranly” written in Kazakh and “Burannyi” in Russian.
Yedigei remembered that before the snow-clearing machine arrived—the kind that poured out the snow in
bullet-like streams and moved it to either side with great blades and other devices—he and Kazangap had had to
struggle against the snow on the rails—not so much for life, but to the death, as it were. And it had not been so
long ago, either. In 1951 and 1952 they had had very hard winters.
Was it only as a soldier that one had, when life demanded it, to do something just the once—one attack, one
throw of a grenade under a tank? No, it was the same here. The only difference was that instead of other people
killing you, you could kill yourself in the process. How many snowfalls had they fought bare-handed, scraping it
up and even shoveling the snow into sacks? That had been at the Seventh Kilometre, where the track ran downhill
through a cutting. Each time it had seemed the last time this battle would ever be fought, and for that reason he
had never seriously considered chucking up the job. All that he had wanted was to stop hearing the blaring of the
engines’ whistles out on the steppe and to let them get through!
But the snows melted, the trains went through, the years passed …
No one would give a thought to those times now. Perhaps it had happened, perhaps it hadn’t. Nowadays when
it snowed, the track engineers from the control and repair brigades came out for a short while—noisy types who
could not believe or understand or even imagine how it had once been: the Saryozeki snowdrifts—and to clear
them, just a handful of men with shovels! Wonderful! Some of them just laughed openly. Why was it necessary,
they asked, to torture yourself? We wouldn’t have worn ourselves out like that, not on your life!
“If we’d been told to do that, we’d have chucked it. Told them to go to the devil, and found other work—at the
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worst, on a building site, or somewhere else where conditions were properly organized. Work so much, pay us so
much and if an emergency made it necessary, hold a meeting and pay out the overtime. They took you for fools,
you old men, and fools you’ll die.”
When they met such arrogance, Kazangap simply took no notice; he would act unconcerned and just laugh, as
if he knew something more, something these younger men just could not understand. But Yedigei could not
contain himself; he would explode and argue, and the sole result of that was that he got upset and in a bad mood.
Kazangap and he used to talk about those early days—days when all those wise young track engineers had
been running around in short trousers. In those days they had discussed life as much as their cautious wisdom
would allow and, later on, all the time; those days of 1945 were long past. They discussed things a lot, particularly
after Kazangap took his pension.
Things did not work out for him. He went to live in the town with his son, but three months later he came back.
Then there was even more to discuss.
Kazangap was a wise but simple man. There was much to remember about him …
Then suddenly Yedigei realized with awful clarity and grief that he had only his memories now …
Hearing the noise as the microphone of the communication set came on, Yedigei hurried into the hut. The radio
always gave out a sound of rushing air and whistling, as in a blizzard, before a voice was heard on the stupid set.
“Yedike, hullo, Yedike,” whistled the voice of Shaimerden, the duty man at the junction, “do you hear me?
Answer!”
“I hear you, I’m listening.”
“Can you hear me?”
“I can hear you, yes, I hear you.”
“How do you hear me?”
“As if from another world.”
“What do you mean, from another world?”
“Just that.”
“Ah … must be like old Kazangap himself.”
“What do you mean?”
“Well, he’s dead, isn’t he?” Shaimerden was trying to find something appropriate to say. 'Well, what shall I
say? He’s sort of, I mean, he’s completed his life’s journey.”
“Yes,” Yedigei answered laconically. But he thought to himself, What a brainless ox. He can't even talk about
death like any real person would.
Shaimerden was quiet for a moment. The instrument began to make more wheezing noises, rustling and
squeaking. There were sounds of heavy breathing. Then Shaimerden croaked out:
“Yedigei, my dear fellow, don’t take me for a fool in this way. If he’s dead, what can we do about it? I’ve no
spare people. Why do you have to go and sit beside him? His corpse won’t rise again.”
Yedigei was infuriated.
“You’ve no understanding! What do you mean about taking you for a fool? You’ve been here less than two
years, but he and I worked together for thirty. Think that over! One of us has died; it’s not right to leave a dead
man alone in an empty house.”
“How can he tell if he’s alone or not?”
“We know!”
“All right. There’s no need to shout so, old man.”
“Let me explain—”
“There’s nothing to explain. I’ve no spare people. What can you do—it’s night.”
“I’ll pray. I will lay out the dead man. I’ll say prayers.”
“Say prayers? You, Burannyi Yedigei?”
“Yes, me. I know all the prayers.”
“And this after, what, sixty years of Soviet rule?”
“What’s Soviet rule got to do with it? People have been praying over the dead for centuries. It’s a man who’s
died, not some beast.”
“Well, you go ahead and pray if you must, but do stop making such a fuss. I’ll send for Edilbai—if he agrees,
then he’ll come and, er, take over from you. But now let’s get on with the job—117 is approaching, be ready to
put it on to the second reserve siding line.”
And with that Shaimerden rang off, the switch clicked over.
Yedigei hurried back to the signal control and, as he got on with his work, wondered if Edilbai would agree to
come. He began to hope that people really had a conscience when he saw that there were now lights burning
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brightly in the windows of some of the houses. The dogs were barking too, so evidently his wife was busy spreading the news and getting the people of Boranly out of their beds.
Meanwhile 117 had gone on to the reserve line, and from the other end of the junction an oil train was approaching—all tanker wagons. The two trains passed and separated, one to the East, the other to the West.
It was already two in the morning, and the stars were shining brightly, each one standing out in the sky by
itself. The moon was shining over the Sarozek with a brighter, increasing strength, and under its glow the Sarozek
sands stretched far away into the distance. Only the shapes of the camels, and among them the twin humps of the
giant, Burannyi-Karanar, and the indistinct outlines of the nearest station buildings of the halt stood out; all the
rest on either side of the railway stretched away into the endless night. The wind did not sleep, whistling away
constantly and rustling among the litter.
Yedigei kept going in and out of the hut; he was waiting to see if Edilbai would appear, coming along the track.
Then he noticed an animal on one side of the track.
It was the vixen, her eyes lit up with a greenish, winking glow. She stood dully beneath a telegraph pole—
intending neither to approach or run away.
“What are you doing here?” Yedigei muttered, jokingly wagging his finger at her. She was not frightened.
“Look out, I’ll get you!” He scraped the ground with his foot.
The vixen jumped back, ran a short distance and then sat down again. She gazed quietly, almost sadly at him,
or at something close beside him. What had attracted her? Why had she come here? Her behavior seemed odd to
Yedigei. Perhaps the lights had lured her, or hunger. Why not try to hit her with a stone? She was an inviting
target. Yedigei found a largish stone on the ground, took aim and made as if to throw, but then dropped the stone
at his feet. He had begun to sweat.
What strange ideas sometimes come into people’s heads! As he had prepared to throw the stone at the fox, he
had remembered something that someone had once told him—either a visitor, or a photographer with whom he
had talked about God, or someone else—no, it had been Sabitzhan; the devil take him, he was always digging up
marvels so that either people would take notice of him or be astonished. It had been about the transmigration of
souls after death.
Yes, Sabitzhan, Kazangap’s son. So that was who he had heard it from—that good-for-nothing chatterbox.
Sabitzhan seemed all right at first glance. He knows all this, he has heard all that—the only thing was, he had
precious little to show for it all. He had been educated at boarding schools, at institutes—and yet there he was,
just another little man; nothing special about him. He liked to boast, to drink, he was good at proposing toasts, but
otherwise he was quite useless. In a word, he was shallow—nothing compared to Kazangap, even if he does have
a diploma. No, he was not a success, that one, not at all like his father. Well, God be with him, there was nothing
else to be said; that was just the way he was.
Once Sabitzhan had been holding forth, saying that in India they believed that when a person died, his soul
transferred itself into some other animal—any sort, even an ant. They also believed that every person, once upon a
time before they were born, was formerly a bird, or some other animal or insect. Therefore they considered it a sin
to kill any living creature, even a snake. If they met such a creature, they did not touch it, simply bowed and let it
pass.
There is no limit to the things to wonder at upon the earth, thought Yedigei. How true all this is, who knows?
The world is vast and Man cannot know everything. This is what had come into his mind as he had been about to
throw a stone at the vixen. What if Kazangap’s soul had been in the vixen? What if, having entered the vixen’s
body, Kazangap had come to see his friend, because it had been so empty in his hut, so lonely and dull?
“I’ve gone clean round the bend,” Yedigei muttered to himself, ashamed. How could such an idea even be considered?
“Damn it all, I’ve gone quite addled in my old age.” All the same, he approached the vixen cautiously and
spoke to her, as if she could understand what he was saying.
“Off you go! You mustn’t stay here—off into the steppe! Do you hear me? Go, go! Not that way—there are
dogs there. Go with God, go away into the steppe.”
The vixen turned, looked round once or twice and then disappeared into the darkness.
Meanwhile the next train arrived at the junction. At first it rushed along, then gradually slowed down, carrying
with it a flickering cloud of movement—the dust flying above the waggons.\fn{ Railroad cars; but a term often used in
England and Europe} When it finally stopped, the driver leaned out of the cab, the engine puffing away at idling.
“Hi, Yedike, Burannyi, assalam-aleikum!”
“Aleikum-assalam!”
Yedigei stuck his head out so as to see who the driver was. On this line they all knew each other. It was a
friend. Yedigei gave him the message for the people of Kumbel, the junction station where Aizada lived and told
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the driver to tell her about the death of her father. The driver readily agreed to do this out of respect to the memory of Kazangap—and also because at Kumbel the crews of the brigade changed over. He also promised to bring
Aizada and her family on the way back, if she was ready for the journey by then.
He was a reliable man, and Yedigei was considerably relieved. At least one thing was now arranged. The train
went off a few minutes later, and as he wished the driver goodbye, Yedigei saw that a tall figure was making its
way towards him beside the track. It was Edilbai.
While Yedigei handed over his duty and he and Edilbai discussed the news, sighing and reminiscing about
Kazangap, another pair of trains arrived at Boranly-Burannyi and went on their way. Then, having completed the
handover, Yedigei set off home.
*
On his way he remembered at last what he had wanted to remind his wife about, or rather discuss with her: the
question of how to tell their daughters and sons-in-law about the old man’s death. Yedigei’s two married daughters lived in the opposite direction, towards Kzyl-Orda. The elder of the two worked on a rice-growing state farm,
and her husband was a tractor driver there. The younger girl had lived first on a station near Kazalinsk and had
then moved with her family in order to be nearer her sister and to work at the same state farm; her husband was a
driver there.
Although Kazangap was not their blood relation and they were therefore not bound to come to his funeral,
Yedigei knew that Kazangap was dearer to them than any relative. The two daughters had been born at BoranlyBurannyi and knew him well. They had grown up there and had later gone to the station boarding school in Kumbel. Either he or Kazangap always used to bring them home for the holidays. He thought about the girls, recalling
those rides on the camel, younger daughter in front and the elder perched behind. It took Karanar three hours to
run at his strong trot from Boranly-Burannyi to Kumbel—a bit longer in winter. When Yedigei could not make the
journey, then Kazangap would take the girls; he was like a father to them.
Yedigei decided that in the morning he would send them a telegram and leave it to them to decide what to do.
At least they should know that the old man was no more …
As he walked on, he decided that in the morning his first task should be to drive Karanar home from the
pasture—the camel would be much needed. It is not simple to die, but to bury a person with full honor in this
world is also no easy task. One always finds that this or that or the other is not available and everything has to be
dealt with in a hurry, starting with the shroud and ending with wood for the stoves for the funeral wake.
It was just at this moment that Yedigei was aware of something moving in the air. It reminded him of his days
at the front; the distant shock-wave of a powerful blast, shaking the earth beneath his feet. And as he looked up,
he saw right in front of him, far out in the steppe in the direction of the Sarozek cosmodrome, something rise up
into the air, literally flaming, with a growing, fiery, fountain-like trail behind it.
He was struck dumb by the sight. It was a great rocket rising into space. He had never seen anything like it
before.
He knew, as did all those who lived in Sarozek, of the existence of the launching-site, the Cosmodrome SaryOzek-I, some forty kilometers or less from here; he knew also that. there was a separate rail-spur from the TorekTam junction that led there. People said that out in that direction, in the steppe, a whole town had grown up, complete with big shops, and Yedigei was always hearing on the radio, in people’s conversations and in the papers
about cosmonauts, space flights and suchlike. At the amateur concert in the oblast town where Sabitzhan lived—
and this town was even further away, about a day and a half’s train journey—the children’s choir sang a song
about how they were the happiest children on earth, because the cosmonaut-uncles went up into space from their
land.
All this, Yedigei knew, took place somewhere close at hand. But since the Cosmodrome and its environs had
been declared a closed zone, even though he lived close by, he had had to content himself with finding out about it
all at second-hand. This was the first time he had seen with his own eyes a space rocket rising up into the dark,
star-lit heavens at an ever- increasing speed, in a raging, concentrated flame, lighting up everything around it with
a thrilling, alarming light.
Yedigei felt quite faint. Was there really a man sitting there in the midst of that fire? Or perhaps two? And why,
seeing that he had been around for so long, had he never seen the moment of launch before? For they had
launched rockets into space so often now that you could hardly keep count any more. Perhaps on other occasions
the launches had been by day. In the sunlight, at such a distance, you would not see it so clearly. But why had this
one gone up at night? Perhaps there was cause for hurry. Or perhaps the rocket went up in darkness, but straight
away came out into the daylight? Sabitzhan had once said, as if he had been there himself, that up in space there
was a change from day to night every half hour.
He must ask Sabitzhan about this; Sabitzhan knew everything. He wanted so much to be an all-knowing,
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important person.
Somehow Sabitzhan had got work in the oblast town. He made no secret of this—and why should he? What
you are, so must you be.
“I was there with someone, that well-known person.” Sabitzhan would add something weighty to “so-and-so.”
But tall Edilbai had told him that once he had met up with Sabitzhan at his place of work and found him racing
around at other people’s beck and call.
“I understand, Ai’zhapar Kakharmanovich! Certainly, Ai’zhapar Kakharmanovich! At once, Ai’zhapar Kakharmanovich!” he would say, while his superior, according to Edilbai, sat there chasing everything and everybody
around with the aid of a lot of knobs. They did not have a chance to have a proper talk.
So that is what he is, thought Yedigei, our neighbor from Boranly. God be with him, he is what he is. But it
was a pity for Kazangap. He had done a very great deal and sacrificed much for his son. To his last day he never
said a word against him. He had even moved into the town to live with his son and daughter-in-law; they had
invited him, they had taken him there, but it hadn’t worked out. However, that was another story …
*
It was with such thoughts that Yedigei walked home from his work that deep night, his gaze still fixed on the
space rocket. For a long time he watched it, until finally the fiery ship, getting smaller and smaller, at last disappeared into the black depths of the sky, turning into a small, misty spot. Yedigei shook his head and continued on
his way, experiencing strange, contradictory feelings. He was delighted that he had seen it, yet at the same time it
was something beyond his ken, causing both wonder and fear.
Suddenly he remembered the vixen which had come up to the railway. How would she have reacted when this
flame in the sky had startled her out in the empty steppe? No doubt, she would not have known which way to run.
Burannyi Yedigei, the witness of that night flight of the rocket into space, did not suspect, and indeed could not
have known, that the space vehicle and its crew of one had been given a special emergency launch, without
ceremonies, without journalists and without special reports, and that the launch was connected with a series of
extraordinary events aboard the Parity space station, which had already been in a special orbit, code-named
Trampoline, for a year and a half as part of the American-Soviet space program. Yedigei had no idea that this
event would touch him personally—not simply because of the inseparable link between him and the rest of mankind, but in a most concrete and direct fashion. Nor did he realize that some time after the launch from Sary-Ozek,
on the other side of the planet, in Nevada, there rose from a launching site an American vessel with the same
mission: to go to the same Parity station, on the same Trampoline orbit—only approaching from the opposite
direction.
The two spacecraft had been launched following an urgent command from the scientific research aircraft
carrier Convention, which was the floating base of the joint Soviet-American control centre of the Demiurgos
program. The aircraft carrier Convention was on permanent station in the Pacific Ocean, south of the Aleutian
Islands, in a square equidistant from Vladivostok and San Francisco. The joint control centre Obtsenupr was now
following intently the entry of the two vehicles into the Trampoline orbit. So far, all was going satisfactorily. The
manoeuvres for the docking with the Parity complex were about to begin. The task was extremely complicated as
the dockings had to take place, not consecutively, with an appropriate interval between, but simultaneously, from
two different directions.
Parity had not acknowledged signals from the joint control centre on Convention for more than twelve hours
now, and was not reacting to the signals from the two vessels approaching it. They had to find out what had happened to the crew of the Parity space station.
*
Trains in these parts went from East to West and from West to East.
On either side of the railway lines there lay the great wide spaces of the desert—Sary-Ozeki, the
middle lands of the yellow steppes.
In these parts any distance was measured in relation to the railway, as if from the Greenwich
meridian.
And the trains went from East to West, and from West to East.
*
From the Boranly-Burannyi junction to the Naiman tribe’s cemetery of Ana-Beiit was at least thirty kilometers, measured from the railway—and then only if you went in a straight line across the Sarozek. If you did not
want to get lost in the steppe, then it was better to follow the track which ran alongside the railway, but then the
distance to the cemetery was even further: some thirty versts on one leg and about the same on the other.
Except for Yedigei, none of the present inhabitants of Boranly had any idea how to get there, although they had
all heard about ancient Beiit, for many tales were told of it, some true, some legend. None of them had ever been
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there; there had been no need, for this was the first time for many years in Boranly-Burannyi, that collection of
eight homes on the railway, that a man had died and a funeral had been necessary. Some years ago, a young girl
had died within an hour from bronchial pneumonia, but then her parents had taken her body back to their original
home in the Ural oblast; and when Kazangap’s wife, the old Bukei, had died at the hospital at Kumbel some years
ago, it was decided to bury her in the churchyard there. There had been no point in taking her back to BoranlyBurannyi. Kumbel was the largest station in the Sary-Ozeki; furthermore, her daughter Aizada lived there with her
husband, and even if he was a useless fellow and a heavy drinker, he was one of the family; they would look after
the grave. But at that time Kazangap was alive and he had decided what was best. Now they had to think and
consider what to do for him.
Yedigei, however, was quite firm.
“Enough of these words so unworthy of a dzhigit (a dashing, young horseman, the embodiment of all noble
qualities), he said to the younger men of the settlement, “we shall bury him at Ana-Beiit, where his ancestors lie,
and where he himself asked to be buried. Now, let’s have no more talk and get on with the job. It’s quite a way to
go and so we’ll leave as early as possible tomorrow morning.”
Everyone understood: Yedigei had the right to decide and on this all were agreed. Sabitzhan, admittedly, had
tried to suggest another plan. He had hurried there that day on a passing freight train—passenger trains did not
stop at Boranly. But the fact that he had come to his father’s funeral, although he had not known for certain if his
father was dead when he set off, already moved and even gladdened Yedigei.
Yedigei was surprised at his own reaction. Embracing Sabitzhan and weeping, he found he could not control
his feelings and said through his tears, “It’s good that you came, dear one; it’s good that you came”—almost as if
by coming Sabitzhan could have resurrected Kazangap.
Yedigei could not understand why he had wept so; he had never wept like that before. They wept together for a
long time in the courtyard before the door of Kazangap’s now-deserted earth home. Something had affected Yedigei. He remembered how Sabitzhan had grown up before his eyes, a young boy, his father’s favorite, and how he
and Kazangap had taken him to the Kumbel boarding school for railwaymen’s children. When there was time to
spare, they used to go and see the boy, either on a passing train or on a camel, to find out how he was behaving in
the hostel and make sure that he was not teasing the other children or breaking the rules, but was studying determinedly, and to find out what the teachers thought of him. And at holiday time, often wrapping him up in a coat,
they had ridden on camels through the Sarozek, in frost and through blizzards, so that he should not be late back
for his new term of study.
Oh, those days that one cannot bring back! All this had gone, swept away like a dream. And now here before
him stood a grown man, only faintly recognizable as the child of all those years ago, those distant days when he
was goggle-eyed and smiling; now he wore spectacles, a dusty hat and a worn tie and worked in the oblast town
and longed to be thought an important and noted worker.
But life was a treacherous joke. It was not easy to make it to the top, as Sabitzhan often complained—not without strong support or friends or influential relations. And who was he?—just the son of Kazangap from BoranlyBurannyi. So now he was unhappy. Now his father was gone—an unimportant man, but one who, when he was
alive, was a thousand times better than any famous dead man; now he was no more.
Finally there were no more tears to shed. They began to talk and get down to business. And that was when Yedigei realized that this devoted son was just the same know-all as before, and that he had not come for the worthy
burial of his father, but only to get the job done, to dig a grave somewhere and leave as soon as possible.
Sabitzhan began to express such thoughts: why take his father so far out into the steppe, to Ana-Beiit, with desert
all around and nothing but the empty Sary-Ozeki steppe stretching as far as the eye could see? They could dig his
grave somewhere here, not far away, on a hillock close to the railway. Then he could lie there and hear the trains
go by on the line where he had worked all his life. He even quoted as appropriate the old saw about taking leave
of the dead and burying them as soon as possible. Why drag out the agony? Why be clever? Was it not all the
same to the dead where they are buried—and surely the quicker the better? .
And so he argued on, excusing himself by saying that urgent and important matters awaited him back at the
office. Time was precious to him, and what did it matter to those in charge whether the place of burial was near or
far?—he just had to be back at the office on such a day and at such a time, and that was that. His superiors were
his superiors and orders were orders …
Yedigei cursed himself as an old fool. He was ashamed at having given way to tears so readily and being taken
in by Sabitzhan, even if he was the son of the dead Kazangap. He got up from his seat—there were five of them
sitting on some old sleepers made into a bench beside the wall—and he had to make an enormous effort to restrain
himself from saying anything hurtful or insulting before other people on such a day. Out of respect to the memory
of Kazangap, he just said:
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“Of course there are other places close at hand, as many as you could ask for. It’s just that people don’t bury
their dear ones just anywhere. Not without good reason, of course. No one would begrudge any plot of earth.”
He paused, and the men of Boranly listened in silence.
“Decide then, consider well! Meanwhile I will go and see how things are out there.”
Off he went, his face dark and hostile, to get away from temptation, his brows furrowed with anger. He was a
stern man and a passionate one—another reason he had been given the extra name “Burannyi” was that his
character matched that of a storm. Now, if he had been alone with Sabitzhan, he would have said directly to those
shameless eyes all that the man deserved to hear—and in such terms as he would remember all his days. But at
the same time he did not want to get embroiled in the women’s chatter.
They were whispering together and were very angry: look, they were saying, the little son has come to bury his
father, just as if he had come on an ordinary visit, with empty hands—and those, too, in his pockets. And he had
not brought so much as a packet of tea with him! And his wife, that girl from the town—some daughter-in-law!
She could have shown more respect and come, too, to weep and lament a little, just to observe the custom. No
shame, no conscience, that girl. When the old man was alive and prospering—with a pair of milking camels and
some fifteen sheep and lambs—then he had been a good son. Then she had come, too, and stayed until she was
sure everything had been sold. Then she had taken the old man into her home, it seemed; they had even bought
some furniture and a car at the same time. But later on, the old man seemed to get in the way … now she would
not even show her face at his funeral.
The women wanted to make a scene, but Yedigei forbade them to open their mouths on such a day; this was
none of their business; let them sort it out. Instead he went out to the pen near which stood Burannyi-Karanar,
who had now been brought in from the pasture and was occasionally and angrily roaring. Except on the two
occasions when Karanar carne with the rest of the herd to drink water from the well, almost the whole week, day
and night, he was free to wander at will. He was scarcely tame and bad-tempered, and now he was showing his
displeasure by baring his teeth and now and again howling. It as the old story: tied up again and having to get
used to the loss of freedom.
Yedigei approached the camel; he felt thoroughly upset and vexed after the talk with Sabitzhan, although he
had known beforehand that there would be just such a discussion. Sabitzhan seemed to think he had done them an
honor by coming to the funeral of his own father. At the same time, however, he looked on his filial duties as a
halter from which he hoped to free himself as soon as possible.
At least the neighbors did not stand idly by. All who were not on duty on the railway helped in the preparation
for tomorrow’s funeral and the wake afterwards. The women went around collecting dishes; the samovars were
polished; pastry was prepared and some baking had even begun; the men fetched water, cut up their last reserves
of old sleepers\fn{Sleeping cars} into pieces for the fires—fuel was always a first requisite, along with water, in the
bare steppe.
Only Sabitzhan got in the way, distracting people from their work, holding forth about this and that—who had
been appointed to what post in the oblast, who had been relieved of his post and who had been promoted. The fact
that his own wife had not come to bury her father-in-law did not worry him one whit. She had some conference to
attend, some foreigners would be present. Nothing was said about Kazangap’s grand-children—they had been left
behind to fight for their advancement and good attendance records, in order to get the best attestation for their
entry to the Institute.
“What sort of people are they, to act thus?” Yedigei asked aloud; he was deeply upset.
“Everything on earth is important to them, except death.” Yet this thought gave him no peace.
“If death is nothing to them, then it follows that life also has no value for them. What is their purpose in life?
For what and how do they live?” In his anger, Yedigei even shouted at Karanar:
“What are you making all that din for, crocodile? Why are you bellowing at the sky as if God himself can hear
you?”
Yedigei only called his camel “crocodile” in the worst situations, when he had already lost control of himself.
People who had come and seen the camel had given Burannyi Karanar this nickname because of his tooth-filled
mouth and bad temper.
“You bellow at me, crocodile, and I’ll break everyone of your teeth!”
Now it was time to get on with the saddling of the camel, so he got down to work. Standing back, calmer now,
he looked at the animal with delight, for Burannyi Karanar was beautiful and strong. He was also tall—so much
so that Yedigei, who was fairly tall himself, could not reach his head. So he had to be cunning; he pressed on the
camel’s neck and struck the knobbly knees with his whip handle, the while making stern noises to get him down.
The camel protested loudly, but all the same obeyed his master and finally folded his legs under him and lay down
with his chest on the ground. He, too, seemed calmer now. Yedigei began the main part of his task.
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To saddle a camel properly is no small task; it is rather like building a house. The saddle has to be set up and
adjusted each time; it requires skill as well as strength, especially when the camel is as huge as Karanar.
Karanar means “Black Bull,” and it was easy to see why the camel had been so named. His head was black and
long-haired, with a great powerful black beard growing from it right back to the withers; below, his neck was
wreathed in black locks, hanging down to the knees in a thick, unruly mass of hair. On his back were the pride and
joy of the male camel—the pair of strong humps rising like black towers on the spine. And to complete everything
there was the black end of the docked tail. All the rest of the hair, above the neck, chest, sides and belly were, in
contrast, a light chestnut-brown color. With all his contrasting coat and his height, Burannyi Karanar was a fine
sight to behold, and he was now in his prime.
Camels live a long time. Perhaps because of this, no doubt, the females do not give birth until their fifth year
and then not every year, but every two years, the young taking longer to gestate than any other animal—twelve
months. For the first twelve to eighteen months the little camel must be protected from catching cold, from the
piercing wind of the steppe; after that time the little animal grows fast, day by day, and nothing after that time
troubles him—neither cold, or heat, nor drought.
Yedigei knew all about camels, and always kept Burannyi Karanar in tiptop condition. The prime sign of
health and strength is found in the black humps, and Karanar’s looked as if they were made of cast iron. Long
ago, in those early days when Yedigei had come back from the war and was settling in at Boranly-Burannyi
junction, Kazangap had given him the camel as a suckling, a tiny downy thing like a duckling. Yedigei himself
was still young. He was not to know that he would remain here until he became an old man. Sometimes when he
looked at old photographs of those days, he found it hard to believe how he had changed. He had become grayhaired; even his eyebrows were now white. His face had changed too, but he had not put on weight as so often
happens. Over all this time he had first grown whiskers, then a beard, but now he had shaved it off; it made him
seem naked. A whole page of history had passed, one might say, since those old days.
Now he concentrated on saddling Karanar on the ground, soothing him with soft words by waving his hand
when the camel showed his teeth or growled like a lion, twisting his untidy head on his long neck. As he did so,
Yedigei every now and again cast his thoughts back to those years long ago; it calmed his soul to do so.
He worked for a long while, fixing and then readjusting the harness. This time, before putting the saddle in its
final position, he covered Karanar with the best traveling cloth, a piece of old-fashioned work with multicolored
long tassels and carpet patterning. He could not remember when he had last put this rare piece of harness,
carefully preserved by Ukubala, on the camel. But this was just the occasion for it to be used.
When Karanar was saddled, Yedigei made him stand up, and was very satisfied with what he saw. He was
really proud of his work. Karanar looked imposing and majestic, decorated with the cloth with its tassels and the
fine craftsmanship of the saddle between his humps. Let the younger men admire this—especially Sabitzhan; let
them understand that the funeral of a man who has lived a worthy life is not just a chore, not a nuisance, but a
great, even if sad, occasion; and that on this occasion there must be special, appropriate honors paid. In some
other countries they played music, carried flags; in others they fired their guns into the air; in yet other countries
they threw flowers and carried wreaths.
But he, Burannyi Yedigei, tomorrow morning would head the procession, mounted on Karanar, decorated with
his cloth with its tassels; he would lead the way to Ana-Beiit, accompanying Kazangap to his final resting place.
And all the way, Yedigei would think about him as they crossed the great Sarozek desert. And with these thoughts
about his friend, he would return him to the earth in the cemetery of his ancestors, as had been agreed. Be it near
or far, no one would persuade him, not even the dead man’s son, to do otherwise than carry out Kazangap’s own
expressed wish …
Now he would let everyone know that it was to be thus—that was why Karanar was ready saddled and in his
best harness. Let them all see.
Yedigei led Karanar on his halter from the pen and around all the houses before tethering him beside Kazangap’s
home. Let them all see. He, Burannyi Yedigei, could not do otherwise than keep his word.
As it happened, however, Yedigei’s efforts were not needed, for while Yedigei was busy saddling and fitting
the harness on the camel, Tall Edilbai, at an appropriate moment, had taken Sabitzhan to one side for a quiet chat.
They had a short discussion. Edilbai did not persuade, he just spoke directly and to the point.
“You, Sabitzhan, should thank God that there is one such as Burannyi Yedigei on this earth, your father’s
friend. Don’t prevent us from burying this man as he should be buried. If you’re in a hurry to get back, we won’t
detain you. I’ll throw an extra handful of earth into the grave for you.”
“He’s my father, and I know myself—”
“Yes, he’s your father. You’re inclined to forget that.”
“What do you mean?” Sabitzhan tried to counter. “All right, let’s not argue. Let it be Ana-Beiit. What’s the
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difference? I just thought it was a long way to go.”
On that note their talk finished, and when Yedigei returned, having decked out Karanar for all to see, he said to
the men of Boranly:
“Let’s have no more words unworthy of a dzhigit. We’ll bury him at Ana-Beiit!”
No one challenged this proposal and all agreed in silence.
Everyone whiled away the evening and night together in the courtyard in front of the dead man’s house.
Fortunately, the weather was kind. After the heat of the day, the sharp, early autumn cool of the desert descended.
A great twilight calm and silence fell all around.
Already the dressing of the lamb killed for the wake had been completed in the darkness, and while they drank
their tea beside the smoking samovars, talk revolved around all sorts of subjects. Almost all the preparations for
the funeral had been made and now all that was left was to await the morning and the time to leave for Ana-Beiit.
The evening hours passed quietly and peacefully, as they should when a very old person has died and when it is
painful to grieve.
And at Boranly-Burannyi junction, as always, the trains, came in and went out, meeting from East and West
and separating to East and West …
*
This, then, was the scene that evening on the eve of the departure to Ana-Beiit; and all would have been well
had it not been for an unfortunate incident.
For just then, Aizada and her husband arrived on a passing train to attend her father’s funeral. She announced
her arrival with a loud wailing, and at once the women surrounded her and a chorus of weeping started up.
Ukubala was especially affected, grieving together with Aizada; she was sorry for her. They wept bitterly and
lamented. Yedigei tried to comfort Aizada by saying:
“What can you do now? You cannot die and follow him who has died; you must resign yourself to fate.”
But Aizada would not be comforted.
As so often happens, the death of her father opened the floodgates, giving her a reason to bare her soul before
everyone—to say all the things which had long been bottled up inside her, unexpressed in words.
Weeping loudly, all disheveled and with tear-swollen eyes, she deplored her fate, as women will, complaining
to her dead father that no one understood or appreciated her, that her life had been unhappy from her youth; that
her husband was a drunkard, and that her children wandered the streets around the station from morning to
evening, uncared for and free to do what they liked; they would turn into hooligans; tomorrow, perhaps, they
would be bandits, robbing the trains. The eldest boy had already started to drink, and the police had called to warn
her that the case would soon come up before the procurator. What could she do on her own with six of them? If
only their father would do something, but …
Indeed, her husband did not lift a finger, just sat there, shut up with his own thoughts, confused and looking
sad. At least he had come to his father-in-law’s funeral, though, even if all he did was sit quietly smoking his
stinking, cheap cigarettes. This was not the first time he had seen this performance. He knew how it would go—
his old woman would yell and shout until finally she wore herself out.
*
But unfortunately now Sabitzhan decided to intervene.
Sabitzhan began to chide his sister: what sort of behavior was this? Had she come to bury her father or to
disgrace herself? Was this the way a Kazakh’s daughter should mourn her honored father? Had not the great grief
of Kazakh women been the inspiration of legend and song for their descendants for hundreds of years? They
could not raise the dead, but they could at least show respect. By mourning, praise was given to the dead person
and all his qualities and achievements offered up to the heavens—that was what the tears of the women of old had
meant. And she? She had just wailed out an orphan’s tale of woe, saying how bad things were for her, how
dreadful was her life on earth.
Aizada had expected this reaction, or something like it.
She began to yell with renewed strength and rage:
“You clever and educated one, you’ve taken full advantage. But you could try teaching your own wife a thing
or two first! You should aim these fine words in her direction! Why hasn’t she come and shown us this supreme
grief? And wouldn’t it have been fitter if she had honored our father as she should? Instead that sly piece—with
you the worthless worm under her heel—took everything from him and stole every thread from the old man! My
husband may be an alcoholic, but at least he’s here, but where is your clever little woman?”
Sabitzhan then began to shout at Aizada’s husband, telling him to stop Aizada’s tirade, but the other suddenly
went mad with rage and leapt to his feet, intent on strangling Sabitzhan.
With difficulty the people of Boranly tried to calm down the quarrel between the relatives. Everyone felt
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uncomfortable and ashamed. Yedigei was most upset. He knew these people’s worth, but even so he had not
expected such a disgraceful scene. Angrily, sternly he warned them:
“You may not respect each other, but at least don’t sully the memory of your father. Otherwise I won’t let you
stay here; I won’t stand for this, and you can take all the blame.”
Such was the unfortunate incident on the eve of the funeral.
*
Yedigei was very glum. Once more his brows furrowed anxiously and the same questions began to nag at him:
where had they originated from, they and their children, and why had they become like this? Was this what
Kazangap and he had dreamed about, when they had braved the weather to take them to the Kumbel boarding
school in order that they should learn and grow up and not to be stuck on a remote junction in the Sarozek,
complaining that their parents never cared about them?
And now everything had turned out just the opposite to what they had wished.
Why? What had prevented them from growing into people one could be proud of?
Once more Tall Edilbai came to the rescue, showing understanding and thereby easing Yedigei’s difficulty. He
understood what all this meant to Yedigei. The dead person’s children were always the chief people at a funeral—
this was normal. And there was nothing that you could do about them and there was nowhere to go to escape
them, however shameless and useless they may be.
In order to quell the scene between brother and sister which was depressing everyone present, Edilbai invited
all the men to his house.
“We won’t sit here counting the stars—come and drink tea and sit with us …
*
In Tall Edilbai’s home, Yedigei seemed to be in a different world. He had visited them before as a neighbor,
and each time he had felt contentment and his soul had been filled with delight at Edilbai’s family. Today he
wanted to stay there as long as possible, the need was so great—it was as if in this home, he could regain the
strength which he had lost.
Tall Edilbai was also a track worker like the others, receiving the same pay and living like everyone else in one
half of a prefabricated wooden-board house consisting of two rooms and a kitchen. But the life lived in here was
quite different—it was clean, comfortable and light. Although Edilbai served the same tea as everyone else, here it
seemed to Yedigei to be like clear honey straight from the comb. Edilbai’s wife was a handsome woman and an
excellent wife, and their children were lively. They would live here in the Sarozek desert as long as they could,
thought Yedigei, but no doubt eventually they would go off to some other place. It would be a sad day when they
went, though.
Casting off his shoes on the porch, Yedigei went and sat down in the inner room, folding his feet under him.
For the first time that day he felt both tired and hungry. He rested his back against the wallboards and was quiet.
At once the rest of the guests sat down around the low, round table and talked quietly about this and that.
The main conversation started later—it was a strange discussion. Yedigei had already forgotten about the space
vehicle which he had seen the night before. Now people who knew were talking about it, and he began to recall
the episode. Yedigei could draw no conclusions of his own about it, but he was amazed at their knowledge about
such matters and the fact that he knew nothing.
However, he felt no pang of conscience at his ignorance; for him all these space flights which so much interested others were very remote, almost magical and quite outside his experience. His whole attitude to them was
careful and respectful, as it would be to some faceless, powerful will, which he for one hardly took into consideration. However, the sight of that rocket going up into space had shaken him and seized his imagination. It was
around this that conversation revolved in Tall Edilbai’s house.
At first, however, they sat and drank shubat—kumys from camel’s milk. The shubat was excellent, cool,
foaming and slightly intoxicating. The control and repair men who came to the junction used to drink a lot of it,
calling it Sarozek beer. In this house there was vodka to go with the hot zakuski. Usually when it was offered,
Yedigei did not refuse, although he only drank in order to keep people company. However, this time he did not
drink any, for he thought—and tried to persuade the others—that it would be unwise. Tomorrow would be a hard
day, and they had a long journey ahead of them. He was worried that the others, especially Sabitzhan, were
getting down to it and drinking vodka and shubat. They went well together, admittedly, like two good horses in
the same cart, and they were good for raising a man’s spirits. But was it wise?
Yedigei sighed. You could hardly persuade grown men not to drink. They should know their own limits. At
least he was relieved to see that so far Aizada’s husband was staying off the vodka; he needed a drink, and if he
took both, he would go out like a light. But he was only drinking shubat. Clearly he understood that it would be
too much to get drunk at his father-in-law’s funeral. But only God himself could tell how long he would hold out
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against temptation.
So there they sat, talking about this, that and the other; Edilbai was honoring his guests with the shubat. His
hands were very busy, his arms bending forward and back across the table like the bucket of an excavator, and
then he suddenly remembered as he passed a cup to Yedigei from the other side of the table.
“Yedike, last night when I took over from you on duty, you’d only just left when something seemed to shake
the air all around. I jumped out of my skin. I looked out and there was a rocket rising up into the sky from the cosmodrome launching site! It was vast! Just like a great pole! Did you see it?”
“Indeed, I did! My eyes almost popped out of my head. What power! The whole thing was aflame and going
up, up, no end to its climb, no limit. It made me feel strange. Although I’ve lived here so long, I’ve never seen the
like of it before.”
“Yes—and it’s the first time I’ve seen one. What a sight,” said Edilbai.
“Well, if it’s the first time you’ve seen one, then we down here will have to wait even longer before we see
one.”
Sabitzhan had decided to make a joke about Edilbai’s height.
Tall Edilbai laughed politely at this feeble attempt at wit.
“Yes, indeed,” he replied, brushing aside the remark, “I looked and I couldn’t believe my eyes—just a great
fire roaring up into the sky. Well, I thought, there’s someone else going off into space! Good luck to him! And I
quickly turned on my transistor—which I always have with me. Now, I thought, they’ll announce something on
the radio, of course. Usually there’s a report from the launch site soon after; the announcer always speaks with joy
in his voice, as if at a meeting. It sends a thrill up your spine. I so wanted to know, Yedike, who it was I’d seen
with my own eyes going up on his flight. But I heard nothing reported on the radio.”
“But why?”
Before anyone else reacted, Sabitzhan showed his amazement, raising his eyebrows with much meaning and
importance. He was already getting drunk and was sweating and red in the face.
“I don’t know. They said nothing. I kept tuned in to “Mayak” the whole time, but there was no announcement.”
“Surely not! You must be mistaken!”
Sabitzhan was unsure and argumentative; he quickly poured himself another shot of vodka and shubat.
“Every flight into space is a world-shaking event. You understand? Our prestige—scientific and political—is at
stake!”
“I just don’t know. And I especially listened to all the latest news bulletins and the newspaper extracts as well.”
“Hmm.”
Sabitzhan shook his head.
“If I’d been there—at my office, I mean—I would know of course. What a shame. But perhaps there was
something wrong?”
“Who knows? But anyway,” said Tall Edilbai, “for me he was my very own cosmonaut. He had taken off before my very eyes. I thought perhaps he might be one of our local lads. That would be really something exciting.
Suddenly, one day, I’d meet him. That would be something!”
Sabitzhan hurried to interrupt him, excited by a new thought.
“Ah, I know what it was. They’ve launched a pilotless vehicle. No doubt it was an experimental one.”
“How can that be?” asked Edilbai.
“Well, if it was an experimental variant, it’d be on test, you see. It was probably a pilotless vehicle going into
orbit to dock with a station or into orbit on its own, and so far it’s not known how things have turned out. If all has
gone well, then there’ll be an announcement both on the radio and in the papers. If it hasn’t gone well, then
there’ll be no news given out. It’ll be regarded as just an experiment.”
“But I thought,” Edilbai rubbed his forehead angrily, “that a living person had been launched into space …”
Everyone was quiet, a bit dismayed by Sabitzhan’s theory.
Perhaps the subject would have been dropped if Yedigei hadn’t set him off on a new track.
“As I understand it then, dzhigits, a rocket went off into space with no man aboard. But who then controls that
rocket?”
“Who?”
Sabitzhan waved his hands in wonder and looked triumphantly at the ignoramus, Yedigei.
“Up there, Yedike, everything is done by radio; by commands from the earth, from the control centre. They
control everything by radio. Do you see? And even if there is a cosmonaut on board, they still control the flight by
radio. The cosmonaut has to receive the decisions in order that he can take action on them. My dear little uncle,
it’s not like riding on Karanar across the Sarozek sands—it’s far more complicated up there.”
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“So that’s it—tell us more about it,” said Yedigei indistinctly. Burannyi Yedigei just did not understand the
basic principle of radio control. In his book, “radio” meant words and sounds coming out of the sky from a long
way off. How on earth could you control a soulless object in that way? If there was a man inside that object, then
that was another story—he would carry out the orders, do this, do that, as he was told. Yedigei would have liked
to have asked more about this, but decided that it was not worth it. His heart was not in it, and so he kept quiet.
Sabitzhan was already showing off his knowledge in a most condescending way. He was really saying:
“You don’t know a thing; you think I’m useless. This brother-in-law of mine, this hopeless alcoholic, has even
tried to strangle me. But in fact I understand more than the lot of you about these matters.”
“God be with you,” Yedigei was thinking to himself. “We were the ones who gave you your education. Indeed,
you should know more than us in our ignorance.”
Then he thought a bit more.
“But what if a man like you should gain power—you’d oppress everyone, make your subordinates pretend to
be know-alls; you would have no patience at all with anyone else. At present you’re just an office boy running
errands, but how much you long for everyone to look up to you; even here, out in the Sarozek desert …”
Sabitzhan was indeed striving to amaze and overwhelm these people of Boranly and if it were possible, to raise
his standing in their eyes after the disgraceful scene with his sister and brother-in-law. He began to tell them about
the most improbable wonders, about the achievements of science, and while he talked, he continued to down the
vodka by the glass, chasing it down with shubat. As he warmed to his theme, he began to recount such
extraordinary tales that the poor Boranly people did not know what to believe and what not to believe.
“You can judge for yourselves,” he said, his spectacles flashing and his bewitching gaze passing from one face
to another in his audience. “If we think about it, we are the most fortunate people in the history of Mankind. You,
Yedike, are now the oldest amongst us. You know, Yedike, how things were in the past and how life is today. This
is what I’m talking about—in the past, people believed in gods. In Ancient Greece they were said to live on
Mount Olympus. But what sort of gods were they? Stupid! What could they do? They couldn’t agree among
themselves—they were famous for their quarrels! They couldn’t change the pattern of peoples’ lives either, and
didn’t even think to do so. They didn’t really exist at all, those gods. All this about them was a series of myths,
fairy tales.
“But our gods, they live right beside us, here, at the cosmodrome on our Sarozek land—and we are proud of
that fact and proclaim it to the world. No one of us sees or knows them, and we are not permitted—indeed, it isn’t
the custom for every Myrkinbai-Shyinkinbai to extend their hand and greet them with the words, “Hi, there, how
are you?” But they are real gods! You, Yedike, are astonished to learn that they control space vehicles by radio,
but this is just child’s play, a stage which has already been achieved. Now the equipment, the machines, act
according to a program. The time will come when it will be possible to control people directly by radio, like any
other automated systems—you understand? To control people, all of them, from the lowest to the highest. There
already exist the scientific means to achieve this—in the best interests.”
“Hold on, hold on—how suddenly in the best interests?” Tall Edilbai broke in. “You’ve just said something I
can’t quite make out. Will each of us always have to have with him a small radio receiver—like a transistor—in
order to receive orders? They are already available everywhere.”
“No—that’s not what I mean. That’s simple, child’s play again. No one need carry anything. Go around naked,
if you like. No, I’m talking about invisible waves, so-called bio-currents, which work on you, on your conscious
self. Where can you run away to then?”
“Is that so?”
“It’s true! A person will always do everything in accordance with the central program. It’ll seem to him that he
acts and, lives of his own volition, but in fact he’ll be directed from above. And everything will be exact. If you’re
required to sing, a signal will be sent and sing you will. If you’re to dance—signal—and dance you will. If you’re
to work, you’ll get the signal and you’ll work—and so on. Stealing, hooliganism and crime—all these will be
forgotten; you’ll only read about such things in history books. Everything in a man’s behavior will be foreseen—
all his acts, all his thoughts, all his desires.
“For example, at the present time in the world there is the so-called population explosion; people have
produced too many children and there’s not enough food to go around. What is to be done about that? Reduce the
birth rate. You’ll only perform that act with your wife when they send you the signal to do so in the interests of
society.”
“Higher interests,” Edilbai corrected, not without a trace of irony.
“Naturally. The interests of the state are the highest of all.”
“But suppose that regardless of those interests, I choose to perform this act with my wife—or even maybe with
some other woman?”
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“Edilbai, my dear fellow, nothing like that will happen. The idea won’t enter your head. You could be shown
the most ravishing creature you've ever set eyes on and you’ll not even bat an eyelid. This will be because the biocurrents will cut out this feeling. So that side of your life will be completely under control. There will be complete
orderliness, you can rest assured.
“Or take military matters; all will be done by these signals. If you have to advance under fire, you’ll do it; if
you’ve got to make a parachute jump—no trouble either; if you’ve got to put a bomb under a tank and risk being
blown up yourself, you’ll do it.
“How will this be, you ask? If the bio-currents for loss of fear are sent out, that’s it; a man will fear nothing.
That’s how it’ll be.”
“Oh, you’re going too far! Pull the other one! Is that what you’ve been learning all these years?”
Edilbai was really astonished.
Those sitting around laughed, shifted in their seats, nodded their heads. Here was this lad pouring out all this
nonsense, yet they continued to listen to him. Devilish clever stuff, of course, and something they had never heard
before, but everyone realized that he was well and truly sloshed. Drinking vodka like that and chasing it down
with shubat, it was hardly surprising. Let him rabbit on. He was probably just repeating something he had heard
somewhere—nothing really worth worrying about.
That was so; but Yedigei suddenly began to feel more and more alarmed as the chatterbox jabbered on. There
must be something behind it all. Supposing there really were people, what’s more scientists, who really dreamed
up such inventions and sought to control us like gods …
Sabitzhan talked on unhindered; he was the centre of attention. His pupils were dilated wide under his misted
spectacles, like cats’ eyes in the dark, and he went on and on sipping his vodka and now his shubat. Now, waving
his hands about, he was telling some tale about the Bermuda Triangle in the ocean, where ships and aircraft
disappeared mysteriously without trace.
“Someone from our oblast at last obtained permission to travel abroad. And you can think what you like about
that! Well, off he went—and came to a sticky end. He parted from the other people with him and flew off across
the ocean to Uruguay or Paraguay, and that was that. Over the Bermuda Triangle his aircraft disappeared and he
vanished with it. But we can get along without Bermuda Triangles. Let us live our healthy life in our own land.
Let’s drink to our health!”
“Here we go,” Yedigei muttered under his breath, “now comes his favorite party piece! What a punishment for
us to endure. Once he starts on the drink, he loses all control.”
And so it turned out.
“Let’s drink to our health!” Sabitzhan repeated, gazing at those around him with a dull, wavering gaze, but at
the same time managing to retain on his face an important expression, full of deep meaning.
“For our health is a treasure for the State; our health is the greatest wealth of our country. That’s what it is!
We’re not just simpletons, but the people who make up our State! And I wish to add—”
Burannyi Yedigei got quickly to his feet, eager to escape before this toast was completed. He went out.
Stumbling around in the dark on the porch, he tripped against an empty bucket. He put on his sandals, now cool
after being in the open night air, and went home, sad and angry.
“Oh, poor Kazangap!” He groaned, chewing his moustache. “What is this? Death is not death, grief is not grief
for that one. He sits there, drinking away as if he were at a party, and it all means nothing to him. That wretched
speech on the “Health of the State”—we get it every time! Well, please God, tomorrow we’ll observe all the honor
due, all as it should be and we’ll have the burial and the first part of the wake. Then he’ll go home and we’ll be rid
of him. Who needs him here and whom does he need?”
Yedigei took a deep breath of the cooling night air of the Sarozek desert. The weather for tomorrow promised
to be as usual—clear and dry and fairly hot. It was always like that—hot by day, and cold, quite chilly, at night.
Because of this the dry steppe around was a difficult place for plants to survive in. By day they stretched up
towards the sun, opened out and longed for moisture; by night the cold struck them. So only those which could
adapt survived: various types of thorn, mainly wormwood, and on the edges of the ravines some other plants that
clung in wisps and could be cut and used as hay.
The geologist, Yelizarov, an old friend of Burannyi Yedigei, used to tell how once upon a time there were rich
grassy places here and a different climate, with three times the present rainfall. Evidently life here was quite
different then. Herds of horses and flocks of sheep roamed around. This was long ago—perhaps even before those
wild people, the Zhuan-zhuan, came here, as the stories relate. All trace of them had long since gone and now
only the legends remained. But how else could so many people exist and be supported in the Sarozek? Not
without reason Yelizarov had said:
“The Sarozek is a forgotten book of steppe history.”
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He also considered that the tale of the Ana-Beiit cemetery fitted in with his theory. Of course some people
regarded only what is written down on paper as true history. But if no books were being written at the time, then
how could the truth ever be established?
Listening to the trains going through the junction, Yedigei was mysteriously reminded of the storms on the
Aral Sea, on whose shores he had been born and where he had lived before the war. Kazangap had also been an
Aral Kazakh by origin.\fn{Kazakhstan is a huge country—1,049,155 square miles; including Alaska and Hawaii, the United States,
by contrast, is 3,717,796 square miles in size. Kyrgystan is much smaller .} This fact had brought them closer together and
while working on the railway, they often felt a pang for the sea. Not long before Kazangap’s death, that spring,
they had gone together to the Aral. The old man had wanted to go and take his leave of the sea. It would have
been better if they had not gone, as the trip had upset him. The sea had receded. The Aral was disappearing, drying up. They had had to walk for ten kilometers over what was once sea bed until they reached the water’s edge.
Here Kazangap had said:
“How much this land cost—it was at the price of the Aral Sea. Now it is drying up; one can say much the same
about a man’s life.”
It was then, too, that he said:
“Bury me at Ana-Beiit, Yedigei. This is the last time I shall see the sea.”
As he remembered that occasion, Burannyi Yedigei wiped away a tear on his sleeve, coughed to clear the lump
in his throat, then went towards Kazangap’s house where Aizada, Ukubala and the other women sat mourning.
The Boranly women had come here, one after another as their work permitted, in order to be together and to help
in any way needed.
As he went past, Yedigei stopped for a moment by the post dug into the ground where Karanar was tethered;
there he was, saddled and ready, wearing his cloth with the tassels. In the light of the moon, the camel appeared
vast, powerful and as immovable as an elephant. Yedigei could not resist patting his flank.
“You’re a fine, healthy one!”
By the door, for some reason which he could not explain, Yedigei once more remembered the night before.
How the steppe vixen had run up to the rails; how he had not dared to throw the stone, and how later as he made
his way home, the fiery space rocket had risen up from the launching site in the distance into the black abyss of
the sky …
266.1 1. Flute Player 2. A Nightingale In The Cage Of My Breast 3. Forgotten By Time 4. Must Escape 5. Spring
Is Coming 6. Behind The Mass Of Green 7. Stolen Apple 8. Back Again: Eight Poems\fn{by Farzona aka Inoyat
Hojieva aka Forough of Tajikistan (1960- )} Khujand, Sughd Province, Tajikistan (F) 7
1
Where is the real bazaar?
I want to buy an eyeful of kindness.
I want to dress my soul in hyperbole.
There’s a merchant who brings me
a whole spectrum of leaping colour
from the city of desires.
But here at the bazaar at Khojand,
faces are sour, talk is hot
and I long for the cool sweets of Tabriz.
*
Where is the real bazaar?
The flute-player tells me:
come with your ears used to insults,
and listen to the light recite a prayer to the dark.
Open your eyes used to pale shame
and see the beauty of Truth.
*
Where is the real bazaar?
The flute-player is there
calling my heart towards his hat
full of old change, but not a single pearl,
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and since I am the jewel in the teardrop
I must go.
2
In this leafy orchard is a nightingale,
a nightingale whose songs are the dawn
and take me into the light,
to the mountains of legendary Farhad,
and to the place where mad Majnun talks to the raven:
“Hello gorgeous!” And to that lucky cave,
luminous with solitude, basking in gold,
and to a paradise where Adam and Eve stare at a wheat grain:
“Shall we taste it or not?” If I were Eve, I wouldn’t taste it.
Thank goodness I’m not Eve or else mankind
would never forgive me for not sinning.
O tiny, miraculous wheat grain, O tiny apple of amazement,
O simple beginnings of myself.
There is a nightingale who sings my see through thoughts,
sings back to the beginning of memory.
There is a nightingale flying out of the cage of my breast;
it’s chirping now at the edge of morning.
I am leaving; I am leaving, my friend.
You have to step into life, spread your existence,
you must hurry,
you must bring to Farhad in the story,
the good news about Shirin, his beloved,
you must enter Zoroaster’s cave
and taste the light.
To taste the wheat grain of paradise—or not? O …
I am leaving, I am leaving at last:
my friend, open your heart for me.
3
There was a boy. He would spread his wares
in our alley. The strength of the hero, Rostam,
roared from his shoulders,
he had the features of a Joseph,
his hair was the torch of Zoroaster,
flaming with ancient times.
The young boy sat on an old stool,
saying goodbye to his rose-scented time.
His sweets had no takers,
sweating in their paper wrappers;
his cheap cigarettes knew
that the point of their lives was to burn;
his soaps longed for the day
they would lather in beautiful hands and die.
The boy turned his eyes
towards passers-by
and, pondering the to and fro of cars,
he didn’t think of spring coming and going.
The summer of his youth
was dissolving into sunset
and winter would wrap him in snow.
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Happy? Unhappy?
For he was oblivious to love,
for the margins of his life were rusting,
for he mistook the moon’s halo for the moon.
Ruthless life had sat a young boy
on an old stool and forgotten him.
4
At last the word for scream bursts into my notebook.
Damn this sick society
where shadows boast about their own size.
No one understands the absence of the sun.
No one knows that this brightness
is just pretending to be dawn.
No one understands the absence of meaning
in the guises of the chameleon.
These hollow ghosts
with their gorgeous clothes
and dazzling pendants on long chains,
and breadth perfumed with the scent of Europe—
from the pulpit of time, with fancy words
they talk deceit as if it were truth.
I am offended by them, offended
by the pretentiousness of the very small.
I am offended by myself, too:
I just don’t understand enough
about the weakness of form and the courage of meaning.
Why do I make conversation with nothing
and stitch my words into the hems of the mediocre
like margin prayers or footnotes.
Must escape
must run away to simplicity,
must elevate the best,
must become another example of the sun.
O darling, what can I say, for even you,
choose a dim light-bulb over daylight,
even you with your perceptive glance,
no longer see the absence of the sun.
5
What does exile taste like, my darling,
what is it to know loneliness?
To know the sun’s loneliness in the empty sky,
to know a reflection’s loneliness inside the mirror frame,
to know the heart’s loneliness in the breast.
Life pulls us
towards an alley where drifts of snow fall on us.
Path after path leads through
a mocking hall of mirrors.
Feet will forget the melody of stroll,
Hands will no longer hear blood bubbling
through narrow veins.
And hearts, O our hearts, will be so weak love leaks away—
or not—I do not know. But I do know, my love,
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there is a way back—through memory’s mirror.
I reach for the chapter of simple miracles:
the spring was heavenly silk when you first said,
“Hello my little sister.”
Behind my teenage front lived a baby—a thousand-year-old pupil.
Later, your letters flooded my dark eyes with light:
those letters were the gnosis of Persian poetry.
Years later, the nightingales of Moscow
heard the Epic of the Kings from your tongue
and envied the phoenix.
Soaring tuse trees on the verges
saluted the poet Hafez’s flowing cypresses,
the chime of church bells
was the tinkle of camel-bells of the poet Sa’di’s caravan.
The caravan has gone—lost in desert dust.
And now, O camel-driver, carrier of loneliness, O my brother,
what does separation taste like?
In this world are scattered letters
that spell out loud and clear—this:
Wait, my darling, spring will come …
6
When the message came with a smile
that summer was coming,
men, sloshing their way
through puddles of muddy water,
carried on oblivious.
But the roses felt the warm kiss
of summer on their necks.
*
Chicks roared inside cracking shells,
plums blushed with excitement.
My mother lugged our winter clothes
out of the chest of drawers
and spread them in the sun.
I pulled my heart out of my breast,
and laid it in the sun as well,
my heart, smelling of frost, and musty winter.
*
Listen, from now on, my heart is married to the sun.
While you draw the curtains over it all,
and fall into mid-morning naps,
I make love with the sun.
I’m certain this love is my virtue but maybe it’s the sun’s sin—
because someone hurt me, recently,
someone with a ridiculous laugh,
which broke into the quiet night,
got my name so drunk even street girls shouted it.
Look. There is someone behind this mass of green.
Someone whose eyes, right from the beginning of creation
until this moment, saved faith and love.
Someone whose breath is the astonishment of Jesus,
someone whose touch is a loan from Moses,
someone whose voice veils the song of eclipses,
someone who is seated in the palm of knowledge
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and in whose hands the half-apple
waits for sweet lips, someone
who has blessed horizons with dust from his feet.
Yes, behind this mass of green there is someone,
and for him I have come back to life.
7
Winter rattles the glass
in a greedy hug.
I remember the ghosts in the stories of Bahmanyar:
ugly things, they steal beauty.
Capricorn scratches at the windows
and then returns to his own loneliness
minus the fairy of his desires.
*
I tape up the cracks around the windows.
Into this utter vacuum of silence
I puff my breath at the mirror.
O, tomorrow my friendship with the mirror will end.
But no, I was never friends
with these illusory mirrors.
The neighbour’s cat, naïve, perched on the roof edge,
harbours an impossible dream:
stealing meat from the stew pot at our house.
I stole only once in my life, at five years old:
an apple snatched through the neighbours window.
A satin-skinned, sugar-apple whose mother was moonlight
and whose father was the sun.
I was caught red-handed.
She came from next door, “just married” all over her face,
and said, “Come here!”
My hands trembled. My heart dropped like a windfall.
The apple smiled.
I was a big sinner.
My sin was heavier than Adam and Eve’s.
Unexpectedly, the new bride next door
planted a kiss on my face and said,
“I’ll give you this satin hankie, stitched by hand.”
I was a lucky sinner.
I only stole that once.
It was as if a stranger said to me,
*
“My apple used to twinkle in my breast.
Why did you steal it?”
I was a lucky sinner.
It is December again
and in the mirror I look at my old patience.
Why did the mirror freeze over?
O sun, come and play doctor to the mirror!
Night comes again. Behind the windows, the naked tree,
like the ghost in the stories of Bahmanyar,
waits for the fairy of the moonlight.
8
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The messenger of hope
died halfway along the road.
He had to travel all the way
from the beauty of beginnings,
his small presence
speaking virtue, goodness and purity.
His poems were a rocking cradle:
they poured sounds into my life again,
poured sounds, poured desires.
They helped me break away from evil eyes,
damning glances and false friendships:
I was rinsed instead by a bright spring.
But my messenger of hope
died halfway along the road.
My indigo veins were charged with cold:
I flew to the depths of a crystal corridor.
Voluminous icebergs
slept in geometries of silence,
dead blocks of ice.
Only my soul moved:
sometimes it would smash
against the walls of the corridor
and sometimes it flowed
through the big freeze.
*
Sad journey.
But I thought
if
I opened like a flower in the warmth
I’d meet enemies disguised as friends,
face betrayal all over again.
And I’d carry glowing pearls
to friendly parties
and bring back darkness.
And I’d go looking for someone
in the December streets,
someone who’s not there.
All over again I’d come face to face
with an acquaintance
and hang a smile on my face.
All over again sincerity would crash
into deceit, a heart would crash into a rose,
kindness would crash into fury, truth
would crash into lies, life into mortality.
All over again I’d see the poor
returning empty-handed from the bazaar.
I’d see a child bring gray, second-hand
soap to sell at our door. His grubby hands
open to reveal his pure palms.
O, if I should make it back from exploding
shells and bullets I shall see life vibrating.
Small people, people whose instincts have shrunk,
will bring our home to its death—
this home, which spreads across the dawn.
*
Bang! Bang! Bang!
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You can’t escape the noise
when it’s in your own head.
When the shells explode, how can I talk love?
Through the crystal corridor of death, I had
a hard journey, and I wouldn’t have made it
without two clear voices calling for me,
if little hands hadn’t pulled me out.
My mother was there, somewhere.
There, meaning everywhere, everywhere
else, where the sincere dead live.
And noisy spring wanting every cell of me
all over again.
On the other side of the window, the old plane trees,
across the wintry road, were about to sprout.
Friends say: stop looking through a black porthole,
think dawn, and not night.
Look how the winter cold
Makes the birds loving, in a huddle under the roof.
Why do you see everything upside down?
Why call the moth a dove?
Even if you call the moth a dove
it’s nothing but a moth.
Let the moth be a moth again.
Let the sun carry on its luminous life.
Let every blade of grass see
the green truth in itself. You
have no right to spread despair,
to disseminate darkness,
to see evil,
to speak evil,
and no right to do evil.
You don’t even have the right
to laugh at a moth.
I’ll be back again
just as branches bud again
on the old tree. I’ll be back
again, even though I know
the light of patience has died
in the eyes of last night’s love,
moved on. I’ll be back again
to the narrow band of sunset
in your blue eyes, the narrow band.
The first time I wore a watch
my classmates complimented me
in that teenage way. I didn’t know
then, the galactic speed of watches.
Day and night, a pointless rush,
a gallop through emptiness. I didn’t
know that the seasons would come
earlier and earlier, transformations
would be so fast, the mirror’s eyes
would open in amazement to see
so many changes in just one image.
Why does matter only move
in the direction of decay?
When I tied a band of flowers
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to my hair everyone pointed,
laughing: “She’s trying to stay young
with flowers”. No, it’s not a simple
hair decoration that grants youth.
Youth is inside, a light that stays on
until late. What I mean is you.
O love that has not given its soul yet!
O truth not yet discovered!
O old book on a forgotten shelf!
O desert of secrets crossed by thirsty souls!
They don’t know that Enoch’s spring
could gush if they dug deeper.
Do you know? It isn’t possible
to walk in these alleyways
with the belief of a fourteen-year-old.
It isn’t possible to drive a horse and cart
to meet someone off the plane.
It isn’t possible to turn the cigarettes
on your lips to lollipops.
Drip, drip, drip.
Snow thaws in the gutters,
icicles on the roof corners fall off like old teeth.
A rook picks at a naked bone,
an invalid listens from a painful
bed to singing in the street.
A child hands paper chains on its plastic
pine-tree. My friend says: the birds will die
without you, come back! And I will go back,
I will.
268.76 1. Autobiographical Statement 2. Blackouts Hit Children’s TB Centre (26 February 2010) 3. Tourists Leave
Mess Behind in Lakeside Resorts (30 October 2009) 4. Election Trial Postponed Again (8 September 2009) 5.
Recriminations Fly After Election Protests (4 August 2009) 6. Opposition Pulls Out of Electoral Bodies (8 July
2009) 7. Kyrgyz Farmers at Risk of Brucellosis (2 July 2009) 8. Deep Water Perils in Kyrgyzstan (15 May 2009)
9. Teacher Deficit Sells Children Short (28 April 2009) 10. Kyrgyz Holiday Business to Cash in on Economic
Gloom (6 April 2009) 11. Global Crisis Hits Kyrgyz Orchards (24 March 2009) 12. Pedestrians Risk Life and
Limb on City Roads (18 March 2009)\fn{by Rita Borbukeeva (1969- )} Naryn Province, Kyrgystan (F) 4
1
I was born on December, 17, 1969, in Naryn, a mountainous region of Kyrgyzstan, the youngest of nine
children. My father taught mathematics. He also used to write short poems, which were popular in our village.
People especially valued his koshok songs of mourning.
My mother was a doctor.
In 1991, I graduated from the journalism department of Kyrgyz state university and I have had a number of
broadcasting jobs. I worked for Chui Regional Television, Kyrgyz National Television, the private channel
KOORT and Radio Azattyk, which is the Kyrgyz service of Radio Liberty. In the last 20 years, I have received a
number of awards both from the government and non-governmental organisations, mostly for my human rights
coverage.
There are two main reasons why I chose journalism.
First of all, journalism is a very important profession in the world today. We serve as a bridge between the
public and those whose work affects the public, whether it is a state official, a businessman, or anyone else. We
can look for answers on behalf of ordinary people.
The other reason is that journalism can help me widen my own understanding. You acquire a bit of knowledge
about a lot of things. Your horizons widen. That is a very comfortable, flexible position from which to jump into
something new.
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IWPR\fn{Institute for War & Peace Reporting} has helped me to achieve my potential. Working with IWPR, I started
to realise what international standards in journalism mean in practice.
My pieces for IWPR have enabled me to gain recognition as a journalist. I was runner-up in the Stremlenie2009 Internews contest as the best radio journalist for my feature about the post-election situtation in Yssykkul
that I made for IWPR. At about the same time, I received awards from the Journalists Union, Citizens Against
Corruption Union, the Kyrgyz ombudsman and others. I started getting invitations to run training courses. One
student of from journalism department even asked for my autograph.
I was really proud of the Yssykkul story, which was about the detention of protesters, because it made me the
leading journalist on that topic. And state officials admitted off the record that they were wrong.
Besides journalism, I do some charity work helping to raise money for a local orphanage. My husband and I
have also created and maintain a museum to the life and work of Alykul Osmonov, a well-known Kyrgyz poet. I
also sometimes work as a public defender (a lay person who can appear on behalf of a defendant in court), mostly
in cases involving women or children rights, when it does not overlap with my journalistic work.
2
The tuberculosis treatment centre for children in the lakeside town of Cholpon-Ata is currently without
electricity between two and six in the morning, even though medical experts say it is essential to keep TB patients
warm.
A local power company official told IWPR that technically, the facility was a treatment centre rather than a
hospital, and was thus not entitled to round-the-clock electricity.
Asked why sanatoria and the presidential residence in Cholpon-Ata did have uninterrupted power, he said the
former had paid money in advance, while the latter needed to have the lights on all the time because building
work was under way and security systems needed to be powered.
3
Rita Borbukeeva interviewed people in Cholpon-Ata, who said they were having to clear away the rubbish
themselves as the town’s dustmen rarely turns up. An official from the municipal refuse service accused residents
themselves of not using proper bins.
There are now plans to buy four new refuse vehicles for the region.
4
Rita Borbukeeva reports from Balykchi in northern Kyrgyzstan, where a dozen opposition members face
charges of affray and “attempting to seize power”, after clashing with police during a demonstration on the day of
the presidential election, July 23.
The court postponed the trial session because some of the accused had been let out on bail and failed to turn
up; defence lawyers counter that no one informed them of the date of the hearing.
Some of the accused have claimed they were mistreated by police, an allegation the latter deny. Defence
lawyers also say they have been denied full access to testimony of witnesses other than their own clients.
The trial is now set for September 11.
5
On election day, July 23, opposition supporters in this town on Lake Issykkul clashed with police during a
demonstration outside the mayor’s office. Similar protests took part in other parts of the country.
Twenty participants, including two members of parliament, were arrested and accused with “attempting to
seize power”, an allegation they denied. The two deputies were released the same day, and five others on July 23.
A number of participants were injured—some of them seriously, according to a lawyer acting for the
protestors. The town police chief Kanibek Degenbaev denied this, saying,
“I haven’t a single detainee who suffered badly during the rally.”
He added that some of his police officers were hurt, too. On the 13 still being held in police cells, Degenbaev
said,
“There aren’t any political prisoners.”
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6
When reporter Rita Borbukeeva visited a number of electoral bodies in the northern Issykkul region, she found
that none of them had opposition representatives working with them.
Ahead of the July 23 presidential election, representatives of the United People’s Movement, the main
opposition umbrella group, say at least 460 have resigned across Issykkul region, and claim local government
officials have been going round to people’s houses and intimidating them into submitting their resignations.
Aygul Sadybakova, who heads a district-level electoral commission, refused to give IWPR information about
the number of opposition members who had stepped down, despite receiving a formal request in advance.
“According to the [electoral] code, we are supposed to speak openly,” she admitted. “But the opposition is
listening to every word we say, and there will inevitably be problems.”
Asked about the allegations of intimidation, Samibek Kadyraliev, Issykkul regional coordinator for the
governing Ak Jol party, said,
“I don’t believe that, I think they’ve resigned because they know their candidates are hopeless.”
7
Rita Borbukeeva reports from Issykkul region, where brucellosis is seen as a threat. In just one of the region’s
districts, Zhety Oguz, there are 1,000 infected animals.
The small-scale farmers she interviewed were unaware of the risk of catching brucellosis from cattle. They
said they took no precautions such as wearing rubber gloves when milking.
Bakyt Amanturov of the state veterinary service complains of a shortage of medicines for cattle and a lack of
resources to check herds for signs of the disease.
He said brucellosis outbreaks were dealt with swiftly in the Soviet period, when entire herds were sent off to
be slaughtered when an outbreak was identified. Now that livestock is owned by private individuals, the government no longer has the ability to order a mass cull, unless it is prepared to compensate owners.
“That’s why it’s spreading,” he concluded.
8
Reporter Rita Borbukeeva says 18 people drowned in the lake in 2008, and 22 the previous year.
In the absence of trained lifeguards at the lakeside resorts, the only help available to swimmers who get into
difficulties is from the boys who hire out boats on the shore. Police say it is not legal for them to be made to play
this role.
Kyrgyzstan’s emergencies minister Kamchybek Tashiev acknowledges that not enough has been done, but says
a first aid and lifeguard training centre will open in the town of Cholpon-Ata by the end of May.
9
In the northern Issykkul region, some teachers end up running classes in subjects in which they have not
specialised, and even work in several schools at the same time.
The school’s head of education flatly denied the reporter’s findings that children in the first two classes were
left unattended, saying the only reason was that there had just been a staff meeting
However, when Talgar Adinov, rector of the School of Social and Economic Studies in the town of Balykchi,
has conducted a survey of teacher availability in Issykkul region, he found that when teachers had to attend to
more senior classes, they often appoints a pupil to mind the smaller children.
He said that other studies showed that pupils in the final year of school—grade ten—in Kyrgyzstan have on
average attained the educational level reached by grade eight pupils in other countries of the former Soviet Union.
“They go on to university with that level of knowledge, so of course they pay bribes to get in,” he said. “Then
they pay more bribes to pass exams, and after that to enter employment. That’s the result.”
10
Rita Borbukeeva reports that the number of tourist sites around the lake has increased from 10,000 last year to
15,000 as locals rush to tidy up and build new holiday homes. The weather is warmer than usual, and they are
hoping for an earlier-than-usual influx from countries that account for the bulk of tourists—Russia and Kazakstan.
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Both those countries have suffered from the global financial crisis, and all the signs are that as the middle
classes there tighten their belts, many will forego their Mediterranean holidays this year. Some may look to
Kyrgyzstan’s mountain lake as a cheaper, nearer and more familiar alternative.
“This year we’re expecting that our neighbours from Kazakstan, who generally go to the bigger resorts around
Antalya [in Turkey], will come to Issykkul on holiday,” said Roza Kayikova, acting head of the district government body.
Issykkul tourist firms are expanding the holiday fairs they hold in Almaty, the commercial capital of Kazakstan, from one to three days in hope of boosting business.
However, although the tourist industry is expecting an upswing, local government is expecting to earn lower
revenues than last year because of changes to the tax laws. Unless, that is, they succeed with a plan to increase
land taxes, a move which is likely to be opposed by local holiday home owners.
11
Normally farmers would expect to the buyers from Kazakstan and Russia to have arrived by now, but they fear
they are not going to come because economic conditions have deteriorated in those countries.
The provincial agriculture department plans to set up special retail markets just over the border in Kazakstan,
but so far this has not happened and the apples are beginning to spoil.
At the same time, reporter Nurlan Abdaliev found that the apples on sale not far away in the capital were not
Kyrgyz, but imported from abroad—mainly from China, and some from Iran. Sellers say the fruit are more
carefully packed and keep much longer. The Kyrgyz ones look less attractive and do not sell as well, although
they have not been processed with so many chemicals.
12
Reporter Rita Borbukeeva discovered that eight of the 12 underground crossings built in the city in Soviet
times now stand derelict and closed for use. Pedestrians are left to skip in and out of the moving traffic, or make a
dash for it.
Traffic policeman Talant Alimkulov says numerous accidents involve people crossing the road at random.
The municipal authorities in Bishkek cannot afford to refurbish the underground passages themselves, and are
instead planning to rent them out as they offer space for small shops and stalls.
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I was born in 1987 in Osh, the centre of the region of the same name in southern Kyrgyzstan. My father was a
police officer and my mother a postal worker. Their job took them to Russia and I spent my childhood shuttling
between Kyrgyzstan and various regions in the Russian Far East - Yakutia, Sakhalin and Primorie reigon.
I was three years old in 1990—shortly before the collapse of the Soviet Union—when inter-ethnic violence
broke out in Osh between Uzbeks and Kyrgyz triggered by a land dispute. Around 150 people died and hundreds
were injured in clashes before the Soviet military stepped in to quell the violence.
At that time, I could not know, of course, that twenty years later I would be reliving a similar conflict and not
just as a witness but as a journalist reporting about it.
Following the violence in early 90s, my parents decided it was not safe anymore to leave me with my grandmother and took [me] with them to Russia.
It was not until the time came for me to go to school, when I turned seven, that I returned to Osh. I attended
three different schools where teaching was in Uzbek, Turkish and Russian. I have good memories of that time
when I was growing up in a multi-cultural environment. It was due to this mixture of cultures that by the time I
left school I was able to speak five languages, as I also learned Kyrgyz and English.
My first taste of journalism came when I was 15 years old and my parents moved back to the Far East. There, I
enjoyed the same multi-cultural atmosphere we used to have back home until the inter-ethnic violence has put an
end to it.
Yakuts, Buryats, Russians, Kyrgyz, Uzbeks and other people from all corners of the Soviet Union, as well as
Chinese, lived alongside each other.
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What I remember fondly from that time is that there was an absolute equality of all cultures and languages
without the dominance of one particular ethnic group. The level of friendship and camaraderie between people
had more than made up for the harsh environment people lived in.
I got involved in a group run by local historians and journalists which taught youngsters about the history of
the region and how to write about it. One thing that I took out from that teaching—which proved to be useful in
my job—is the importance of being able to create a picture in the mind of the reader.
This is what I strive to do in my reports about people, events and places in south Kyrgyzstan that reach people
all over the world through the IWPR website.
I used to write articles and short stories about life of people in the Far East and send them to local media. Only
few of them got published but I felt I should keep trying to get more practice and experience.
I started to work as a journalist in 2006 writing mostly for local newspapers in Kyrgyzstan. In 2008, when I
heard about IWPR organising a training session for local journalists and journalism students, I expressed an
interest as I wanted to learn something new and the topic of the training—international standards of journalism—
sounded very promising.
The real test of my IWPR training came when I covered last year’s events in Kyrgyzstan—the popular uprising
in April when the country’s authoritarian president was ousted and the inter-ethnic fighting that broke out in
southern Kyrgyzstan in June.
The clashes over several days involving ethnic Uzbek and Kyrgyz communities took place in the cities of Osh
and Jalalabad and nearby rural areas. It left more than 400 dead, and a trail of deliberate destruction in its wake.
I wrote more than 20 articles for IWPR covering these events.
The article that I feel is special to me is the report “Kyrgyzstan on Alert After Osh Clash” about a security
operation against suspected militants in Osh last November.
This incident provoked fear among the local population about the danger of a renewed wave of ethnic violence. When I interviewed people for the report, I realised that many of them were panicking because there were
rumours of a repetition of violent clashes.
It felt good that I could tell them what I knew about the situation—which was not as threatening as they
imagined—and could see that people were able to calm down once they found out what was going on.
My journalistic work is helping me to develop skills needed to fulfil my dream of becoming a writer and write
a book about the tragic events in Osh.
I also take pride in my work as a reporter to provide the public with accurate information as disinformation and
rumours were what fuelled the violence in Osh.
I am glad that through my work as a journalist I can contribute to telling the outside world what’s going on in
my small country.
Truthful and objective information about Kyrgyzstan will help the international community to get a real picture
of events taking place here. As journalists say, the truth should be told regardless of how unpleasant or uncomfortable it can be. It enables us, in turn, to talk openly about problems and hopefully to find solutions.
2
It is a hot summer day in July in the city of Osh, a regional centre in the Fergana valley in southern Kyrgyzstan.
I’ve just got off the bus and I am walking towards the slopes of the city’s landmark, Sulaiman Mountain. It is
known as Suleyman-Too in Kyrgyz and Sulaymon-Togh in Uzbek.
Named after the Muslim prophet Sulaiman—the Biblical King Solomon—it is the site of a shrine that is believed to mark his grave and is still a place of pilgrimage. Legend has it that that Sulaiman drove a plough in front
of his advancing army, and when the team of oxen arrived at the mountain, he said, “Khosh!” (That’s enough),
giving Osh its name.
The four rocky ridges rise up suddenly in the centre of Osh, dominating the city and providing a fine view for
visiting locals and tourists alike.
“Alhamdulillah! Thanks be to Allah and to our ancestors that we can be here,” my parents used to say when
they took us for a walk on the mountain.
The path around the hillside makes an interesting walk. Along the way, you can see pilgrims praying at
Sulaiman’s shrine – a small cave – asking for relief from illness and other help.
There is a fine description of the mountain in the memoirs of Babur, the Central Asian prince who went on to
found the Mogul Empire in India. Before he set off on his conquests, the young Babur built a summer house on
the top of the mountain, where he liked to spend his time.
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Suleyman’s mountain is the only UNESCO World Heritage Site in Kyrgyzstan. On the southern slope, remains
of a late Bronze-age settlement have been discovered, enabling archeologists to establish that Osh is 3,000 years
old.
Given its history, it is not surprising that the mountain is a magnet for visitors. I went up a narrow path and
reached the main walkway leading to one of the summits, my ultimate destination.
I did meet some people doing a tour on my way up, but it was clear that visitor numbers had dwindled compared to the crowds that used to come here before last year’s tragic events.
Several days of fighting in June 2010 involving ethnic Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in and around Osh and Jalalabad
left over 400 people dead and many more injured. Massive damage was done to homes and businesses as the
mobs went on an arson and looting spree.
I caught myself thinking that maybe one day, things will return to normal. Sulaiman Mountain is not just the
main historic attraction hereabouts, it is also the place around which the lives of local people revolve. Young
couples come for a romantic stroll, families bring their children, and elderly people say a prayer.
When I was little, my family lived close by the mountain, in one of the districts that was to be badly damaged
in last year’s ethnic violence. In those happy days of childhood, my friends and I used to come here and race each
other to the top.
Following the conflict, many of those friends headed off to Russia or other countries in search of jobs and better lives. They saw no future for themselves here.
It makes me feel sad to think that they’ve gone. So instead of dwelling on that, I try to recall the wonderful
times when all of us—from different ethnic backgrounds—use to play together. There was one thing that bound us
together—we were all as naive and sincere as children can be.
It is getting hot—nearly 38 degrees Celsius—and the rocks seem to be giving off warmth. I am approaching
the summit, but each step I take requires more effort than before. Finally, I am there. I am at the top, looking
down at the city sprawling out around me. In some places, traces of destruction from the violence are still vis-ible
—half-ruined houses; empty gaps where the rubble has been cleared away, heaps of rubbish, and piles of building
material.
I look around me and see a few dozen people—Kyrgyz, Uzbeks and Russians, plus some foreign tourists
immediately recognisable by their large backpacks. All of them just stand there, sweating and tired from the long
walk up and enjoying the beautiful view of Osh, their reward for making it this far on a mercilessly hot day. And
there it is before us, the ancient city in whose history the glory of past days is intertwined with a modern tragedy.
I feel a strange sensation, a mix of joy, sadness, loss and pride all at the same time.
Since ancient times, Sulaiman Mountain has been at a crossroads on the ancient trading routes known as the
Silk Road. It was a place where people from different parts of the world met to exchange not only fine goods, but
also ideas and cultures.
That is why the mountain has become a symbol of universal human values, of the ability to overcome
differences and communicate with and understand others.
I very much hope that this spirit will be revived and that our future can become, if anything, better than our
past.
3
I was only three years old the last time there were major clashes between the Kyrgyz and members of the large
ethnic Uzbek minority in southern Kyrgyzstan, 20 years ago.
I don’t have much of a recollection of the event. The only thing I remember is how an armoured personnel
carrier drove through our street.
This time around, I was not only an eyewitness but a journalist who reported on the violence.
Fierce clashes broke out in my hometown of Osh in June this year and spread to neighbouring Jalalabad and
other areas. The conflict appeared to escalate out of a fight between the two groups involving just a small number
of people. But the ensuing running battles left more than 330 dead and temporarily displaced around 400,000
people.
The main challenge of reporting the conflict was the immediate personal danger. I was met with a lot of
mistrust from people who viewed anyone asking questions with suspicion.
The job of a reporter is to observe and tell the story as an outsider. But in a violent conflict with two sides
fighting each other, anyone who behaves as if they are a third party immediately arouses distrust. It is very much a
“if you’re not with us you’re against us” attitude.
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Many locals associated journalists with outsiders who could be spying on them. Such an attitude was understandable, fuelled by fear in those days of bloodshed when houses and business were targeted by groups of looters
and arsonists roaming the streets.
So I had to adapt the way I usually work to the conditions of war. This included talking to people without an
audio-recorder first and then finding a quiet corner to write down their words while they were still fresh in my
mind; and taking pictures secretly.
There were two instances in which I narrowly escaped rough treatment. On the second day of the violence, I
accompanied a group of residents from my neighbourhood, a predominantly Uzbek area, who were putting up
massive roadblocks at the entrance to our neighbourhood.
When I started taking pictures, one of the locals noticed me and warned that I should stop. I tried to tell him
that I was working on a newspaper report but it did not make any difference. He told me to stop immediately for
the sake of my life and said that if a photo got into hands of the police then they could end up in trouble for
erecting barricades. I left the group and hid my camera.
But four days later, when I ventured into another district of Osh, Frunzenskiy, I was not so lucky. I was taking
pictures of people on the street when one of the residents grabbed my camera and broke it. They did not do any
harm to me and just escorted me from their neighbourhood. I felt relieved that I left with only the damage to the
camera.
Another difficulty was getting information as people refused to talk to a reporter. It took more time, as I had to
talk to locals in an informal way without scaring them off. Sometimes, I had to visit various places and listen to
what people were saying at gatherings.
Although it is not always easy to visit different communities and get people to express their view, I managed
well under the circumstances, having talked to representatives of various communities—Uzbek, Kyrgyz and
Russian. The majority of them would only talk under conditions of anonymity.
What also helped me is my appearance, which does not distinguish me as being from one particular ethnicity
and which was useful to help me blend into the crowd. I can also speak all three major languages used in Kyrgyzstan.
As moving around the city was dangerous because of the mobs, and difficult because of the road blocks, many
people did not know what was happening around them. So sometimes I “traded” what I knew about other places
to get answers for my article. What also helped me at that time was being in constant contact with other journalists, friends who live in different parts of the city so that the situation could be pieced together.
Still, it is not surprising that under such difficult circumstances there were not many media outlets reporting
from the street. The majority of media offices in Osh were set on fire or looted and many journalists left or stayed
home because of safety concerns. So the information vacuum was quickly filled with rumours fuelling fear and
panic among residents as well as giving a somewhat distorted version of events.
Like many of my media colleagues I share the view that along with parliamentary elections, rebuilding efforts
and compensation to victims, an international investigation into the conflict should very much be part of the
reconciliation efforts. This would help stop rumours about the possibility of another cycle of violence and provide
objective and balance information of the situation on the ground
The lesson I took from covering these violent events is that as a reporter you try to do your usual job—to
provide balance and accurate, impartial reporting. But the conditions you work in are much more challenging and
sometimes threaten your personal safety.
Covering the conflict I saw and heard a lot about human tragedy. I also learned a lot as a journalist. But I hope
very much my newly acquired skills won’t be needed again.
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1
I was born in 1987 in Osh, the centre of the region of the same name in southern Kyrgyzstan. My father was a
police officer and my mother a postal worker. Their job took them to Russia and I spent my childhood shuttling
between Kyrgyzstan and various regions in the Russian Far East - Yakutia, Sakhalin and Primorie reigon.
I was three years old in 1990 - shortly before the collapse of the Soviet Union - when inter-ethnic violence
broke out in Osh between Uzbeks and Kyrgyz triggered by a land dispute. Around 150 people died and hundreds
were injured in clashes before the Soviet military stepped in to quell the violence.
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At that time, I could not know, of course, that twenty years later I would be reliving a similar conflict and not
just as a witness but as a journalist reporting about it.
Following the violence in early 90s, my parents decided it was not safe anymore to leave me with my
grandmother and took with them to Russia.
It was not until the time came for me to go to school, when I turned seven, that I returned to Osh. I attended
three different schools where teaching was in Uzbek, Turkish and Russian. I have good memories of that time
when I was growing up in a multi-cultural environment. It was due to this mixture of cultures that by the time I
left school I was able to speak five languages, as I also learned Kyrgyz and English.
My first taste of journalism came when I was 15 year old and my parents moved back to the Far East. There, I
enjoyed the same multi-cultural atmosphere we used to have back home until the interethnic violence has put an
end to it.
Yakuts, Buryats, Russians, Kyrgyz, Uzbeks and other people from all corners of the Soviet Union, as well as
Chinese, lived alongside each other.
What I remember fondly from that time is that there was an absolute equality of all cultures and languages
without the dominance of one particular ethnic group. The level of friendship and camaraderie between people
had more than made up for the harsh environment people lived in.
I got involved in a group run by local historians and journalists which taught youngsters about the history of
the region and how to write about it. One thing that I took out from that teaching - which proved to be useful in
my job - is the importance of being able to create a picture in the mind of the reader.
This is what I strive to do in my reports about people, events and places in south Kyrgyzstan that reach people
all over the world through the IWPR website.
I used to write articles and short stories about life of people in the Far East and send them to local media. Only
few of them got published but I felt I should keep trying to get more practice and experience.
I started to work as a journalist in 2006 writing mostly for local newspapers in Kyrgyzstan. In 2008, when I
heard about IWPR organising a training session for local journalists and journalism students, I expressed an
interest as I wanted to learn something new and the topic of the training - international standards of journalism –
sounded very promising.
The real test of my IWPR training came when I covered last year’s events in Kyrgyzstan – the popular uprising
in April when the country’s authoritarian president was ousted and the interethnic fighting that broke out in
southern Kyrgyzstan in June.
The clashes over several days involving ethnic Uzbek and Kyrgyz communities took place in the cities of Osh
and Jalalabad and nearby rural areas. It left more than 400 dead, and a trail of deliberate destruction in its wake.
I wrote more than 20 articles for IWPR covering these events.
The article that I feel is special to me is the report “Kyrgyzstan on Alert After Osh Clash” about a security
operation against suspected militants in Osh last November.
This incident provoked fear among the local population about the danger of a renewed wave of ethnic
violence. When I interviewed people for the report, I realised that many of them were panicking because there
were rumours of a repetition of violent clashes.
It felt good that I could tell them what I knew about the situation - which was not as threatening as they
imagined - and could see that people were able to calm down once they found out what was going on.
My journalistic work is helping me to develop skills needed to fulfil my dream of becoming a writer and write
a book about the tragic events in Osh.
I also take pride in my work as a reporter to provide the public with accurate information as disinformation and
rumours were what fuelled the violence in Osh.
I am glad that through my work as a journalist I can contribute to telling the outside world what’s going on in
my small country.
Truthful and objective information about Kyrgyzstan will help the international community to get a real picture
of events taking place here. As journalists say, the truth should be told regardless of how unpleasant or
uncomfortable it can be. It enables us, in turn, to talk openly about problems and hopefully to find solutions.
2

It is a hot summer day in July in the city of Osh, a regional centre in the Fergana valley in southern
Kyrgyzstan.
I’ve just got off the bus and I am walking towards the slopes of the city’s landmark, Sulaiman Mountain. It is
known as Suleyman-Too in Kyrgyz and Sulaymon-Togh in Uzbek.
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Named after the Muslim prophet Sulaiman – the biblical King Solomon – it is the site of a shrine that is
believed to mark his grave and is still a place of pilgrimage. Legend has it that that Sulaiman drove a plough in
front of his advancing army, and when the team of oxen arrived at the mountain, he said, "Khosh!" (That's
enough), giving Osh its name.
The four rocky ridges rise up suddenly in the centre of Osh, dominating the city and providing a fine view for
visiting locals and tourists alike.
“Alhamdulillah! Thanks be to Allah and to our ancestors that we can be here,” my parents used to say when
they took us for a walk on the mountain.
The path around the hillside makes an interesting walk. Along the way, you can see pilgrims praying at
Sulaiman’s shrine – a small cave – asking for relief from illness and other help.
There is a fine description of the mountain in the memoirs of Babur, the Central Asian prince who went on to
found the Mogul Empire in India. Before he set off on his conquests, the young Babur built a summer house on
the top of the mountain, where he liked to spend his time.
Suleyman’s mountain is the only UNESCO World Heritage Site in Kyrgyzstan. On the southern slope, remains
of a late Bronze-age settlement have been discovered, enabling archeologists to establish that Osh is 3,000 years
old.
Given its history, it is not surprising that the mountain is a magnet for visitors. I went up a narrow path and
reached the main walkway leading to one of the summits, my ultimate destination.
I did meet some people doing a tour on my way up, but it was clear that visitor numbers had dwindled
compared to the crowds that used to come here before last year’s tragic events.
Several days of fighting in June 2010 involving ethnic Kyrgyz and Uzbeks in and around Osh and Jalalabad
left over 400 people dead and many more injured. Massive damage was done to homes and businesses as the
mobs went on an arson and looting spree.
I caught myself thinking that maybe one day, things will return to normal. Sulaiman Mountain is not just the
main historic attraction hereabouts, it is also the place around which the lives of local people revolve. Young
couples come for a romantic stroll, families bring their children, and elderly people say a prayer.
When I was little, my family lived close by the mountain, in one of the districts that was to be badly damaged
in last year’s ethnic violence. In those happy days of childhood, my friends and I used to come here and race each
other to the top.
Following the conflict, many of those friends headed off to Russia or other countries in search of jobs and
better lives. They saw no future for themselves here.
It makes me feel sad to think that they’ve gone. So instead of dwelling on that, I try to recall the wonderful
times when all of us – from different ethnic backgrounds – use to play together. There was one thing that bound us
together – we were all as naive and sincere as children can be.
It is getting hot – nearly 38 degrees Celsius – and the rocks seem to be giving off warmth. I am approaching
the summit, but each step I take requires more effort than before.
Finally, I am there. I am at the top, looking down at the city sprawling out around me. In some places, traces of
destruction from the violence are still visible – half-ruined houses; empty gaps where the rubble has been cleared
away, heaps of rubbish, and piles of building material.
I look around me and see a few dozen people – Kyrgyz, Uzbeks and Russians, plus some foreign tourists
immediately recognisable by their large backpacks. All of them just stand there, sweating and tired from the long
walk up and enjoying the beautiful view of Osh, their reward for making it this far on a mercilessly hot day.
And there it is before us, the ancient city in whose history the glory of past days is intertwined with a modern
tragedy.
I feel a strange sensation, a mix of joy, sadness, loss and pride all at the same time.
Since ancient times, Sulaiman Mountain has been at a crossroads on the ancient trading routes known as the
Silk Road. It was a place where people from different parts of the world met to exchange not only fine goods, but
also ideas and cultures.
That is why the mountain has become a symbol of universal human values, of the ability to overcome
differences and communicate with and understand others.
I very much hope that this spirit will be revived and that our future can become, if anything, better than our
past.
3
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I was only three years old the last time there were major clashes between the Kyrgyz and members of the large
ethnic Uzbek minority in southern Kyrgyzstan, 20 years ago.
I don’t have much of a recollection of the event. The only thing I remember is how an armoured personnel
carrier drove through our street.
This time around, I was not only an eyewitness but a journalist who reported on the violence.
Fierce clashes broke out in my hometown of Osh in June this year and spread to neighbouring Jalalabad and
other areas. The conflict appeared to escalate out of a fight between the two groups involving just a small number
of people. But the ensuing running battles left more than 330 dead and temporarily displaced around 400,000
people.
The main challenge of reporting the conflict was the immediate personal danger. I was met with a lot of
mistrust from people who viewed anyone asking questions with suspicion.
The job of a reporter is to observe and tell the story as an outsider. But in a violent conflict with two sides
fighting each other, anyone who behaves as if they are a third party immediately arouses distrust. It is very much a
“if you’re not with us you’re against us” attitude.
Many locals associated journalists with outsiders who could be spying on them. Such an attitude was
understandable, fuelled by fear in those days of bloodshed when houses and business were targeted by groups of
looters and arsonists roaming the streets.
So I had to adapt the way I usually work to the conditions of war. This included talking to people without an
audio-recorder first and then finding a quiet corner to write down their words while they were still fresh in my
mind; and taking pictures secretly.
There were two instances in which I narrowly escaped rough treatment. On the second day of the violence, I
accompanied a group of residents from my neighbourhood, a predominantly Uzbek area, who were putting up
massive roadblocks at the entrance to our neighbourhood.
When I started taking pictures, one of the locals noticed me and warned that I should stop. I tried to tell him
that I was working on a newspaper report but it did not make any difference. He told me to stop immediately for
the sake of my life and said that if a photo got into hands of the police then they could end up in trouble for
erecting barricades. I left the group and hid my camera.
But four days later, when I ventured into another district of Osh, Frunzenskiy, I was not so lucky. I was taking
pictures of people on the street when one of the residents grabbed my camera and broke it. They did not do any
harm to me and just escorted me from their neighbourhood. I felt relieved that I left with only the damage to the
camera.
Another difficulty was getting information as people refused to talk to a reporter. It took more time, as I had to
talk to locals in an informal way without scaring them off. Sometimes, I had to visit various places and listen to
what people were saying at gatherings.
Although it is not always easy to visit different communities and get people to express their view, I managed
well under the circumstances, having talked to representatives of various communities – Uzbek, Kyrgyz and
Russian. The majority of them would only talk under conditions of anonymity.
What also helped me is my appearance, which does not distinguish me as being from one particular ethnicity
and which was useful to help me blend into the crowd. I can also speak all three major languages used in
Kyrgyzstan.
As moving around the city was dangerous because of the mobs, and difficult because of the road blocks, many
people did not know what was happening around them. So sometimes I “traded” what I knew about other places
to get answers for my article. What also helped me at that time was being in constant contact with other
journalists, friends who live in different parts of the city so that the situation could be pieced together.
Still, it is not surprising that under such difficult circumstances there were not many media outlets reporting
from the street. The majority of media offices in Osh were set on fire or looted and many journalists left or stayed
home because of safety concerns. So the information vacuum was quickly filled with rumours fuelling fear and
panic among residents as well as giving a somewhat distorted version of events.
Like many of my media colleagues I share the view that along with parliamentary elections, rebuilding efforts
and compensation to victims, an international investigation into the conflict should very much be part of the
reconciliation efforts. This would help stop rumours about the possibility of another cycle of violence and provide
objective and balance information of the situation on the ground
The lesson I took from covering these violent events is that as a reporter you try to do your usual job - to
provide balance and accurate, impartial reporting. But the conditions you work in are much more challenging and
sometimes threaten your personal safety.
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Covering the conflict I saw and heard a lot about human tragedy. I also learned a lot as a journalist. But I hope
very much my newly acquired skills won’t be needed again.

The Central Mosque, City of Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.

A mosque in the Chuy Region, Kyrgyzstan.
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An orthodox church in the City of Osh, Kyrgyzstan: two views
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The Sulayman Mosque in the City of Osh, Kyrgyzstan: two views
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The Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Karakol, Issyk-Kul Region, Kyrgyzstan: two views
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A Dungan mosque, Karakol, Issyk-Kul Region, Kyrgyzstan

The Abu Bakr Siddik Mosque, Batkin Region, Kyrgyzstan
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The Naryn Mosque, Naryn, Naryn Region, Kyrgyzstan: two views
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A mosque in Koshkor, Naryan Region, Kyrgyzstan

A mosque in Jalal-Abad, Jalal-Abad Region, Kyrgyzstan
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An orthodox church in Talas, Talas Region, Kyrgyzstan. Below: a mosque in Kochkor Village, Naryan
Region, Kyrgyzstgan
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A new mosque in Kyzyl-Jar, Kara-Kulja District, Osh Region

A new mosque in Shark, Kara-Suu District, Osh Region, Kyrgyzstan
▲
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